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Metropolitan Water Distnct's board
of directors.
"This reservoir, cn tical to the
Sout hla nd's lo ng-term economic
prosperity, will create thousand:; of
new jobs a nd p um p b il lions of

dollars mto the regional economy,"
said Metropolitan General Manager
John R Wodraska.
"If the reservoir remams on fa~t
track , mo re than $1 billion in
construction work will begin dunng
the next 18 months. At the height of
constructiOn, more than 1,000
workers will be directly employed
on the project," Wodraska said. " In
addition. the projects will generate
several thousand additional jobs
each, and pour as much as $2 billion
in construction work into the
beleaguered Southern California
economy."
When completed in 1999, the
$1.9 billion lake will nearly double
S ot..t hern Califo rn ia's rese rvoi r
storage capacity, providing a more
dependable water suppl y and critical
rese rves duri ng a dra ught ,
earthquake, or other emergency.
" Studi es have s hown th at
s ig nifica nt s ho rt fa ll s in wa ter

d

supplies could result in the loss of
thousands of jobs and bill ions of
dollars in economic production, as
well as impact the quality of life we
have become so accusto med to,"
said Wodraska.
One of the two contrac ts
awarded-totaling nearly $65
million-calls for the construction
of an 8.2-m ll e -l ong, 12-fo.Ptdiameter pipeline that will deliver
imported water to and from the
Phase See Page 32
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Harris Loans Approved in Record Time
by Gary Katz

D

uring a City Council meeting
held in December, the Harris
Company asked the city of
San Bernardino to underwrite $10.5
million doll ars in loans tha t the
retailer claimed were needed to stay
in b usiness in San Bernardino's
downtown Carousel Mall. In a
unanimous vote, the City Council
agreed to assist Harris' in acquiring
the loan.
By late January, in record-breaking
lime, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) had
approved a $7.35 million loan to
enable Harris ' to purchase the
Carousel Mall store it now leases. In
addition, the San Bernardino City
Council had approved a $3.15 million
float loan after the retailer promised
to stay in business at least three years.
Harris' eventually hopes to get the

I

amount of the city's loan from the
city's Community Development
Block Grant allocation, but that
process could take six to nine months.
Jorge Pont, president and CEO of
Harris', gave credit to Rep. George
Brown, D -Colton; a nd Rep. Jerry

Lewis, R-Redlancb, for steering the
loan application through government
channels m record time. The Harris'
attorney, Thomas H. McPeters,
claimed that any decision later than
Jan. 31st would have been too late to

n early February, the Inland
Valley Development Agency
(IVDA) expects the Air
Force to hand over a 550-acre
parcel of land located on the
former Norton Air Force Base,
and already they have big plans
for at least 140 of those acres.
The IVDA is currently
negotiating with Cal Tai
Associates of San Jose for
development of a $400 million
international trade center that
would create up to 4,000 jobs
and attract up to 1,500 visitors a
day.
As proposed, the trade center
ca lls for a 1 million-squ are-foo t

Please See Page 23
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Planning in Process for Chino Dairy Preserve
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n the minds of many Chino
Valley dairy farmers, it is
fortunate that a series of
political events occurred m San
Bernardino County in late 1994 to
unlock the door that held their dairy
industry hostage in an increasmgly
hostile environment. In the dairy
preserve (15,200 acres of land in El
Prado south of Ontario and
extending west to Chino Hills from
the Riverside County line), the
typical 45-acre dairy farm has
suffered from, iromcally, the same
medicine that was orig1nally
administered to make it healthier.
Pnor to 1978, a majority of the
dauy farmers signed "Williamson
Act" contracts with the state of
California that allowed for
drastically reduced property taxes
in exchange for the commitment
that the landowners would not
develop the lands, leaving what
they owned in stnctly agncultural
uses for the durat1on of the
contracts. The hd was held on the
value of these lands, and this
damper on prices effectively
prevented any sale for sufficient
funds to accommodate relocation

and rebuilding elsewhere.
Not every property owner signed
a Williamson Act contract, but each
was affected by the contracts of
others
By an act of the San
Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors on Jan . 5, 1987, all
lands in the area generally known
as El Prado were bunched into an
official agricultural preserve, and
everybody-all landownerswithin the area were locked m for at
least 10 more years. Growth in
property values was doomed.
Unfortunately, this act of
containment failed to consider dairy
economic dynamics and increased
regulatory scrutiny of the
environment. The impact of cattle
herds totaling 200,000 corralled on
only 15,200 acres of land in a
rapidly urbanizing region began to
receive enormously increasing
scrutmy from some very influential
and powerful pubhc agencies. For
instance, the South Coast Air
Quality Management D1stnct draft
reports had quantified the effects on
the atmosphere of the Chmo Valley
livestock-generated emissions
which released reactive organ1c
compounds, methane, and ammonia
into the atmosphere.

To the average dairy farmer, it
was abundantly clear that the life
cycle of the dairy industry in this
area of the county was drawing to
an end. The questiOn that remained
was "How do you convince the
people in power that they, the dairy
people, need to relocate ?"
Heretofore, no one seemed to listen
or to care much.
Call it political intransigence ...a
deaf ear. Whatever it was, 11
spawned several citizen groups
between 1987 and the present, and
these people began to peck away at
the stone wall of the status quo
through their pressure on the
decision makers
The first
indication that the grass roots
efforts were havmg an effect came
when the city of Ontario announced
that it would seek a sphere of
influence over the Dairy Preserve.
Not to be left out, the city of
Chino reacted with equal swiftness,
and it applied to LAFCO for the
same area that Ontario had
requested.

We Had Us a Turf War.
Then, as the competition wore on
and the level of political intensity

rose, both cities, as quickly as they
had entered the competition, agreed
(with each other) to back off and to
place their respective quests on
hold indefinitely. The first grass
roots assault on the status quo was
halted.
This about-face quietly infuriated
many in the El Prado Community.
Some formed a new committee that
called itself "EI Prado Incorporation
Committee" (EPIC).
Its 15
committee members, riding a tide
of dairy-farmer determination, held
community meetings, collected
donations, hired consultants and
attorneys, and launched an all-out
drive to incorporate the El Prado
dairylands as a city of its own. (If
Ontario and Chino weren't
interested in expanding to
encompass El Prado, and, with it,
land use powers, then the property
owners would do it themselves.)
As it turned out, after several
years, the EPIC effort worked well,
at least from a political standpoint.
Last year the San Bernardino Local
Agency Formation Commission
approved the application of
cityhood for El Prado, and
preparations were underway to
Pleas~ See

Page 35

Local PBS Affiliates Seek Support From
Inland Empire Audience
he Inland Empire's local
Public
Broadcasting
System (PBS) affiliates,
KVCR-FM and KVCR-TV, have
requested help from their
contributing audience.
In
response to the threatened funding
cuts or even elimination by the
104th Congress, they have asked
their supporters to contact their
congressional
and
senate
representatives to let them know
how they feel about the projected
cuts in funding .
For those who are unclear
about PBS and how the system
works, a crash course follows. In
196 7, the Federal government
authorized the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB), a
private, nonprofit corporation, to
develop non-commercial radio
and television services for the
American people. In FY 95, the
Federal government appropriated
$285 million to CPB. More than
90 percent of CPB funds go
directly back to the 629 CPSqualified radio stations and 351

T

CPS-qualified television stations
in the United States.
National Public Radio (NPR) is
an independent radio organization
wh1ch produces and distributes
news and cultural programming to
CPS-qualified radio stations
through the Public Radio Satellite
Interconnection System. NPR
receives 60 percent of its annual
operating budget from member
station dues and program fees.
An amount equal to 81 percent of
the KVCR-FM grant from CPB is
returned to NPR for outstanding
programming such as "Morning
Edition,"
"All
Things
Considered," "Bob & Bill,"
"Performance Today," "Selected
Shorts," "Car Talk," and "Marian
McPartland."
The
Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS) is an independent
television organization that
acquires programs and distributes
public programming to CPSqualified television stations

through the Public TV Satellite
Interconnection System. PBS
receives 66 percent of its annual
operating budget from member
station dues and program fees.
An amount equal to 51 percent of
the KVCR-TV grant from CPB is
returned to PBS for quality
programming like "Sesame
Street," "Barney," "Masterpiece
Theater,"
"Nova,"
"Great
Performances," "Mystery," and
''Wall Street Week."
KVCR-FM, Inland Public
Radio, signed on the air in 1953
as a non-commercial, public radio
station licensed to the San
Bernardino Community College
District. KVCR-FM operates 19
hours per day, 365 days per year
featuring a mix of news, classical
music, new age music, jazz, and
informational programs from a
variety of sources, including
NPR, Public Radio International,
and local origination. Locally
produced programs include "The
Afternoon Concert," "The Final

Frontier," "The Love Affair," and
"All the Good Times." The
spring 1994 Arbitron ratings
indicated that KVCR-FM had a
weekly cumulative of 38,500
listeners averaging seven or more
hours per week of listening to the
station.
KVCR-TV, Inland Public
Television, signed on the air in
1962 as the first non-commercial
television station in Southern
California
and
the
first
educational station in the nation
licensed to a community college.
KVCR-TV operates 15 hours per
day, 365 days per year featuring
educational,
cultural
and
informational programming from
a variety of sources, including
PBS, regional networks, and local
ongtnation.
Since 1973,
thousands of students have taken
college credit telecourses on
KVCR-TV.
In the 1993-94
academic year, 3,070 students
enrolled in telecourses. Presently
Please See Page 41
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Commentary

Editorial

C

alifornia is not winning
the war on competition for
new business. It is still
being raided by nearby states and
is unable to retain hundreds upon
hundreds of current companies.
Many
wanna-be-California
companies still find the cost of
doing business here too high and
find much lower costs in most
states s urrounding California.
California, with its top
personal income tax of 11 percent,
cannot compete against 7 percent
for Arizona and 0 percent for
Nevada. That is correct; Nevada
has no personal or corporate
income
tax ,
and
Nevada
(according to Dun and Bradstreet
and the Wall Street Journal) is the
fastest growing state in the U.S.
Let's not even mention the
regulations on doing business in
California in comparison with our
neighbor states. As the State
Senator from California's 36th
Senatorial Dis trict was recently
quoted as saying:

tracks.
"Neighbonng states are
experiencing solid economic
growth at the expense of
California, whose businesses and
would-be entrepreneurs are
leaving the state in droves. Early
in 1994, the California Business
Roundtable found that 41 percent
of California companies now plan
to expand outside the state.
Another 14 percent, Including a
quarter of all manufacturers, plan
to relocate completely outside
California."

"Neighboring states are
experiencing solid
economic growth at the
expense of California,
whose businesses and
would-be entrepreneurs
are leaving the state
in droves."

"Combining high taxes with
excessive and burdensome
government regulations results in
a deep, destructive, and longlasting recession that has
seriously tarnished the economic
luster of the Golden State, driven
out thousands of existing
businesses, and, perhaps most
importantly, stopped an untold
number of new business startups
and expansions dead in their

It is time for the A sse mbly
and Senate to get its business plan
together, reduce taxes, eliminate
excessive
regulations
and
compete with Nevada, Arizona,
Texas and all the other business
retention and recruitment wars. It
is time not for rhetoric nor for
small talk. It is time for action. •
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by Lew Warren
Station Manager. KVCR-TV

s the 104th Congress
begins, 1deas are being
floated on a variety of
top1cs which will hopefully save
the government enough money to
finance a tax cut. One of the
ideas being presented is to
"privatize" the Corporation for
Public Broadcastmg (CPB). This
would save the government (and
taxpayers) about $285 million.
The CPB receives an annual
appropriation from the federal
government and passes 50%
directly to local public television
statiOns ( li ke KVCR-TV) and
21% directly to local public radio
stations (like KVCR-FM). The
remainder goes for grants to
independent producers (19% ), for
tra1ning and development (6% ),
and for administrative overhead
(4%). Since the CPB owns no
assets, there is nothing to
"privatize."
Since 1952, the Federal
Com municati ons Commission
(FCC) has alloca ted specific
channels in every area of the
country dedicated for educational
and c ultural use and forbidden
from running commercials. It
would take another law to change
this nonconmmercial status for
the 650 public radio and 351
public television stations around
the country in order for them to
run commercials.
Public radio and television is
a lot like your local public library.
If the libraries were "privatized,"
it could save a lot of money.
Soon, however, the libraries
would stop stocking every new
book and periodical and
concentrate on the ones which
generated the most interest and
brought the most people in to see
the advertising. On every wall,
on every shelf, and in every book
would be advertisements for
various products.
It wouldn't take long to really
miss that newsletter about
woodworking, sewing, painting,
politics, dance or some other
hobby or interest which you
enjoyed but which was not
universally popular. If it wasn't a
big crowd pleaser, it wouldn't be
found in the "privatized" public
library. It might come down to
comic books and tabloid news
magazines.

A

By the same token, if public
broadcasting stations were
"privatized," they would have to
gravitate to the same more
mundane programming which
would appeal to a wider audience.
In depth, analytical news and
information coverage would have
to be abandoned
Cultural
programming seldom pays for
1tself, so it would have to go .
But most importantly, educational
programming-from preschool to
college level credit courses, is
found only on public stations. At
KVCR-TV, approximately onethird of our schedule is college
level credit courses.
Public
broadcasting is education in
action.

By the same token, if
public broadcasting
stations were "privatized,"
they would have to
gravitate to the same more
mundane programming
which would appeal to a
wider audience.

If KVCR -TV decided to
continue broadcasting any of the
program s currently in its
schedule, we would have to edit
out about s ix minutes of program
content from every half hour to
make room for the commercials.
Even the cable channels such as
Discov ery, A&E , Bravo, The
Learning
Channel,
Mind
Expansion University, and C-Span
could not exist without s ubsidies
from the cable industry.
The federal funding for
KVCR-TV amounts to 34% of our
budget with 40% provided by the
San Bernardino Community
College District and 26% from
individual
contributions,
businesses, and other outside
sources. It is the mixture of these
funding sources which permits the
breadth and depth of the
programming on KVCR- TV
which
is
enjoyed
by
approximately 300,000 people
each week- without commercials.

...

I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Sherry Hunter

A

lthough she was born in
Oklahoma City, Sherry
Case Hunter, executive
director
of
the
Ontario
Convention and Visitors Bureau ,
has lived most of her life m the
Inland Empire.
Since college, Sherry's career
path has taken her to Claremont,
where she served two years as
executive director of the
Claremont Visitors Bureau She
has also ventured 1nto the
entrepreneurial arena as a partner
and operator of a personal
computer school.
However, of all her career
choices, the one she found most
satisfying was the time she spent
as a "full-time mom." For her
son's first 10 years she devoted
her creativity and executive
talents exclusively to child
rearing. "I was a cub scout pack
leader, little league team mom,
school-room aide, camping
companion and a partner in one
of the neatest relationships I've
ever known," she says.
In her professional life,
Sherry enjoys the camaraderie of
fnends and colleagues that she
has found as a member of various
trade and civic organizations.
She is a member and past
president of the Western
Association of Visitor and
Convention
Bureaus,
an
organization that encompasses I 0
western states and western
Canada She also belongs to the
International Association of
Visitor and Convention Bureaus
where
she
has
achieved
certification in finance and
administration, convention marketing, membership development
and bureau operations.
Other
professional
affiliations include the Friends of
Ontario International Airport
where she serves on the board of
directors. She is also a member
of the Southern California
Society
of
Association
Executives, the American Society
of Association Executives, and
the California Travel Industry
Association. Sherry is also
active in the Ontario Rotary
Club.
While these associations keep
her current on what is new and
happening in the convention and

A closer look...

Name: Sherry Case Hunter
Family: Husband , Brent ;
son, Scott
Education: Attended San
Bernardtno Valley College,
Mt San Antonto College ,
and the University of
Redlands , where she

majored 1n bus tness
management and mar keting
Hobbies: Along with
remodeling her 70-year-old
house, Sherry enjoys
gardentng , sk11ng, b i cycl ing, and camping.

v1s1tors bureau business, they do
add more responsibilities to her
already hectic schedule.

IEBJ: When a meeting planner
comes to the OCVB for assistance,
what can he:she expect from you?

IEBJ: What is the Ontario
Convention and Visitors Bureau?

HUNTER: We assist meeting
planners by making their jobs
easier. One of their major benefits
is a one-on-one relationship with a
professional who has a wealth of
information available. A CVB is
des1gned as a one-stop resource
center. We act as a liaison for the
city's hospitality wdustry and the
meeting planner. We recommend
reliable sources for services and
provide valuable information on
the area's facilities. This saves the
busy planner numerous phone calls
as well as a lot of time and energy.

HUNTER: The Ontario CVB is a
puhl1c/ pnvate
non-prof1t
organization committed to
promoting the Ontano area as a
quality meeting and conventiOn
destination Funded by the city
of Ontario, the bureau serves as a
one-stop shopping center for
ideas and information regardmg
local meeting facilities; hotels;
restaurants, attractions; and
shopping,
recreation,
and
entertainment opportunities. We
are
also
respons1ble
for
marketing and booking long-term
business into the new Ontario
Convention Center scheduled to
open in mid-1997.
IEBJ: What is the director's
duties?
HUNTER: In addition to
managing the 14-member staff, I
am responsible for overseeing the
development of the market plan
as well as for implementation of
that plan to generate convention
business for Ontario.

IEBJ: What other benefits do
meeting planners receive from a
CVB?
HUNTER: A CVB cun also
provide vital contact names and
pertinent information, while acting
as a convention management
consultant to the planner. By
"teaming up," CVB personnel and
the meeting planner can achieve
and often exceed the goals and
objectives set upon the planner by
the association, corporation, or
group. Both parties share a
common desire-to ensure a

smoothly
run,
successful
conference . Once all the preconvention details are set, a CVB
contmues its commitment to help
ensure that the meeting goes off
without a h1tch. From start to
finish, CVBs are dedicated to their
clients and are anxious to offer a
helping hand. The bottom line is
that by w o rking with a C'VB,
professionals are guaranteed
professional treatment. CVBs
possess the knowledge and
experience to not only "lighten the
load," but will help planners excel.
IEBJ: What if a planner 1s
undec1ded about your area?
HUNTER: In that case, we will
submit a detailed proposal,
including brochures, guides, and
directories depicting the options
open to delegates should the
planner select Ontario for the
meeting.
IEBJ: Does the OCVB represent
all businesses in the area or is
there certain criteria that they must
meet?
HUNTER: Any business or
individual in the Inland Empire is
eligible to become a member of the
Bureau; there arc no geographtcal
limitations. There are d1fferent
membership rates depending on
the type of busmess. However, our
primary purpose is to de\ elop
convention leads for Ontano
hotels.
IEBJ: How many businesses do
you represent 1n the Ontario
region?
HUNTER: We have about 150
members, which includes 16
hotels.
IEBJ: What do you see as your
biggest challenge as executive
director of the Ontario Convention
and Visitors Bureau?
HUNTER: My major challenge
and opportunity is marketing the
new Ontario Convention Center.
The construction and opening of
the Center is going to create a new
era for our city. To be a part of
this positive growth is very
rewarding. •
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Local Manufacturing Economy Continues to Rise in January

A

ccording
to
She!
Bockman and Barbara
Sirotnik, co-directors of
the Institute of Applied Research,
the manufacturing sector in the
two-county area of Riverside-San
Bernardino extended its trend of
economic growth to the lilth
consecutive month in December.
The Purchasing Managers'
Index of 56 S in the month of
Januar} contmued to remain
abo\ e the breaking point of 44.5,
and thus indicated an expandJDg
local economy. Th1s month's
PM!, moreover, reg1stered an
impressive surge in the local
economy's rate of growth, which
had been slowing since the
September 1994 report.

increase in new orders since
August of 1994. Approximately
34 percent of the respondents
reported an increase in new orders
in
January
compared
to
December, while 17 percent saw
their orders contract.
Supplier Deliveries
January's local index of 60.4 has
increased from Its level of 57.3 in
the December report.
Th1s
1ndicates that slow supplier
delivery continues to be a
pressing problem for purchasing
managers in the two-county area,
but is 1ndicative of an economy
which continues to expand.
However, some local purchasing
managers indicated weather as a
contributing factor for slower
del1veries in January. These
findings are replicated in other
parts of the country as the list of
raw materials and commodities in
short supply continues to grow,
with a concomitant increase in
commodity prices. While 25
percent of the respondents sa1d 11
took longer to get deliveries from
their suppliers, only 4 percent

A ll
key
ind icatorsproduction, new orders, supplier
deliveries, inventories, employment,
and
purchased
materials-are highly positive.
New Orders The New
Orders Index rebounded from its
December level of 48.8 to 58.5 in
January, indicating the strongest
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purchasing
Although
managers continue to report an
increase in commodity prices for
the two-county area, this month's
rate of increase has slowed when
compared with previous months,
suggesting diminished
inflationary pressure, according to
Kamy Farahbod, Associate
Director of the Institute.
Purchasing managers, however,

Service.
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reported receiving faster service.
Commo d ity Prices -The
local Commodity Prices Index of
78.7 indicates that commodity
prices were h1gher 1n Jan~ary
when compared to the prev1ous
month. This increase in prices
conlinues to suggest an increase
10 demand or a dechne in supply
in the Inland EmpHe area.
Inflation continues to be a major
concern for the local purchasmg
managers, and shortage of some
commodities is a contributing
factor. Almost 62 percent of
purchasing managers reported
higher prices, while 34 percent
indicated no change.

remain concerned about the
possibility of an increase in
interest rates and a higher
minimum wage.
About 25 percent of the Inland
Empire purchasing managers in
the manufacturing sector believe
that the local economy will be
stronger in the next three months,
while only 4 percent of them
expect it to become weaker.
Based
on
information
obta1ned from area purchasing
executives 1n 17 Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC)
categones, the report provides a
valuable economic profile for
business leaders in the Inland
Empire area.
"The Inland Empire Report on
Business" 1s prepared by the
Institute of Applied Research at
Cal State San Bernardmo, and is
funded by a grant from Stewart
Holt Advertising and Rasmussen
& Rogers. The report provides
timely information about the
manufacturing economy and
overall health of the Inland
Empire economy. •
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SB 690: Pre-Trial Rent Deposit to Courts for Eviction Cases
by Melodtc Plount

D

id you see "Pacif1c
Heights,"
the movie
depicting a San Francisco
couple who encounter a landlord's
worst nightmare ... the non-paying
destructive tenant who seemingly
cannot be legally ev1ctcd? Did
you shake your head in disbelief
over this fictional dilemma,
thankful that this situation could
not possibly occur in the real
world? You most certainly did
not if you are a Cahforma rental
housJDg owner, because chances
are you have encountered this
mghtmare .. .and he was still there
when you woke up.
Res1dential rental owners in
this state have up to now faced a
lopsided play1ng field when it
comes to residents' versus
owners' rights. Although the
majority of tenants are ho'lest and
responsible, the legal loopholes
have attracted "professiOnal" rent
beaters who retain unpaid
possession of rental dwellings for
months, incurring little or no
court costs. They often cause
tremendous property damage as
well, payment for which is
virtually uncollectible.
Meanwhile, owners (the
majority of which are mom-andpop operations) face enormous
legal costs to regain control over
thei r
hard-earned
housing
investment, loss of rental income,
and costly rehabilitation repairs
once the property is finally
vacated. But with the passage of
Senate Bill 690 by last year's
California legislature, a muchneeded leveling is about to take
place.
The Apa rt m e n t Association
Greater Inland Empire (AAGIE)
a nd i ts affi lia te, the R iverside
Apartment Association, have been
successful in convincing the
Riverside County Board of
Supervisors to participate in SB
690's pilot program requirin g a
pre-trial ren t deposit in o rder for a
te n a n t to a n swer a n evict ion
complaint. It is being hailed as a
potential solu t ion to frivolous
l egal ac t ions which cost all
taxpayers and especially renta l
ho u sing owners millions of
dollars annua ll y, clogging court

calendars and delaying the
nghtful awarding of possession.
This pilot program will go
into effect in July 1995 It is a
three-year experiment that will
require a tenant who has been
served with an unlawful detainer
(UD) action to post 15 days' rent
(not to exceed $500) w1th the
court in order to go to trial.
Perhaps even more s1gnificant 1s
the measure's clause that prevents
a bankruptcy fihng by a tenant m
an unlawful detainer action from
delaying the ev1ction process.
In essence, the pilot program
works as follows : A rental
housing owner must allege that
the residence is not currently
subject to a citation for an
outstanding
building code
violation of health, safety,
housing, building, or fire
standards. He must also request
the pre-trial rent deposit at the
time the UD complaint is filed . A
reply form, to be used by the
resident to deny the owner's
allegations, is served along with
the UD complaint.
In the event the reply form is
not returned to the court and the
tenant fads to post the rent
deposit, the owner may receive an
immediate writ of possession at
the hearing to be set between
eight and thirteen days from the
date the UD lawsuit is filed and
served.
If the tenant uses the reply
form to dispute the complaint's
allegations, an informal hearing
will take place to allow the court
to determine if there are
substantial conflicts to the
ma terial facts set forth in the
complaint.
If the owner is
successful, the court will order
the tenant to deposit the required
rent within two days. If no
deposit is made, a writ of
possession
may
issue
immediately. Money damages
would be awarded in a separate
small claims action.
If the tenant makes a timely
d eposit of requ ir e d re n t to t h e
court, the case t he n p roceeds to
trial. Providing the tenant proves
that
the
premises
are
uninhabitab l e and the court
reduces the rent by more than 60
Please See Page 57

by Rod Field

ast year, lobbyists for the
apartment owners were
able to push through the
Leg1slature SB 690, commonly
referred to as the Pre-Tnal Rent
Deposit Bill. The apartment
owners ' success was the result of
nearly a six years' effort and the
introduction of three separate bills
seeking to place a bar on
courthouse doors preventing
tenants from gaming access The
apartment owners' success was
only partial, however, since SB
690 was reduced to a three-year
pilot program in volunteering
courts . To date, four courts,
including the Riverside County
Consolidated Courts, have agreed
to participate in the pilot program.
Basically, SB 690 prevents a
tnal for tenants m non-payment of
rent eviction cases unless the
tenant first deposits an amount
equal to 15 days rent, not to
exceed $500, with the court.
Unlike the prior bll Is sponsored
by the landlords, SB 690 does
permit the tenant to have a "pretrial" hearing before being
required to make a deposit. (To
add insult to injury, unlike their
landlords who pay their filing fees
by check, tenants must make their
deposit in cash, money order, or
cashier's check.) The clear
message being sent to tenants is
that you can't win in court and
your check is no good here.
The passage of SB 690 raises
more
complex
questions,
however, than simply those
applicable to tenants.
For
example, what other defendants in
lawsuits should be required to
make court deposits before havi ng
a trial? If tenants must make
court deposits, why shouldn't
credit card debtors be required to
make deposits? After all, credit
card companies always win, just
like landlords. Maybe all parties
to lawsuits should be required to
make deposi ts prio r to havi ng a
right to a trial?
If t h e las t quest io n seem s
absurd, thinlr again. Over the last
decade, we have seen the j udicial
system become more and more
reserved for those who can afford
it. T he rich can now pay for their

L

own private judge through the
"Rent-A-Judge" system, bypass
the queue the rest of us stand in,
and go Immediately to tnal. The
rich can also afford multi-million
dollar attorneys, as witnessed by
O . J 's Dream Team
It IS
becoming increasingly the
average citizens' perception that
the courthouse door is wide open
for the nch and closed to the poor
and middle class. SB 690 has not
only added to that perception but
enacted it into law
To tenants, SB 690 will act as
a strong signal that the judicial
system presumes them to be
guilty as charged. Why else
would tenants, as opposed to all
other c1vil defendants, be required
to make a deposit before they
exercise their right to a trial?
Why would a tenant even think of
opposing a landlord in court when
the court itself has already
indicated the outcome?
Consider the relative positions
of the tenant to his landlord.
Until fairly recently, California
law provided no more protection
to tenants than 18th century
English common law on which it
is based. While English law
expanded tenants' right over the
two centuries since independence,
California law remained static. It
was not until 1974 that a tenant
could defend an eviction action on
the grounds t hat his/her dwell ing
was uninhabi table. Until 1974, a
California tenant was in exactly
the same position as an English
serf. (Arguably worse, si nce
California tenants could not count
on noblesse oblige.) No ma tt er
the conditions, the tenant had to
pay the rent or be evicted. W hile
it would be unfair to say that SB
690 returns Californian tenants to
t hose glorious days of t he 18 t h
century, it comes close. S B 690
sends two clear messages to
tenan ts: fi rs t, land lords a lways
w in and tenants always lose; and
secon d, do n ' t com e to co u rt
w ithout cash. •
Rod Field is a Housing Law Coordinator
wilh lhe Legal Aid Foundation
of Los Angeles. Field is writing
as an mdividual, however, and
th1s column bas no connection
to the LAF of LA.
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TRATUS is a strategic
marketing firm specralizrng
in the emergrng field of
customer relationship marketing.
As a proponent for integrating all
busrness function
under a
marketmg philosophy, STRATUS
has enJoyed an impressive 40 o
annual growth rate srnce the}
started m bu me s four years ago
During tht trme, Stratus has
blo-.somed into a leader in databa e
and dtrect response marketmg,
maintaining a tnm staff of 12
Individuals who serve the
company's fort}·Some regronal,
natrona) and intematronal account::..
Though Stratus' pnnCJpaJs have
in-depth experience rn marketing
and advertising, Stratus has
abandoned many of the traditional
modes tn favor of what they
consider to be more responsible and
cost-effective approaches to
business growth. In fact, Stratus'
almost evangelical zeal for these
approaches i underscored by therr
actual willingness to, on certain
occasions, work for clients on a
performance basis.
"We are not an advertrsrng
agency," rnsrst Ron Burgess,
president of the Redlands-based
frrm "Though our capabthtres are
in some ways simrlar to many
agenctes, we have not encountered
anyone else m Southern California
who has melded the admrnistratrve,
accounting, production, distrrbution, sales and service rol~ onto
one responsive marketmg organism. We call this organism the
marketmg machme. In this sense,"
he emphasizes, "we don't sell
advertising. We help our customers
tum their companies into marketing
machines."
Stratus uses a variety of
products and services to help
bu inesses !Urn their companies
into marketing machmes. These
include:
• Market Research and Analysis
• Customer Relationship
Management Programs
• Customized Database Marketing
• Strategic Business and Marketing
Planning
• Integrated Marketing Campaigns
• Business Plan Writing
• Funding Acquisition
• Graphics and Print Production
• Audio and Video Production
• P. R. (local, regional, national )

• Promotions and Advertising
• Media Planning!Buymg
Stratus leads rh customers
tow nrd intensive market research
and relation,hip hurlding trategres
by frrst helpmg them to catalog
therr product and customers hy
profrtabrlrty Stratu clarms that
w rth a comprehensive profde of
their most ~aluahle customers,
companie:. cnn market nnd even
reshnpe therr product ltne
accordrng to therr customers '
needs.
"Thi ts a mnrket-drrven
approach to business," explarns
Burgess. In toduy's competrtr~e
envuonment the game is to grah a
nrche and keep it, not tryrng to
force an unwanted product or
ervice down the mass market's
throat With the cost of acqurring
new customers running five limes
the cost of selling to present
customers, cu tomer retention is
absolutely fundamental. We tell
our client , 'If you can't keep your
present customers happy, you have
no right to attract new ones!' This
is Stratus' fund,tmental me sage "
Stratus rnsrst , that O\ er lime
the wformation gained from
buildtng stronger customer
relatronshaps become rnvaluable
Instead of the typical 3 to 5 o
growth rate accepted as a uccessful
return, it is not uncommon for
mature companres usrng database
and relationship marketrng
strategies to enJOY consistent 1070
to 15% annual growth for far less
expense, msists Stratus.
Though thrs broad approach to
marketing is the core of Stratus'
mrs. ron, the company admits that
few companies JUmp head first rnto
the program. "Most clients,"
clanfaes Frank Ve.,sel , executrve
vice president of Stratus, "frrst
come to us for a graphics, video, or
publrc relatwns project."
Stratus begins every project by
learnrng all they can about their
cltent, theJr chent's service or
product, and their customers. Only
then wrll Stratus move on to what
they call the "creative" stage
"In the advertising world,"
explaans Vessels, "the word
CREATIVE is a noun. It refers to
the theme the piece takes to acquire
interest and ultimately to sell to
customers. Unfortunately, most
traditional 'creative' pieces skip

STRATUS
A small Marketing Firm With a Big Mission
over the basrcs, placing too much
emphasis on cleverness, and
aesthetics. In my estimatron,
'creative' must do more than
entertain or inform; it has to lead to
sales!"
"That first piece has to be right!
It has to work," explarns Jim
l\'azano, art director at Stratus .
"\\e've learned from many years in
the business ahout the psycholog)
of selling. What rs the product?
How does 11 stack up ngaanst the
competillon? Who's the customer?
What's thear need ? Ho'' do they
thmk? How can we get the written
and visual message across without
the piece getting lost in the
shuffle? "
After the "creatrve" phase
(w hrch includes copyw ritang and
desrgn) the piece is fin.tlly
produced. But even after Stratus
delrver:. the product to the
customer, their work goes on.
"Rarely do we deliver a project,"
explaans Lan Mobley, public.rtions
and media darector for Stratu,.,,
"unlll we have found a way to track
its succe s. Key codes, response
cards, dates or other I.D .s arc
placed m all produced pieces. We
are proactive rn this process,
makrng ure the clrent has the
means and the mind-set to follow
up on the momtonng process. Thrs
is the only way we know of to
ensure that we and our chents can
enjoy contrnualrmprovement."
When the frrst project for a
client ts a success (Stratu claims
marntaining over 90% of all frrst
time customers for a year or
longer), Stratus uses it to
demonstrate the value of movrng
further along the database
marketing road "As this success
continues," explains
Carol
Paralpiano, M BA., chief operating
officer for Stratus, "We are able to
garn the credtbility we need to
assist that client in integrating thetr
bu iness functions. From fullblown costing systems and breakeven analyses to automated
customer tracking and communication systems, we are
privrleged to work wrth most
clients at this level of involvement."
This holistic approach has led
Stratu:; to open a new division
within their company. "We have
begun to work with certain
entrepreneurial companies," says
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Non-Profit Agency to Market
Ontario Convention Center
by Mark Zelmer

A

The Stratus Jearn md udcs (!rom lei\ front)

Lan Mobley, and C'arol Paralp•ano,
(Jell, back) Frank Ve scb , J,m Nauno,
and Ron Burgess, Pres1den1.

Vessels, " those who an our opinion
have a great product or service but
lack the funding, expertise or vision
to go to marke t Right now we
have three companies we're
working wrth , helptng them to
develop hu,iness plans , find
funding and begm domg busrness.
We become particrpant s in these
companaes , receiving pa) ment as
the companies actually sell their
products or s ervrces Thts tdea
started fro m our s uccess in
recerving compensauon based upon
performance."
"One of our clients." illustrates
Burgess, "came to us for a simple
initral project.
This rs a
multinational puhlishrng corporation, the leader in their industry.
We did our homework, completed
that inihal project, and were ahle
from that success to gain there
confidence. Since then we have
been entrusted with most of thrs
client's
marketing
efforts.
Recently, their presadent asked to
speak with us, thankmg us for our
help and informing us that no
campaign in their 63-ycar history
had done as much for their bottom
line . Their average orders are
considerably larger, their multrple
product sales have skyrocketed,
their new services and products are
being flooded with orders, their
gross is over 100% what it was la~t
year, and their net profits have
tripled!
"That's why we love this
business," Burgess confides. "We
are on to something here and we're
just getting started." .&

II

non-p rofrt arm of city
govern me nt h.rs l.rndcd a
S2 million contract to
market the Ont.m o Convention
Center, ta rgeted to open m 1997
The Greater Ontario Conventaon
and Visllors Bureau rs the crty of
Ontano's chorce to promote the
long-awaited center, which wrll be
located on property JUst north of
the aarport between D Street and
Holt Blvd The Center wrll have
200,000 squ re feet altogether,
wllh a 70,000-~quare-foot exhrbll
hall It wall accnmmodate 4,500
people
Over the nex t four yedrs, the
cont ract call s for the city to fu nnel
abou t $2 mtlhon to the vrs rtors
bureau to enha nce rts ma rketing
campargn
" We're ve r y exci ted," sard
She rry Hu nter, who ts servrng her
ninth yea r as the convention and
v isi t o r bureau 's ex c c utr ve
director " Our staff has al rea dy
begun to pursue hooking leads in
promoting the center "
It was the recent beefing-up of
the bureau's regular 15-memher
staff that apparently held the key
to the city's selection process.
For example, the bureau hired Bill
Snyder and Associates, an Inland
Empire marketing consulting firm,
to help shape the sales strategy for
a complete convention packageincluding an abundant supply of
greater Ontario hotel rooms. Also
retained was Patrick SooHoo
Designers of Los Angeles,
charged
with
building
a
comprehensive rdentity program
for the visitors bureau as well as a
national advertrsing campaign

Promotion is OCVB Job
According to brochures, the
convention and visitors bureau is
self-described as a "public/private
non-profit organization committed
to promotmg the Ontario area as a
quality meeting, convention, and
leisure destination." Funded in
general by the city, the bureau
also maintains a membership of
businesses that cater to the tourist
industry.
Hunter, who grew up in the
San Bernardino area, said her
greater Ontario bureau was ready
and waiting when the knock on

the door of opportumt) frrst came.
"We h.rd .dready moved ahead
wrth uggressrve marketrng, far
before the c rty's frnal deer ron
was due,' she s11rd "\\e even
srgned up the Calrfornra
Assoct Iron
of
College
Book tores, provrng our staff s
.rbrlrty to book u conventron
cent r"
\ t dn Ontano Crt) ( l'Uncrl
workshop tn September, the
conventron bureau prtched 11
det.uled m rketrng plan Ahl'ut
three months earlier clly offtctah
had lard a rough framework b)
spelhng OIJt the gurdchnes for dn
ultimate str tegy

Visitors Bureaus Show
Cities' Vision
"A lthough a li mr tcd nu mber
are regarded as t rgers w h e n tl
comes to landi ng go ~ e rn ment
contracts, convent ion .rnd vrsllors
burea us are common natronwrde,"
sa id
th e
O nta rt o
b u rea u
M e m b ers h i p/ P ub lic Rela tr o ns
Manager Karen llumphre).
" Being well-versed on a crty 's
ho spitalit y industry, visit o rs
bureau ' per:mnncl are usually the
most effecti v e re::.o urce for
finding out the current status of an
area's facrlities and attractrons,"
said Humphrey.
"A bureau
operates as a liaison between the
meeting planner and the servrces
of the membership and / or
community. Both entities share a
common goal- to ensure a
sm o othly
run ,
successful
conference "
A convention and visitors
bureau can provide a varrety of
services at little or no cost to the
meeting
planner,
added
Humphrey.
Such services
include:
• Pointing the way to vrsitororiented companies that offer
specific services which are often
in demand by large groups.
• Providing brochures and
directories
to
convention
delegates.
• Assigning trained clerks to help
with registration chores.
• Arranging
tours
and
entertainment excursions.
• Lining up local political
officials for meeting and speaking
engagements . .&

Haynes Co-authors Bill
Related to Prop. 187 and
Taxpayer Funds
enator Ray Haynes (RMurnet.r) ha .rnnounccd that
he rs co-authorang a enate
btl! berng Introduced hy Senator
John I wrs (R-Orange) thdt would
proh.brt any st.lle or local entrty
fr m usrng puhhc funds to lrllgate
or otherwrse legally ch llengc any
stdtewrde rnrhallve or referenda
whrch ha~ been pa sed bv the
voters.
The brll dnses over the
numerou law suus that h.rve been
recently fried by chool dr tncts
challengrng the implementation of
P rop 187.
"The p eople of
California spoke out on ov. 8, by
overwhelm rng s upport fo r P ro p.
187. For these pubhc agenctes .rnd
bureaucrdts, w ho dre ohhgated to
serve the people, to use taxpayers'
money to try to undo the wrll of the
people is ludicrous," Haynes ard.
T h ts bill d oes not proht b it
pnvate rntercsts or spccral rntcrcst
gro ups f ro m fthng lawsurts to
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litrgatc for their elf-rnte rests, but
they cannot do 11 at taxpayer
expense
People have the nght to
determrne how thcrr tax doll<~rs are
spent Government bureaucrats
should not be allowed to subvert
that nght under the gurse of
protectrng thetr fundrng,' H ynes
commented
When the bill rs pa sed, 11 wrll
not only prohrhrt puhhc agencre
and government bureaucrat from
frlrng lawsurts funded by tax
dollar after a btll rs passed by the
people, but the law w til also deny
agencres from contesting ~tat ewrdc
rnllratr\e before they are voted on
by the public. ""Ibis provisron of
the brll rs necessary to keep pubhc
officia ls, ac ting o n beha lf o f
spccral rnterests, from t ryi ng to
d e n y Cali fornanns the right o f
v otrng o n rnrtratr ves, th e re by
throttli ng the democratic process
and the will of the people," Haynes
concluded . ..._

CVINEYARD Wational'Bank
We Want Your Business & We'll Prove It!
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

DIAMOND BAR

9590 Foothill Blvd.

1200 S. Diamoad Bar

I"'J987-0177

CHINO

{9M)

861-9664

5455 Riverside Dr.
t-1 591-3941
LAKF. ARROWHEAD
28200 Hoghv. •> 189
(909)337·8S8t
F.q...l Oppoftllany t...ukr

VICfORVIUE
I 2380 Hespcna Rd.

CRFSI'LINE
23840 Lake Dnve
(909) J :18-1718

(M9)241·510t

Membr:<FDIC
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S.C.O.R.E. Offers
Business Counseling

Riverside County
Court Honored

T

h e Riverside County
Courts were honored
recently by the California
Judicial
Council,
which
presented them with the 1994
Ralph N Kleps Award. It is the
second straight year that
R1verside received the annual
award, which is presented to
courts that demonstrate significant advances and innovation
in court administratiOn.
Th1s year's award recognized
the Superior/Municipal Courts of
Rivers1de County for an
innovative program that allows
facilities to accept cross-court
payments and filings from other
locations. Regardless of case
type, jurisdiction, or court
locations, all court facilities
located m the West and Desert
Areas of Riverside County accept
documents and their respective
filing fees for Riverside County
Desert and West Area Probate ,
Family Law, Civil, Small Claims,
Traffic, Criminal, Juvenile and
Appeals matters.
The program is mad e
possible by a computer system
application that allows court
documents to be scanned
electronically, stored in a
database, and then accessed or
updated at terminals in any of the
courts .
Indexing, storage,
updating, and transmitting of

proper Information are accom·
plished through the use of
imaging software from Image-X
Enterprises and AViiON server
systems from Data General Corp.
Through the computerized
network, all facilities can accept
and post traffic and criminal fine
payments and bad forefeitures,
schedule traffic court trials; and
process requests for traffic
school, continuances, and fine
extensions.
In addition, residents from
the various surrounding counties
(San Bernardino, Orange, Los
Angeles, San Diego) can visit
any
location
of
the
Con so I ida ted/Coordinated
Riverside County Courts to file
documents, pay their fines,
request continuances, or sign up
for traffic school, among other
services.
According to Arthur Sims,
court administrator, "The new
cross-court payment and filing
sys tem helps increase citizen
access to our courts, allowing us
to offer many services at each
court location Software and
hardware technology allows us to
accomplish this. As a result, we
have also been able to increase
our operating efficiency and
reduce court costs. The program
is the only one we know of in the
courts of California." •

Small Business Owners Give
California Failing Grade
n a harsh assessment of
California's current economic
conditions, more than 84
percent of small business owners
rate the state's business climate as
poor or no better than fair,
according to the 1995 State Ballot,
an annual survey of the 46,000
California members of the National
Federation of Independent Business
(NFIB).
The overwhelmingly negative
response (only 3 percent of the
respondents rate the state's business
climate as good or excellent, and 13
percent called it satisfactory)
clearly highlights the continued
frustration of many business
owners who have struggled through
one of California's worst recessions

I

in decades, and who continue to lay
much of the blame at state
government's doorstep.
More than 87 percent gave the
state's business tax structure fair or
poor grades, with nearly half
calling it poor. "Small Business
feels exceptionally pressed by
economic
pressures,
and
govCinment isn't doing much to
make it better," said Martyn
Hopper, NFIB State Director/
California. "More than 73 percent
of respondents would like to see an
economic impact statement
included with all bills enacted by
the Legislature. Too few legislators
really appreciate how tough it is to
make a buck in this economic
climate." .&

usiness counseltng for
people who want to start
a business, are thinking
of selling a business. or who
want to know how to increase
sales, Js now being offered at
the Fontana Area Chamber of
Commerce on the first and thlfd
Wednesdays of each month. Nat
Simon, former mayor of
Fontana and a member of the
Service Corps for Retired
Executives (S.C.O.R.E.), will
counsel people from 9:30 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m. by appointment

B

only.
S.C.O R.E. is a free serv1ce
sponsored by the U.S. Small
Business Administration. Its

11,000 volunteers are men and
women, managers and business
owners with diversified skills
and experiences The demand
for serv1ces continues to grow,
and S C.O . R.E. needs more
volunteers-retired men and
women with general business
knowledge, the ability to
communicate their knowledge,
and the willingness to offer a
few hours each month to serve
the business community.
For a counseling appoint ment or information, call
909/822-4433. For information
on membership in S.C.O.R.E.,
call Nick Guia, president, at
9091793-4315 . ....

O.C. Bankruptcy
Derivative of Proposition 13?
by Mark Honog

he media often have blamed
California's Proposition 13
and the tax cut revolution it
spawned in 1978 for bringing the
nation many bad things, including,
in their eyes, Ronald Reagan. Now
the New York Times and USA Today
have jumped back on the antiProposition 13 bandwagon,
claiming that the measure and the
anti-tax fervor it created are to
blame for the bankruptcy of Orange
County, California.
In the Dec . 23 USA Today,
reporter David Lynch writes that
" the kindling that turned (Orange
County Treasurer Robert Citron's]
flaw into a county's tragedy lies
elsewhere: voters' fierce anti-tax
sentiment; public clamor for
services; and an outmoded county
government."
Lynch
further
asserts:
"Beginning in 1978, Proposition 13
limited property taxes and required
a two-thirds popular vote for tax
increases . At the same time, a
booming economy was attracting
tens of thousands of new residents
each year, all of whom required
public services." According to
Lynch, "As Orange County grew,
residents' anti-tax fervor collided
with their demand for roads,
libraries, and schools. Raising taxes
remained political suicide... "

T

Reporter Sallie Hofmeister
makes the same claim in the Jan. 6
New York Times: "The roots of the
problem that erupted with such fury
in Orange County in December can
be traced back to 1978. That's
when California voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition
13."
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"What happened to my profits? ... Where is the cash? ...
Why do I have to pay taxes when I didn't make any money?"
S. "Chell" Chelilab, CPA, CIRA, CFE
Ltliga110n Support & Insolvency
Servtces Group

ow that the new year
has settled in, last
year's
performance
must be evaluated in light of
those dreaded income taxes .
The questions most often asked
by aspiring entrepreneurs are
"What
happened
to
my
profits? ... Where
1s
the
cash? ... Why do I have to pay
taxes when I dido 't make any
money?" In most people's
m1nds "profits = cash" and
unfortunately this is a common
misnomer. If we were operating
wtth only cash, with no access
to any form of credit or loan
facilities and we expense all our
purchases, be they short-term
assets or long-term capital
assets, then profits would equal
cash at any given point in time.

N

Having told you what to
watch out for, it is now
important to let you know
where to look for such
information.

The media often have
blamed California's
Proposition 13 and the tax
cut revolution it spawned
in 1978 for bringing the
nation many bad things.

Economist Stephen Moore, of
MediaNomics' Economic Experts
Forum and the Cato Institute, call
these stories "as ridiculous as
blaming Propos ition 13 for the
flooding that's going on in
California right now. For 15 years
following
the
passage of
Proposition 13, Orange County was
a healthy and vibrant community.
California's economy grew 50
percent faster than the nation's as a
whole in the 10 years. If anything
forced Citron into derivatives, it
was out-of-control spending, not a
lack of tax revenue." •
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In the real world, we all use
credit to finance our purchases,
and we exten d credit to our
customers and clients. In each
instance, when we use credit,
we temporarily preserve cash in
o ur bank account but this does
not really belong to us since we
have to pay off our debts
eventually. In each instance
when we extend credit to our
customers and clients, the exact
opposite happens; cash that
should be in our bank account is
being temporarily held by our
customers and clients. This is
one of the reasons why profits
do not equal cash in our bank
account.
The picture is further
complicated by purchases of a
capital or fixed asset nature

such as real estate, machinery,
or cars that we may acquire for
use over a period of years .
Generally, tax authorities and
accountmg conventions do not
allow us to expense such items
in the year of purchase and
require us to spread the cost of
the item over its estimated
useful life. Th1s tax or
accounting mandated treatment
is aimed at achieving fair
presentation of profits by
match1ng income with related
expenses incurred in earning
such income. Unfortunately, it
has the effect of further
deviat1ng from a simple cash
basis since the cost of the
purchases are reflected in the
bank account but not fully in
profits.
To recap, profits of the
business can be temporarily tied
up in assets such as accounts
receivable, goods held for sale,
and machinery. An illusion of
profitability may be present by
having excess cash in the bank
due to temporary credit and
loans from your creditors. The
cash absorbed or released by
accounts receivable, goods held
for sale, and trade debts
(collectively referred to as
working capital), cannot be
released from the business until
such lime as the business is sold
or dissolved . The funds required
for working capital could be
likened to the certain volume of
liquid needed to prime a pump,
which is always retained within
the system while funclloning.
Keeping all of these in m!nd,
one should not attempt to
"spend profits" nor "spend the
cash in the bank account"
without having a good and
carefully evaluated under standing of the available excess
cash derived from the profits of
the business. In the past, many
a profitable company has ended
up in bankruptcy because
management failed to recognize
the importance of working
capital and cash management.
A commonly seen problem is
attempting to fund capital
expansion with temporary cash

flow from movements 1n
working
capital ,
leading
eventually to a working capital
crisis.
Having told you what to
watch out for, 11 IS now
important to let you know where
to look for such information.
One of the key financial
statements that reflects this
1nformallon is the Statement o f
Cash Flows. In theory, the
statement of cash flows should
reflect every significant cash
transaction, other than the

operating transactions, which
are reflected in the Operating
Statement. This statement forms
the bridge between the prior
period working capital; longterm assets and liabilities; the
operating results of the current
period; and the current period
ending working capital, longterm assets, and liabilities.
Consultation with a knowledgeable financial advisor is
always a good idea, especially
before any prec1p1tous action is
taken! •

Getting

Your
Loan

From

VIB
canoe
As Easy
As ABC.
llgriculture, musiness, (lonstrucHon, Wortgage and
IIBA Loans are the building blocks that make up
Valley Independent Bank's Loan Center.
Let Us Help You Build Your Business

Call The People Bankers At Your
Coachella Valley Loan Center

775-5600

El Centro Loan Center
El Centro. CA

Jit

Branch Locations
Coachella Valley loan Center
El Centro • Holtville • Bnwloy • Calexko • Coachella
Indio. CA
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A balanced life or risk management
no matter what you call it, do it!
by Pet a G. Penson

S

ometimes it feels as if
balancing our lives is like
playing with one of those
old-fashioned hand games where
you tried to get several little
balls to roll into their holes all
at one time. As soon as you
think you've got them under
control, one or two were sure to
run wild across the.board.
The quest for continuous
improvement in the workplaceand everywhere else in our
lives-is making us a nation of
people overwhelmed by the
burdens of modern life. Too
much change, too many
opportunities,
too
much
information-and all of it too
fast-it's as if we are in school
all of the time.
Even with the help of
technology and hyper-speed
learning, we can't absorb it all.
Multiplexing external pushes
and Internal pulls keep us in a
tailspin. The question is, "are

we going to choose a focus or
become a victim to 90's
overwhelm?"
According to Dorothy Largay,
Ph.D .. who designs leadership
coaching
programs
for
executives, the answer is clear:
each individual must decide on
what is the "right" focus for the
current phase of his or her life.

though the chapters have
changed. If we can define that
script, what it is that gets us
jazzed and engaged, then we
know where to invest our
energies."
She recommends that you
begin by ranking in order what
matters to you, such as:
• Achievements

"Arrange to live sensibly,
truthfully, and always with
a sense of our own
limitations. "
Asian philosopher,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health
Community
Money
Contributions
Play
Family
Power
Friends
Spirituality

Lin Yutang

"What's important to us
appears to be different when
we're in our 20s, 30s or 40s,"
she said, "but in truth we tend to
repeat the same scripts even

Start 1995 With A Commitment
To Efficiency And Excellence

6
STAFF CONTROL,

INC

Automated Time and Attendance

Security Services
Human Resource Services
Risk Control Services
Temporary to Full-Time
Pcrsonnd Consulting

1-800-40-STAFF
CAU FOR TilE LOCATION NEAREST YOU

This is not a new exercise;
most of us have done this at
least once in our lifetime. But
Largay asks us to take it a step
deeper and to delve into what is
really appealing and satisfying
about our top one or two
priorities. If it's money, ask
yourself why. Is it because it
gives you freedom?
Or
validates your worth? Or gives
you feelings of power?
When you get to bedrock, you
will be forced to reconnect with
the underlying causes for your
actions. For example, it is
critically important to you to be
a good parent because your own
parents were mediocre, or
achievements are of high
priority because you've always
had the secret fear that you
wouldn't live to old age and you
want to "cram it all in" while
you can.
What does all of this
introspection
get
you?
Hopefully, a fresh perspective
on whether the choices you're
making in all parts of your life
are the ones most appropriate
for you. There are many good
books to help you with this
difficult process, including Life
Skills by Richard Leider and
Balancing Act
by Joan
Kofodimus.
If you are uncomfortable with
the touchy-feely nature of this
exercise, Largay suggests you
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Unfunded Mandates Challenged
by Assemblyman Fred Aguiar

think of it as risk management.
"Dissatisfaction and burnout
cannot be denied . They will
show up one way or another in
your performance, attitude, and,
ultimately, your personal bottom
line," she said. Even if you are
one of the fortunate few who are
doing work you love and
focusing yourself in all parts of
your life on your top priorities,
an annual "take stock" selfexam can keep you from
becoming
a
victim
of
dissatisfaction and burnout.
Technology has allowed us to
achieve quantum leaps in
productivity at work, and we'd
like to think we can accomplish
the same kind of productivity
gains in other parts of our lives.
But the only increase we're
really experiencing ts in
feelings of overwhelm. Life is
too short. We will not be able to
do it all, but v.- e can try to make
what we do a rich source of
personal satisfactiOn .

The quest for continuous
Improvement In the
workplace-and
everywhere else In our
lives-Is making us a
nation of people
overwhelmed by the
burdens of modern life.

As always, an Asian
philosopher, Lin Yutang, has a
few words of clear insight for
us: "Arrange to live sensibly,
truthfully. and always with a
sense of our own limitations."
It's time to set your limits and
leave overwhelm for someone
else .

.&

"Managing" ts wrinen by Peta G.
Penson, EdD., a prmctpal with COl •
Co·Devetopment International, a global
management consulllng ftrm that helps
corporations with strategtc plannmg
and complex busmess issues. For more
informaJton call 408-366-0466.

(R·61st Dtstncl)

udget defictts are an annual
problem tn Sacramento .
Why? In large part because
California has to pay for both its
own responsibilities and the
services that Washington requires us
to provide but will not finance.
These programs, which cost the
state of California $8 billion last
year, are at the heart of the
unfunded mandate issue now being
discussed m Washington and
Sacramento.
The United States Constitution
has 27 amendments .
These
amendments guarantee our rights as
ctttzens of the United States and the
state of California by limitmg the
authority and reach of the national
government. Over the last two
generahons, however, Washmgton
has expanded tis authority in
violation of the Tenth Amendment,
which states:

B

necessary if we are to make
Califorma competitive and safe.
While streamlming and budget
cutting are commonplace tn
Sacramento , the problem of
unfunded federal mandates is just
now bemg discussed in Congress.
Rigid and often wasteful , these
federal programs annual! y cost our
state billions of dollars to
implement.
Often these restrictive mandates
stand in the way of state reforms
that are designed to make programs

such as welfare more efficient and
successful. Reforms designed to
concentrate existing programs on
atding those that cannot legitimately
help themselves were stopped by
Washington's unwillingness to grant
Californta the opportunity to
streamline the programs for which
the state provides hundreds of
millions in funding. As a result of
the overly rigid federal guidelines
and policies, reforms that could
have created a win-win situation for
both taxpayers and those

legitimately in need of temporary
assistance
have
gone
unimplemented.
Congress and the President
must make the national government
more responsive to California by
recognizing the damage being done
to our state's economic recovery
through the use of unfunded
mandates. Elimination of these
unfunded mandates would enable
Sacramento to establish our own
budget priorities and better serve the
people of California. •

"The powers not delegated to
the United States by the
Constitlllion, nor prohibited by it to
the states, are reserved to the ~tates,
respectively, or to the people."
A~ part of the original Bill of
Rights, the Tenth Amendment
helped establish the "checks and
balances" that are central to our
governmental structure. By limiting
the national government, states are
empowered to make their own
decisions on the issues that confront
their state. This separation of
powers ensures that our goals and
needs can be met.
Unfortunately, Washington's
power grab has had a crippling
effect on state government. Last
year, our total state budget deficit,
nearly $4 billion, mirrored the
amount Sacramento was forced to
pay for federally mandated
programs assisting illegal aliens.
Governor Wilson and the State
Legislature have actively worked to
streamline government and cut the
budget in order to eliminate large
annual deficits. These efforts have
reduced state spending by more than
$17 billion over the last four years.
The 1995-96 Legislative session
promises to actively reform the tax
code, streamline and eliminate
burdensome regulations, and
continue toughening the criminal
justice code. These changes are

Recognition For
AJob Well Done.

You know who they are.
relentless. hard working,
successful entrepreneurs
who are the backbone of
economic development
in the Inland Empire. You can become a part of
their success story by recognizing them for a job well
done by nominating them to become one of the 1995
Entrepreneur Of The Year award recipients. This
elite competition, sponsored by Ernst & Young,

The Press-Enterprise
an The San Benwdino
Sun is the Inland Empire's
most prestigious honor for
entrepreneurs who have
created and sustained growing business ventures.
The deadline for all nominations is April 7, 1995,
so hurry and enter the nomination of your favorite
entrepreneur, or nominate yourself. For a nomination form or additional information on the
awards program. call Mary Nutter, Ernst & Young,
{909) 276-7279.

Inc. magazine. Merrill Lynch. Sprint, The Desert
Sun. The Inland Empire Business Journal,

Be Part Of The Success Story. Call 909-276-7279.
The Deadline For Nominations Is April7, 1995.
SI'ONSORED BY

S!J ERNST & YOUNG LLP
tttheDesettSun

Inc.

MAOAZINE

I
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JNLAND . . . . . . .
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A ntitrust Fundamentals: What You Need to Know Today
by Michael St. Peter and Susan S. Halling

Law Offices of St.

Peter & Cooper

ith respect to the federal
antitrust laws, it cannot
be over-emphasized
that compliance with the antitrust
laws is a serious issue. A violation
of the Sh e rman Act may b e
prosecuted as a criminal offense.
Civil remedies are available for
liability under any antitrust statute.
Recently,
the
Clinton
Administration has escalated
enforcement activity, hired more
antitrust lawyers and is bringing
cases for conduct that was passed
over during the Bush and Reagan
Administrations.

W

Dealing With
Competitors
Your company should decide on
its own, without any discussion
with competitors or those acting
on their behalf: 1) the prices it
will charge; 2) the quality and
quantity of the goods or services it
will sell; 3) the markets where
the goods or services will be sold;

4) the c ustomers to whom the
goods or services will be sold; and
5) the volumes and time periods
when the goods or services will be
marketed.
It is important to note that an
unlawful understanding among
competitors can arise without any
verbal communication, e.g. the
''knowing wink." It can arise even
when the parties expressly state
that no agreement is being
reached.
Do not discuss or agree with
competitors about:
1) Fixing prices at any level, high
or low;
2) Regulating the supply of
competing goods;
3) Allocating geographic markets,
territories or customers;
4) Fixing discounts, promotions or
any other terms or conditions of
sale;
5) Determining who can best
serve certain customers;
6) Deciding to deal w i th a
particular customer only on certain
terms and conditions, e .g ., an
agreement among competitors not

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

coURIER s£1MC£

SAME DAY

?

ONE WEEK

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
as low as 75¢ per letter!
~
• Same Day Delivery

............

~
• Parcel Delivery

• Special Messenger

• ICBM7~ Program

• CourierS
• Tailored Delivery Systems

• Bag Exchanges

to sell to "price cutters;" or
7) Confirming any offered price.
It is lawful to gain any kind of
informati on about your competitors and the marketplace by
receiving such information from
your cus tomers, trade press or
employees. However, do not
attempt to get competitive
information from your competitors
directly or from their agents.

Dealing With Customers
As a general rule, your company
has the right to select its customers
and decline to deal with anyone
that it does not want as a customer.
Any decision on this matter should
be made by your company on its
own and for good business
reasons.

Do Not:
1) Dictate to a customer the resale
price of a product or restrict what
or to whom your customer may
sell. Under certain circumstances,
resale prices may be suggested, but
in so doing, they must be clearly
designated in writing as the
suggested price, and no attempt
should be made to require a
customer to adhere to the
suggested resale price.
2) Use market power over a
product a customer wants to buy in
order to force the customer to
purchase a less desirable product
or use your services.
3) Require a customer to purchase
a particular product or product line
only from you (exclusive dealing
agreement) or require a customer
to purchase a high percentage of
its requirements
over
an
extended
period of time
(requirements contract), except
under special circumstances which
should be reviewed by your
company's legal counsel in
advance.

• Overnight Letter Service
Pricing Your Product

~LP-

---

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM

--

Serving all of Southern California

such discrimination may be anticompetitive. Similarly, "free"
products or different shipping or
credi I terms not offered to all
customers may be unlawful for
they may give one of your
customers a competitive advantage
over your other customers. A
seller should also not use
predatory or discriminatory pricing
for the purpose of injuring or
eliminating its own competitors or
impairing their ability to compete.

It is unlawful to sell
commodities of like grade and
quality to one customer at a price
more favorable than that offered to
that customer's competitors, i.e.,
discrimination in price among
competitors, where the effect of

There are three statutory
defenses to price discrimination.
In short, they are:

1) Meeting
Competi tion .
Discriminatory prices, which may
be otherwise unlawful , are
defensible when the seller acts in
good faith t o meet an equally
low price of a competitor. A
seller, when confronted with a
buyer claiming to have received a
better offer, should evaluate that
claim in light of avai l able
documentary evidence and market
data and its previous experience
with the buyer. Do not ask your
competitors for price verification.

2) Cost Justification. Price
differentials
resulting
in
discriminatory pricing
are
permitted where such differentials
make only due allowance
for
differences in the cost of
manufacture , sale or delivery
resulting from differing methods
or quantities in which goods are
sold or delivered.
3) Changing Conditions. Price
changes are permissible from time
to time where they are responses to
changing conditions affecting the
market for or marketability of the
goods concerned, e.g. perishable
goods.
In addition, there are two
judicially created defenses which are:
1) Practical Availability. If a lower
price is practically available to all
customers, some courts have found
no price discrimination . This
defense may be used to justify
volume discounts. It is advisable
to create several ranges of pricing
in your price structure and evenly
administer the program in order to
justify volume discounts.
PletJM Su Poge 30
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Applications Now Being Accepted for UCR Executive
Management Program
plications are now being
ccepted for the 1995
xecutive Management
Program of The A. Gary Anderson
Graduate School of Management at
the University of Californ1a,
Riverside. The program ts des1gned
to expand the skills of senior
managers :.nd executives at the
general management level.
The program will run from
March 30 through June 15, 1995. It
will open with a two-day retreat in
Palm Springs followed by weekly
sessions held at UCR from 2 to 5
p.m. on Thursdays. The deadline
for enrollment is March 1, 1995.
The cost of the program is
$2,500 and includes tuition, the
Palm Springs retreat, parking,
books and all costs associated with
the program
Students who
complete the program will earn a
Certificate
in
Executive
Management tssued by the
Graduate School of Management at
UCR.
Topics covered will include
leadership skills and development,
effective management, communication skills, management
information systems, team building,
creativity, risk taking, managerial
action, strategic management,
managerial economics, managing
change, re-engineering, managing
ethnic diversity at work, and
managerial ethics.
The program will also feature
three guest speakers who will
discuss contemporary issues in the
private and public sectors: Amy
Harrison, executive vice president
and vice chairman of Children's
Comprehensive Services; Marcia
McQu e rn , president and c hi ef
executive officer of The PressEnterprise; and Norman R. King,
Moreno Valley city manager.
"UCR's program is an excellent
value," said Ra y Maghroori,
associate dean and director of
UCR 's Executive Education Office.
"Since it is local, participants don't
have to pay expensive travel and
lodging costs. And because the
program meets once a week in the
late afternoon, participants can
attend without being absent from
work," Maghroori said.
"In the context of the changing
business environment, continuing
management education is extremely
important to every manager and
professional in both the public and

private sectors," said Maghroori.
"Traditional management education
has usually emphasized skills
dealing with planning, or what is
somettmes referred to as decision
sciences. Yet, 10 today's business
environment, effect1ve managers
are those who can plan new
products and develop new
programs, as well as implement
ideas and procedures," he said.
"The goal of the Executtve
Education Office at UCR is to

expose managers to the realities of
today's business environment,
givmg them the tools they need to
plan courses of action, as well as
the skills they need to tmplement
them. We teach them both the art
and the science of management
We give them a framework for
managing change in the 1990s We
give them the tools they need to
succeed in the 21st century,"
Maghroori said.
The program's faculty includes

Carlos Cortes, Michael Granfield,
Erik Rolland, and G. Lawrence
Zahn from UCR; Barry Posner from
the University of Santa Clara; and
consultants Edward Caprielian,
Arthur J Lange, E. William Lareau,
and Reed M. Powell.
Nearly 500 people have
completed the Executive Management Program, which was
established in 1983.
For information and registration,
please call (909) 787-6329 . .._

MINORITIES AND
WOMEN BORROW

UPTO $100,000
UNDER NEW SBA

"Low Doc" LOAN
Foorhdllndependent Bank's Small Busmess Lend1ng Ccnrer h.1s been <hosen b 1•
the U.S. Small Business Administration ro pdot rheir new Low Documenrarion Lendmg
Program (Low Doc). The Low Doc program introduces a simple, one-page SBA loan
appliwtion for loans up ro $100.000. \X'hile dm program isn't limited ro women and
minority owned businesses, the U.S. Small Business
Administration is making a concerted efTorr to berrer
1 Page Application
serve special interest groups. Use these low cosr,
Fully Amortized
long term loans for working capital. ro restructure
existing debt, increase cash flow, commercial propNo Balloon Payment
erty or equipment. For more information call our
No Prepayment Penalty
SBA expert, Karnna Hamilton, ar (818) 966-2199.
No Lender Points
Foorhilllndependenr Bank· Member l·DIC

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK g
Striving to exceed your expectations
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Making Advertising Work

THE

...........................

MRRHET
b) Mar11n K. \\ alker

H

O\\ often have vou
dectded to spend money
on
an
aggres~tve

ad' ertt:>tng tdca?

'I ou get
together \\ tth your .Jssoctatcs
and partners and dcctde, '"Yep,
thts w til get us new customer~
and ne\\ business." You think
about the tmportant things )OU
want to ~a~ tn the ad, 1nd how
)OU \\ant to destgn It, and then
) ou choose the publicatiOn. But
as the da) s go b), the phone
doesn't ring. fhe weeks go hy,
and maybe an errant tnquiry
comes tn, hut hardly the "hot"
prospect that you expected.
Months pass. and the results are
les,; than you could have
imagined. The people at the
magazine or newspaper rna) tell
) ou your ad didn't run long
enough, or it wasn't big enough,
hut neither reason docs you any

FI·BR\JARY 19!J5

good
The money has been
spent, and it seems that
advertising just doesn't work.
So you go back to business as
usual
Unfortunately, this scenariO
ts not that uncommon in the
small-to-medium bustness arena
The good news IS that there arc a
few stmple steps )OU can t.~ke
th,tt will stack the deck in your
f,n or.
Do a Customer Profile
Advertising ts communication. You can't communtcate
\\ith someone if you don't know
\\ ho they are, what they read,
where they go, what they like,
etc Take the time to study your
customer Be factual in your
search. Use all the information
you have available. If that is not
sufficient or accurate enough,
you can find external databases
that rna} haYe more specific
information. It may also be to
your
advantage,
tf
the

"AppleOne helps our
good reputation.
Dependable fulltime
or temporary
employees - who
know their way
around an office."

advertising campaign is going to
be a significant expenditure, to
do a simple survey of your
cus10mers to give you accurate,
first-hand information It may
delay the campaign a little, but
\\ill definite!} be worth it in the
long run

2. Scktt .\1edt.t Caretull)
The market ts flooded wtth
different media Ne\\ spapers,
magaZines, trade publtt..ations,
dJTect mad, cable TV, and
specialty puhlications ,tre JUSt a
few of the sources aYailable
Once you have defined the
customer profile, match it as
best you can to the appropnate
medta Call a few businesses
who have placed an ad in the
puhiication (pick a similar
industry, or someone you think
may have a similar customer
profile) Ask them how long the
ad has run, and what have been
the results, and take note of the
size of their ad. If you do your

homework, you will increase
your chance for a successful
campatgn.

3. Review Content of Ad.
This is an area that can get
sttcky. What do you put in and
what do you leave out? There
is usually one main reason
people buy from you Jnd not
your competitor. You need to
know this reason and focu~ on 1t
tn the ad. If you put too many
things tn the ad, no one wtll read
it The purpose of the ad is to
get customers to call When
they do, the sales cycle can take
over. Remember that sales ts a
step-by-step process You can't
accomplish everything at once,
with just one ad.
Hopefully, following these
steps will help reduce the risk of
failure
Hiring a competent ad
agency or marketing firm may
be appropriate to save you
having to do the groundwork.
Good luck. •

San Bernardino
Business Heart of the
Inland Empire

For the Nearest AppleOne Office.
Ranked 11 In the Inland Empire.
Serving the Western USA & Canada

Is Your Company Ready to go Public?
by Donald N. Ecker

E

very year, hundreds of
bustness owners are drawn
to the sigmficant benefits
that are offered by taking their
compantes public. Guided by
expenenced management teams
and supported by professional
advisers, many of these companies
take thetr new capttal and parlay it
mto unprecedented growth.
However, going public ts not a
panacea. The fairy tale success
stories are counterbalanced by
many tales of plunging share prices
and management stakeouts in new
public companies. Some of these
compantes would have failed
anyway, but others could have
avoided disaster. Management may
be overwhelmed by the dimensions
and rigors of managing a public
company Poor market timing and
lack of adequate plannmg can also
Jeopardtze the initial public
offering.
If, through an ObJective
analysis, you and your advisors
determine that the mterests of your
company and shareholders would
be best served by a public offering,
there are still other questions to be
answered. Is the timing right to go
publtc? Is your company ready and
will it generate sufficient interest?
Are initial public offerings in
general, and in your mdustry in
particular, performing well in the
marketplace?
You may wonder whether you
should investigate alternative
sources of financmg and defer a
r·trli,. ff ri'1g ton IT',. "l'r rt• r.
time. If so, you still need to know
what preparations should he
t•Pdertakrn now in anticipation of
&n initial public offering in the
future.
Your response to these
questiOns can be key to both the
successes of an tnitial publtc
offering and the ongoing performance of your shares tn the
aftermarket.
4

AppleOne is the fastest-growing
independent employment service in the
West. Over 80 offices, computer-linked.
We locate candidates in minutes, and
enhance your reputation! For skilled
help ... call AppleOne
Call • 800-564-5644
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San Bematdino, basi- heart of the Inland Emptre IS 1M pteway
10 Southern CaW'omla, Muko and the Padllc Rim Excellent access1bihty
through freeways, ralli and 1he San S.rnardiDO llllaruttiooal Airport make
San Bernardino the best busiDess location for you
Our plentiful. low cost labor pool and loc:ltion surroundc4 by
lllOUIIImlS, desat and nearby Ca!ifonua coastline male San Bcnurdino your
best . , . _ adnntage. FMt track pennitliDg, lnc:eutiRS and ranandlll:
alterath• get your company on the road to c:~p311510!1, profitab1hty, and

.,__ suc:ass

To !iad 0111 aboal
buslntss opportunllles Ill
SaD Btmanllno, wnt~elhe
Office of B--..~
or Cllll 800-lll•1267.

Cl!y of s.n a.mamlno •

ECONOMIC DEVELOPIIENT AGENCY
201 NOI1h E Sl1Nt. Tbltr1 Root

s.n ~ C4 62<fCJ.15(J7
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Your Company Re dy?
This may be one of the most
difficult questions to answer.
There is no formula or universal
rule to determine whether a
company is sufficiently large,
mature, or profitable to go public.
A review of recent successful
offerings, however, can provide

some useful generalizations about
what investors look for in a newly
public company.
Size. Yanous underwriters
have then own rules of thumb for
what constitutes an adequate size to
support a public offering. These
are based primarily on revenue and
net earnings. Generally, investors
most readily accept companies that
are growing and have revenue of
$20 million or more and net
earnings of at least $1 million But
the exceptiOns are almost as
commonplace as the rule. In recent
years, a sizable number of initial
public offerings have come from
"start-up" companies with revenue
less than $300,000, many of which
have never shown a profit. These
"start-ups" normally have other
appeals, such as an innovative new
product with a potentially
signiftcant market and a proven
management team, to compensate
for the lack of a financtal track
record
Management.
A strong,
capable management team ts one of
the key ingredients underwriters
and investors should look for m a
prospective public company. The
management team of a public
company wtll have stgnificant new
responsibthttes. Bestdes managmg
the business aspects of a growing
company, it must deal effectively
wtth outstde financtal and credit
analysts, the financial press, and
public shareholders. Investors may
be wary of the team's ability to
deal with these new complexities .
In such cases, it is not unusual for a
1.1 .1 1 t '>nn., n
b. ) !Ina• .11
executive wtth a proven track
record in taking a company public.
A top executive who is known to
the financtal community can boost
management credibility. The offer
of shares or stock opttons in a
prospective public company often
helps attract such an mdividual.
Growth. Investors also look
for a record of conststently high
growth and a demonstrated
potential for contmued growth. If
the momentum is not there when
the company goes public, mvestors
will likely turn to more promising
opportunities, and the offering may
fizzle. Having a new or innovative
product, a significant market share,
or proven potential in a new market
and betng part of an emerging
industry all contribute to your
prospects, real and perceived, for

growth.
Agatn, there are
exceptions to the general rule
Many compamcs with a good track
record of stable revenue and
earmngs have made successful
public offerings. In these cases,
tnvestors may trade off prospects
for exceptional growth and price
appreciation for lower risk and a
reliable dividend stream.
Use of Proceeds. The amount
of the offering and the use to which
the proceeds will be applied are
also evaluated by both underwriters
and mvestors. The amount of the
offering must be predicated not
only on "what you can get," but on
your financing needs. Cash flow
forecasts and capttal expenditure
projections are among the useful
tools to help you determine your
ftnanctng needs, and your
independent accountants can assist
you in thetr preparation.
Underwnters and investors
consider all of the above factors in
evaluating your company. But
weaknesses in any of these areas
need not preclude a publtc offering.
As noted, investors will often
accept a tradeoff tn size, track
record, or growth prospects. The
single issue on which they rarely
will compromtse is management
strength. If you still think your
company lacks the size or earnings
to support a successful public
offenng, there are other avenues to
explore
You might consider
merging wtth another company m
your industry that ts also too small
for an tnttlal public offering. Such
a merger could create a company
\..O , • n J 't...,,
n ·,
and management could make a
public offering feasible.
The constderations should be
weighed carefully, since a
premature public offering may
have serious long-term consequences. If your company falters
shortly after going publicwhether because of unstable
management,
technological
difficulties, or market forces-its
credibility will be undermined.
You may even find your company
subject to litigation by disgruntled
shareholders. Regaining confidence will be difficult.
&o.l

0

,

taken the market by storm the
followtng year Determtning the
optimal time for your company
to go public depends on many
factors, including the urgency of
your ftnanctal
need,
the
availability of alternative
financmg sources, capital market
condiuons for your industry, and
the market's predisposition
toward new issues in general
Market
conditions
can
change rapidly.
Investors'
acceptance of new tssues is
cyclical, but not often in any
predictable fashion. Investor
infatuation with a certain
industry can signiftcantly
increase the share price that can
be obtained.
However, the
"window" for new issues, and for
your tndustry m particular, can
unexpectedly close just as
quickly as it opened.
A complex, ever-changing
capital market virtually necessitates the advice of an underwriter or investment banker in
determmmg the optimal time to
go public
In short, going public can
provide many benefits and
opportunities, but the cost can be
substantial.
To determine
whether the advantages outweigh
the drawbacks, you should
evaluate them in the context of
shareholders' personal and
corporate objectives.
Ernst & Young LLP is the
leading local professional
business advisory services firm
in Southern California, with
m re 1
"'!'1
Orange County, San Diego, and
the Inland Empire. For a free
copy of Ernst & Young's book,

Dec1ding To Go Public:
Understanding the Process and
the Alternatives, contact Ernst &
Young at (909) 276-7200 in the
Inland Empire; at (714) 2522300 in Orange County; and at
(619) 235-5000 in San Diego. •
Donald N. Ecker is the director
of Entrepreneurial SerVIces for
Ernst & Young's Southern California
practice, which compnses Orange
County, San Diego, and the Inland
Emp~re.

If you are interested m

Is the Market Ready?

nom1na11ng an entrepreneur for the

Timing can he everything.
Offerings that would not have been
underwritten in one year have

Entrepreneur of the Year& a\\ards

Inland Empire', 6th Annual

program, contact Ernst & Young at
('109) 276-7279 for a nommauon lorm.
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GTE "Ringing" San Bernardino and Loma Linda
With World 's Fastest Digital Transmission System

G

TE is building six selfhealing fiber-optic rings
to serve the downtown
San Bernardino, Hospitalit)
Lane, and the County Data and
Communications
hubs
tn
northeast San Bernardino. This
$10 million project will Ia)
nearly lR miles of local fiberoptic cable, providing the v. orld 's
fastest digital transmission.
"In Lorna Linda, GTE will he
adding electronics to an existing
placement," said Ken Foshee,
public affairs manager, "putting
the three major medical facilities
on bi-directional Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET) rings
by March. The San Bernardino
rings will serve major downtown
business centers this year."
SONET is an international
transmission standard
for
carrying light signals over fiberoptic cable. It allows different
equipment to connect with
unprecedented accuracy and
customer control. SONET rings
form complete loops between

switchtng
equipment
and
customer locations.
SONET rings are capable of
transmttting wformatwn at rates
up to 2.5 btllion bits per second
(hps)-meaning the enttre SODpage novel "The Firm" could he
tran,mltted tn just O\ er two
milltseconds. By contrast, a
typtcal high-speed data circuit
would take more than an hour to
transmit the same book, and a
typical voice channel would take
almost a day.
The ring's high speed and
capacity mean that customers
will have access to services such
as interactive video conferencing.
high-deftnition
television, and the most
advanced data transmission
capabilities.
In addition, GTE's SONET
rings will dramatically improve
network reliability through their
capability of rerouting transmission in as little as 60
milliseconds. This "self-healing"
capability will give GTE

customers uninterrupted service
tf the cable or equipment are
damaged at any point on the ring.

The San Bernardino rings
are part of GTE Telephone
Operations plans to build
rings throughout its
serving territory.

The San Bernardino rings are
part
of
GTE
Telephone
Operations plans to build rings
throughout its serving terntory.
GTE has completed a 50-mile
ring linking the cities of Ontario,
Pomona, Covina, and La Puente.
This is part of a five-ring
network for the Ontario Airport
area. In addition, GTE has fiber
rings in West Los Angeles, Santa

Monica, Long Beach, and
Whtttter, and will continue to
build fiber-optic rings throughout
California .
"We've been extending fiber
technology to customers for
years, and these rings give our
customers stgl11ficant increases tn
efficiency and rdi.thility, as well
as
dramatically
expanded
opportunities for advanced new
servtces," Foshee said "One of
the biggest advantages about
SONET, in addition to its speed
and reliability, is tts capacity to
adapt to the future . SONET is
flexible enough to handle new
transmission demands that
haven't been dreamed of yet."
GTE provides local and
regional voice, datu, and video
communicatiOns services to over
million
customers
in
3
California.
The California
company is part of GTE
Telephone Operations, which
provides services to over 17
million access lines throughout
the country. •

Census: State Revenues Increase Eight Percent
he
U.S.
Commerce
Department's Census Bureau
has reported that state
government revenues totaled $804.8
billion in 1993, up 8 percent from
$742.6 billion in 1992.
Highlights from summary state
government data include:

T

• Debt increased 4 percent to
$387.7 billion in 1993 from $371.9
billion in 1992.
• Cash and security holdings
increased $63.2 billion (6 percent)
to $1.1 trillion.

• The states collected $353.3
billion in tax revenues in 1993, up 8
percent from $328.6 billion in 1992.

To access information about 450
finance items for the total U.S. and
for each state on the Census
Bureau's Internet site:

• State expenditures increased 6
percent in 1993 to $743.1 billion
from $701.0 billion in 1992.

•WWW/Mosaic> http://www.census.
gov/Main Data Bank/Financial
Data/State Finance Data

Slate Oov8nuDeDt GeDera1 Expenditure, by Function: 1993
Tota1S&t6.2 biWoD

• Gopher>gopher.census.gov
• Anonymous FTP>ftp.census.gov
Username: anonymous Password: Intemetemail/addrcssFiles are
in: /pub/Govt-Stats
A Governments Division
Classification Manual providing
definitions of finance items and
their relation to broader aggregates
(General Own Source Revenue,
Direct Expenditure, etc.) can be
accessed via:
• Main Data Bank

• Governments Division's Home
Page, gopher menu, or
• ftp at /pub/Govt-Stats/manual.exe
For questions on Governments
Division's Internet data distribution
(FTP, Mosaic, Gopher), contact:
By EMail:
bhannon@census.gov or
handerson@census.gov
By Phone:
Ben Hannon or Hutai Anderson,
301/457-1597. ...

State Government General Revenue, by Source: 1993
Total $653.1 billion

From Federal27.2%

Sales taxes 26 7%
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Census Bureau Reports on St ate of the Nation

A

new report released
recently
by
the
Commerce Department's
Census Bureau provides a profile
of the nation's social and
economic status. The following
are some useful and important
facts contained in the report
entitled, "How We're Changmg,
Demographic State of the
Nation: 1995 "

• Homeownership rates are at
record highs. Sixty-five percent
of the country's homes were
owned in 1993, the highest
homeownershtp rate since 1985
The homeownership rate for
married-couple families in 1993
was 79 percent, its highest level
since 1988.
• More Americans are on public
assistance. The average monthly
number of persons parti..:ipating
in at least one major federal
public assistance program tn
1991 was 30.9 million, up from

28.5 million in 1990.
• More students are remaining
in school. The annual high
school dropout rate in grades 10
through 12 declined from 6 3
percent tn 1973 to 4.2 percent in
1993.
• A growing number of people
are wtthout health insurance
coverage. An estimated 39.7
million people were without
health insurance coverage during
the entire 1993 calendar year1 1 millton more than in 1992.
• Fathers are playing a larger
role in taking care of their
children. In 1991, 20 percent of
preschoolers were cared for by
their fathers while their mothers
were at work, up from 15 percent
in 1988
• More people are poor. The
number of Americans living
below
the
poverty level

California Exports Surge
Trade W ith Mexico, Jap an Continues t o Grow
overnor Pete Wilson's
administration recently
released figures showing a
15.6% increase in exports from
California to other nations. The
increase from $51 billion in 1993 to
$59 billion in 1994 created an
estimated 151,829 jobs in the state.
"These new figures show the
success Californians are achieving
in selling our products abroad and
improving our trade relations with
Mexico and the economies of the
Pacific Rim," Wilson said.
California continued to see
strong increases in trade as a result
of NAFTA, posting increases in
exports to Mexico of 15.4%, or
$751 million, and 8. 7% or $492
million to Canada.
California's leading exports to
Mexico were electronics and
electrical equipment, industrial
machinery
and
computer
equipment.
Combined, they
represent 43.7% of the state's total
sales to Mexico. Increased exports
to Mexico created approximately
14,250 jobs in California over the
past year.

G

"This proves the only 'sucking'
sound we will hear as a result of
NAFTA is the sound of California
products being shipped abroad and
jobs being created at home," Wilson
said. "California continues to
expand exports in the high-tech
fields in which we lead the world."
The state's exports to Asia
continued their explosive growth
levels. Following Japan's 30%
increase, South Korea saw the
second largest dollar increase in
exports valued at $876 million.
Sales to China, Malaysia, and
Thailand continued upward trends,
growing by 13.2%, 39.1% and
23.7% respectively.
The state's leading export
industry continues to be electronics
and electrical equipment, which
increased in the third quarter by
25.5%, or $3.1 billion. Industrial
machinery and computer equipment
followed with an increase of 13.1 %,
or $1.6 billion for the first nine
months of 1994. The growth in
these two sectors alone represents
60 percent of the total export
growth in California. •

increased from 38.0 million in
1992 to 39.3 million in 1993 .
This was the fourth straight year
that the number of persons living
in poverty has increased .
However, the nation's poverty
rate has not changed . In 1993,
15.1 percent of all Americans
were poor, a rate that was not
statistically different from the
previous year.
• The proportion of singleparent famtlies has increased.
The percent of all parent-child
family groups maintained by
single parents rose from 13
percent in 1970 to 30 percent in
1993. Nearly three-fourths of
these "single" parents either had
never married or were divorced.
• More of our preschoolers are
enrolled in school. Nursery
school enrollment has more than
doubled from 1.3 million in 1973
to 3.0 million in 1993, due in
part to the increasing educational

.A Job

levels and labor force participation rates of mothers.
• Household
income
is
dropping. Median household
income was $31,241 in 1993,
down 1 0 percent in real terms
from 1992, when it was $31,553.
In central cities of metropolitan
areas of one million or more
persons, the real median income
of households declined 3.2
percent, from $27,498 in 1992 to
$26,622 in 1993.
• Earnings of year-round, fullttme workers declined for men
and women from 1992 to 1993.
The information in this
demographic
profile
was
previously released from three
surveys conducted regularly by
the Census Bureau: the Current
Population Survey, the Survey of
Income and Program Participation, and the American
Housing Survey. •

,
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Staff Control Inc.
is committed to safety and an injury-free
work environment. Through a hands-on, pro-active
approach, Staff Control Inc. has raised safety awareness in
the work place. Pictured above, Staff Control Inc. CEO,
Michael J. Osborne awards a 1994 Oldsmobile Achieva to
Norberta Majia for one year of injury-free work.

Temporary • Full-time • Security service.
Payroll services • Human resource llfii'VIces
Automated time and attenclsnce systems
Safety and risk management

I

-800-40-STAFF
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California Recycling Industries Growing

F

ueled by public tlemantl

Against
Waste
FoundatiOn
(CAWF) Executive Director
Sandra Jerabek. "Businesses we

residences anti businesses."
The gro\\th of reC}Cling
businesses and establishment of
recycl1ng facilities is linked
directly to state laws anti policies

and more than two dozen
state laws, a growing
number of companies see
profitable business opportunities
in recycling, waste reduction, and

contacted c1ted public demand,
coupled with the stability
provided by laws des1gned to

adopted s1nce 1986, includwg:

composting.
Nearly every
community in California benefits

reduce waste going to landfills, as
the catalyst for starting new

• Passage

from these "green industries," say
researchers for a leading state
environmental organization.
State officials contacted by the
group see growth continuing.
generating new jobs in processing
and manufacturing based upon
recovered materials.
A unique survey of businesses
engaged in various stages of the
recycling
process-from
collection and processing of
recovered
materials
to
manufacturing and salesidentified 1, 787 companies
operating more than
facilities across the state.

3,000

period of growth in these
industries," said Californians

serving 11 million Californians
New waste reduct1on initiattves
and composting programs are also
being established in response to
the Jaw.
• Several laws which require

businesses
and
expand1ng
existing companies."

Container Recycling and Litter
Reduction Act (AB 2020) tn

spectfic products and packages,

The
Sacramento-based
environmental research and
education organization announced

1986. This Act, often referred to
as the bottle bill, led to

these and other findings from a
new project aimed at building
awareness and understanding of
the role that waste reductiOn,
recycling , and composting
enterprises play in California's
economy.
"Most of these facilities d1d
not exist before the bottle bill
recycling program started," sa1d
CAWF Policy Director Mark

the

establishment of nearly 2,000
facilities, including a network of
recycling centers at grocery
stores, expansion of many
extsting private operattons, and
facilities

such as n ewsprint, plastic
contatners, and glass containers
to use varying amounts of
recycled material. These laws
provide assurance of markets for
increasing amounts of postconsumer recyclables being
collected

for new programs

started by munictpalities.
• The Caltfornia Integrated
Waste Management Act (AB
939). passed in 1989, requires
cities and counties to reduce

• Legislation

establishing

Recycling Market Development
Zones, state loan programs, and
an equtpment tax credit-all part
of the framework to stimulate
new business and expansion of

waste going to landfills by 25
percent by 1995 and 50 percent

existtng operattons

decades before this, recent growth

by the year 2000. It became the

is concentrated in consumer
recyclables
generated
by

catalyst for establishing more
than 400 of the 495 curbside

State
offtctals
at
California
Department

Murray.

"During the past seven years,
we have witnessed a tremendous

Harris Loans Approved in Record Time

recycling programs current ly

Beverage

of

"While industrial scrap

recycling companies operated for

WE SPECIALIZE IN
BIG LOANS FOR
SMALL BUSINESS
Our full service SBA Loan Department can
assist your business with financing for:

• Purchase I Refmance of OwnerOccupied Commercial Real Estate
• Working Capital
• Equipment
• Business Acquisition I Expansion
• Inventory
• Debt Refinance
• Leawhold Improvements
As a local community bank, our IJimary
objective is to provide area businesses with
superior service and quality business
banking products. It is our goal to do our
best to meet your company's ongoing credit
requirements and build a lasting banking
relllionship.
For details oa our SBA lou PI"OIIfUIS.
call .1o1m Woochrarcl, Vim President &c ,0.
SBA Lou Mauaer, (909) 983-4600. . : .

.._

845 N. Euclid Avenue • Ontario, CA 91762 • (909) 983-4600

GCJI DEN P4CIFIC BANK

MEMBER FDIC

the
of
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1ST SOURCE COMMUNICATIONS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS
FOR DIRECT SALE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS
OR USE FOR BUSINESS PROMOTIONS
YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL SAVE UP TO 60% OR MORE OVER COIN
OPERATED PAY AND CREDIT CARD PHONES ON INTRASTATE AN D
INTERSTATE LONG DISTANCE CALLS TO ANYWHERE IN THE USA AN D
THE WORLD WITH A PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Low Rate saves Money on Local Toll Calls
one Low Rate Anywhere in the u.s.
Low Competitive Rates to Other Parts of the World
No need For Coins or credit cards
use 24 Hours, 7 Days A week
No Monthly Phone Bill - No surcharges
Available In Various Languages
Add on or Recharge with credit card or Check
we Will Help Tailor a Promotion for YOUR Business

Ideal For Fundralsers
Generates Extra Income Full or Part Time
Training Available
Additional Product For Sales Reps

YOU MAKE A VOLUME DISCOUNT • PLUS RESIDUAL

CALL (310) 473·7245 • 1 (800) 813·4735
1ST SOURCE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

11301 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. • LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

Contrnued From Page 3

help the company stay 1n San
Bernardino.
The Barris Company initially
applied for an $8.4 million Housing
anti Urban Development Sec!ton 101-i
loan and a $2.1 million loan from the
ctty 's Community Development
Block Grant allocation, but since
these funds were believed to take six
to nine months for the government to
approve, Harris' had <1sked the ctty
for a short-term $10.5 million loan.
Harris' wanted to use the money to
upgrade tts retail facility and purchao;e
the three-story builtllllg it no"'
occuptes in the 22-1/2-year-old
Carousel Mall. By purchasing the
building, which ts owned by Central
City Company, Harris' would save
approximately $700,000 a year "The
loan will allow Harris' to lower thc1r
operating costs. which in turn will
allow them to run the store wtth less
of an overhead," said Tim Steinhaus,
executtve director of the City of San
Bernardino\ Economic Development
Ao;sociatton.
At the December meeting, the City
Council appotnted a Citizen's
Advtsory Committee to make
recommendations regarding the
nature of the loan. The Committee
then drafted a list of mandates that
they wanted included in the HUD
application. The mandates included:
1 A I 0-year operating covenant
rcquinng Harris' to stay in business
ao; a department store in the Carousel
Mall as long as the other two major
department stores do the same.
2. Harris' would be required to repay
the SectiOn 108 loan in full
immediately should the store cease
operation in the Carousel Mall.
3. The Community Development
Block Grant loan would be secured
with an irrevocable A-rated letter of
credit that would be callable on
demand.
4. Harris· would be required to have
100,000-square-feet of retail space
and
maintain
their current
merchandise mix and staffing level.
5. Harris' would be required to
maintain a mmimum net worth of $73
million.
According to Steinhaus, the
mandates were "not a condition" for
approval of the loan. Harris' had
offered to put up $1 million of its own
money, but had not agreed to the
committee's recommendations. The
retailer was concerned that if they

agreed to a I 0-year commitment
without a guarantee from JC. Penney
anti Montgomery Ward, they would
lose some of thctr bargaining power
wtth the mall's owner. "It's a long,
dtfficult process to give up
flexl\1tlity," said San Catalano,
general manager of the Carousel
Mall.
Since Harris' is an asset to both the
Carousel Mall and the downtown
economy, San Bernardino\ approval
ot the loan ··ranked number one in

prioritization," Catalano sa1d. ''The
return to the ctty is .. all the kinds of
taxes that flow from a husmess. It
would be devastattng to the
downtown economy tf Harris' were
to close theiT doors," he said,
descnhlllg the situation as the
Domino Theory. "If you llp that
domino over, the rest will eventually
go with it."
Other conditions attached to the
loan would allow IIams' to close if
etther J.C. Penney or Montgomery

Ward in the center close in the fourth
or fifth year of the agreement or if
sales levels for the sixth to tenth years
do not meet specified figures.
Harris had pledged the company's
entire assets to get the loan, not just
the San Bernardino store. The city of
San Bernardino does not consider
Harris' Department Store to be a high
risk, according to Steinhaus. "In fact,
they're financially sound ao; far a<; we
are concerned," he said. Harris ha'i a
net worth of $73 million. •
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The Governor's Council of Economic Advisors

A Solid Year for Housing

Task Force on California Tax Reform and Reduction
b) Frank L Williams Exccut"c

Task Force Report on
California Tax Reform and
Reduction: Key Facts

recovery is well underway.
Employment is up and th e
unemployment rate is down.

the current high income tax rates
are a threat to the strength and
duration of the recovery and
longer-run competitiveness, and

O

2. All economic forecasters are
predicting continuing economic
growth for California.

therefore:

rigins of the Report. In his
January 1994 State of the
State address, Governor
Wilson asked his Council of
Economic Policy Advisors (GCEA)
.. to advise how we can reduce
income or other taxes to most
effectively spur additional JOb
creation ...
At the Governor's request, George
P. Shultz, the GCEA chairman ,
appointed a Task Force to study the
issues and make recommendations to
the Governor. The Task Force
analysis and recommendations,
"Building a Better California; The
Tax Reform Component," were
formally transmitted to the Governor
on Nov. 30, 1994, and are now being
released publicly.

California

4. With a conservattve economic
forecast and assuming current tax
rates, the Task Force estimates
cumulative state General Fund
revenue increases of $37-42 billion
over the next five years.
5. High personal and corporate
income tax rates remain a serious
obstacle
to
California's
competitiveness.
Conclusion and Recommendation

Key Findings
1. The

3 Revenues are coming in ahead of
prOJections and, importantly, will
continue to grow as the recovery
continues for the next few years.

economic

1. The Task Force concludes that

2 Recomm e nds an across-theboard 15 percent redu ction in
personal and corporate income tax
rates, phased in over three years.
3. The tax rate reductions would
accelerate economic growth, raise
family incomes, and help the
private sector create more jobs.
Economic Forecast
The analysis of the Task Force
shows that California's economic
recovery has been underway for
about one year and is expected to
continue through the 1990s if sound
economic policies are followed.
• The Task Force projects that
California's economy will grow at
about the same pace as the rest of

the country over the next five
years-about 5.9 percent growt h
per year an nominal income (a little
under 3 percent real growth, plus a
little over 3 percent tnflation).
• This is a prudent forecast;
economic growth in California is
likely to grow more rapidly than tn
the rest of the country tn the next
few years.
• California's recessiOn was
deeper and tls economtc recovery
started later than in the rest of the
country: California s till has a long
way to go to catch up, and will
grow relatively rapidly as tl does
so.

Officer, Build1ng lndu,try
Association/ Baldy V1cw Chapter

A

fter rc\cling in the
highs of the late 191-iOs
and struggling with the
lows of the early 1990s, real
estate professtonals sa\\ the
Inland Empire housing m<~rket
make stgniflcant gains 111 1994.
Gtvcn the solid JOb growth tn
the Inland EmpiTe tn the past
year, as well as the release of
some pent-up demand a' we
enter the new year, area home
hutlders arc already ftnding
evidence to support their beltef
that 1995 will continue the
steady progress of '94.

• The forecast of the Task Force is
about 1n the middle of other
forecasts.

"In spite of the constant
• Many economic forecasters are
now raising their eco nomic
forecasts for California.
Please See Page 48

rain, our sales and traffic
were up in January by
more than 20% from last
year's totals. "

St. Bernardine Medical Center Tops in Kidney Transplants
ala released recently by the
Health Resources and
Senices Administration of
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services indicates that St.
Bernardine Medical Center (San
Bernardino) has the highest kidney
transplant (graft) survival rate in
the state of California. The "1994
Report of Center-Specific Graft and
Patient Survival Rates" compares
statistics among the 23 k1dney
transplant centers in the state.
According to the data, the St.
Bernardine Kidney Transplant
Center had a three-year graft
survival rate of 84.4 percent. This
means that 84 out of 100 cases had
a functioning kidney three years
following the1r transplant and did
not require dialysiS treatment or
another transplant procedure to
sustain life. The national threeyear kidney graft survival rate is
67.8 percent.
The Center also had the highest
one-year survival rate in the state
for the previous reporting period
(1991 Report), indicating it has
continued to be a highly successful

D

program since its incepllon in
1988.
According to Edward Dainko,
M.D ., transplant surgeon at the
Medical Center, ''the high success
rate at St. Bernardine can be
attributed to several factor,,
primarily the transplant team's
overall experience in the field of
transplantation
and
our
commitment to excellence . In
addition, the use of proven methods
of treating rejection also
contributes to the success rate."
Gregory Adams, St. Bernardine
Medical Center President/CEO,
states, "We are extremely proud of
our Transplant Center and its multidisciplinary team .
These
professionals are dedicated to
providing the highest quality of
care, both before and after the
transplant, which, in addition to the
team's experttse, is a major
contributing factor in our high
success rate."
The St. Bernardine Kidney
Transplant Center has performed
over 200 transplants since it was
developed six years ago. 4

"In sp it e of the constant
ram, our sales and traffic were
up in January by more than 20%
from last year's total s," states
Jim Previtt, president of Ranch o
Cucamonga-based Forecast
Home s, which is currently
building eight subdivisions in
Riverside and San B ernardino
Counties. "To us , thts is yet
another indication that buyer
confidence continues to rise in
the Inland Emptre."
While market -wide data ts
not yet available for January
1995, information from last year
bodes well for both the new and
existtng home markets. Through
the end of Nove mber 1994, total
Smcc 1919

San Bernardino Office (909) XX9 0071
Redlands Office (909) 793-2406
Ontario Office (909) 983-4250
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residential deed recordings in
the Inland Empire stood at
63,236 , an increase of 16 .6%
over the same period of 1993,
according
to
TRW-REDI
Property
Data.
Riverside
County's total was 31,890, an
increase of 19.3 %, and San
Bernardino County recordings

JUmped 13 .9% to 31,346. As is
always the case in established
communiltes, Inland Empire
resales outpaced new homes,
52,!\70 to 10,366, and resales
also saw stronger growth, nsing
1 R.6% over the ~arne period of
1993 (New home recordtngs
rose 7.4% )
A maJor reason th.tt 1994's
strength should he sustatnable is
the soltd Inland
Emptre
employment growth of the past
) e.tr
Accordtng
to
the
( .tlttornia Employment Devel opmcnt Department, for August
1994, the lnl.!l1d empire added
9,ROO JObs over the same period
ol 1993. Manufacturing and
service-related employment
fueled the rise. Addtttonally,
Walter Hahn, Chtef Economist
for the accounting firm of
Kenneth Leventhal & Company
projects that 1994's final
employment figure wtll show an
increase of approxtmately
20,000 JObs, and almost 30,000
more jobs are expected to be
added in the Inland Empire in
1995
In
addition
to
local
employment, many Inland
Empire markets still provide
affordable housing for commuters to the maJor employment
ce nters of Orange, San Diego
and Los Angeles Counties. As
an examp l e, based on clos~ngs
for the second quarter of 1994,
the average home price in
Riverside County was $152,849
and it was $147,826 in San
Bernardino
County.
By
comparison, prices tn adjacent
counties to the west and south
were mu ch hi g her. Los Angeles
County's average price was
$215,229, Orange County's
stood at $249,753, and th e
average pnce was $213,639 in
San Diego County.
TRW-RED! reports that the
hottest new home markets in
1994 were in the Corona/Norco
(52% above 1993 levels) and
Temecula/ Murrieta (31% greater
than 1993) regions of Riverside
County. These communities,
though geographtcally unique,
are successful for similar
reasons. Both are located along
major freeway arteries and

supply new homes at a
significantly lower price than
those
found
tn
adjacent
counties. Corona / Norco serves
Orange County and southern
Los Angeles County, while
Temecula is a haven for San
Diego County commuters. As
the price dtfference is expected
to remain h1gh into the
foreseeable future, these three
submarkcts will continue to lead
the Inland C.mpire's housing
resurgence tn 1995 and beyond .
The rising demand for
housing in the Inl.tnd Empire
has been achieved in 'Pile of
mortgage tnlerest rate mcreases
throughout 1994. After dropptng
to a low of 6.69% in October
1993, 30-year fixed mortgage
mterest rates now average over
9%. Of course, the increase has
hampered affordabtltly by
boosting monthly mortgage
payments.
Nevertheless.
builders are beginning to sense
that buyers are accepting the

higher rates.
.. Our buyers recogntze that
the interest rates of late 1993
were an aberration," says
Previti. "Most have grown up
with rates of 10% or more and
realize that current rates are still
low Also, those who are sttll
hesttant about buytng are
f1nding very allractive ARM
(Adjustable Rate Mortgage)
programs that allow them to
keep payments low tn the imt1al
years of home ownership "
As most economists expect
interest rates to level off in
early 1995 and possibly
decrease late in the year, the
primary constraint on the market
in 1994 should be much less of
a factor in the coming year.
Thus, given stable interest rates
coupled with the current pent-up
demand and continued employment growth, the indicators
point to 1995 as a solid year for
home sales tn the Inland
Empire. 4

Tuxedo Junction Expands
With Veils and Tails

A

fter almost eight yea rs of
providing the Inland
Empire with tuxedo
rentals for all formal occasions,
Tuxedo Junction co-owners
George Newberry and Randy Del
Turco have expanded and
incorporated the sale of bridal and
party gowns for those same formal
occasions.
In September 1994, after
extenstve remodeling of their new
leased quarters, Newberry and Del
Turco moved their Chino branch
of Tuxedo Junction into its
elegant facility in the Chino Town
Square on Philadelphia Street,
next to Sam's Club. The Veils
and Tails marquee on one side of
the new storefront proclaims the

new selection of ladies gowns for
all types of weddings, parties,
proms, and other gala occasions.
The hridal finery includes
gowns, shoes, jewelry, and other
accessories to create perfectly

coordinated ensembles for
members of the bridal party and
for mothers of the bride and
groom. One intriguing choice is
the popular new ensemble which
coordinates an "old west" bridal
gown and matching high-top shoes
with a western hat and veil.
On the Tuxedo Junction side
of the shop, fashionable and
competitively-priced men's formal
wear features Lord West, Pierre
Cardin, After Six, Oscar De La
Renta, and Henry Grethel for sale
or rent. For large weddings, the
groom's tuxedo rental is free with
five paid rentals for others in the
wedding party.
The Rancho Cucamonga
Tuxedo Junction, on Foothill
Blvd. at Central Ave., is so far
limited to men's formal wear only,
but between the two branches an
inventory of over 1,000 tuxedos
ensures a wide selection for all
tastes. 4
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Temecula Valley Economic Development Corporation
Seeks to Aid Troubled Businesses

W

hile bringing new
business, which means
more jobs, to our valley
is one of the goals of the Temecula
Valley Economic Development
Corporation
(TVEDC),
the
organization has placed top priority
on retention of the businesses
already here. This involves finding
answers to why businesses fail and
why some move to other locations
outside our area.
In order to address this matter,
the types of businesses need to be
broken down into two categories:
those that sell a product or service
and those that produce a product.
Several factors can contribute
to failure of businesses that provide
products or services- among them:
insufficient operating capital, poor
location, a poor understanding of
their markets needs, lack of
marketing know-how, inadequate
inventory control, and not
understanding the relationship
between provider and consumer
In the case of those businesses
that are looking for a new location

outside our area-the motivation to
relocate may have nothing to do
with the success of the business, but
rather with frustrations encountered
in dealing wtth public agencies that
they perceive to control their
destiny. They become sensitive to
over-regulation by city ordinances,
codes, and permtt requirements
which they see as an obstacle to
their success, or at least a nuisance
they ~ould like to do without.
Whether they can find the utopta
they are seeking elsewhere is a
moot po101.
So
much
for
the
prO\ iders ... now for the producers.
Why do they fail or seek a place in
the
sun
somewhere
else?
Fortunately, not too many of them
fail, but in some cases they do look
for what they think are greener
pastures or a more friend! y
environment. Again, some of the
same factors listed above come into
play, but so do costs of labor;
distribution problems; taxes;
financing for expansion; local.
county, and state regulations; and a

multitude of other things best
described as red tape.
So what can TVEDC do to help
tn such cases. The answer ltes in
the TVEDC outreach and business
vtsitatton program, along wtth a
senes of special workshops
designed to assist those businesses
that are experiencmg problems that
could lead to failures or departures
from the Temecula Valley.
The outreach or VISitation
program consists of a TVEDC
member calling on a busmess to
ascertain their need and to 10form
them of how TVEDC can be of
assistance to them This may
involve a quick assessment of
factors leading to thetr problems
and guiding them to appropriate
solutions. The important thing is to
let business members of the
Temecula Valley know that TVEDC
exists and is here to help them.
TVEDC members constitute a
wealth of resource experience in
overcoming business problems. In
addition. TVEDC has an extensive
portfolio of outside agencies that

can assist at Ii tile or no cost. These
include such organizations as
SCORE, SBA SBDC, CDC, and
local financial institutions.
Informallon gained through
visitations and outreach provides
the subject material in designing
informative workshops that are
available to local businesses.
TVEDC can assist in problems with
utility costs because of a close
working relationship with the
companies providing such services.
TVEDC can simplify m the area of
local government because the
TVEDC has the support of the ctty
of Temecula and the county of
Riverside. TVEDC works hand in
hand with both agenctes to ensure a
healthy economic environment for
Temecula Valley.
Any
business
that
ts
experiencing problems which are
causing them to consider shutting
down or moving out of the area
should contact the TVEDC before
making any final decisions. Just
call 909/695-5130 or (800) 3255421. ...
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Chapman University
Economic Forecast Released

T

he Chapman University
Center
for
Economtc
Research
in
Orange,
California recently released the
results of its annual economic
forecast. Following are highlights
of the forecast:

1995 U.S. Forecast
The effects of monetary
tightening and nsing interest rate~
throughout 1994 .tre expected to
result in a slowing of real GOP
growth in 199'i On an annual
basts , growth in real GDP .s
forecasted to decline from 3 'I
percent Ill !994 to 2 4 percent in
1995.
• The economtc expansion that has
now been underway for nearly four
years was fueled in 1994 mamly by
strong growth in private investment
Nonresidential investment has
increased rapidly over the past three
years and ts expected to be a major
factor mfluencing real GDP growth
again in 1995.

• The Center's analysis of prict
activity suggests strongly that higher
inflation is in the offering m 1995.
While consumer price statistics do
not yet show any overt signs of
upward inflationary pressure, recent
increases in commodity prices and
capacity utihzation rates support the
forecast of 110 increase in inflation
from a rate of 2.2 percent in the third
quarter of 1994 to almost 4.0 percent
by year-end 1995.
• Contmued strength in real GDP
growth through the heginn.ng of
1995 ts expected to lead the Federal
Reserve Board (Fed) to push
through t least one more round of
short-term interest rate mcre.tses.
Increasing stgns of slower economic
growth suggest ,1 peaking of shortterm rates hy mid-1995 with the 90day treasury hill incre<~sing to 6.1
percent
Long-term rates are
forecasted to peak a hit sooner with
the interest rate on 30-year hoods
declining to 7.4 percent by year-end
1995.
Please See Page 4-1

Most So. Cal. SBA Loans Go for Real Estate Purchases
by Cathy Fagan

New Loan Ceiling in Place

D

espite the recession that has
been plaguing California
for the past several years,
aspiring and current small business
owner:. have found hope and reltef
with
the
Small
Bustness
Administration's
offerings.
Funding provtdcd by the SBA has
afforded many an entrepreneur the
capital to "tdrt or rxpand his or her
busines~. Some, however, are
dtsenchanted with the SBA .llld
1nstitullons th.lt provide the loans,
cttmg unfair lendmg pract11.es as the
problem.
According to rel.ords 'ld
intervteY. s, the dtstribution of SBA
loans in Southern Caltforma IS
uneven, with loans for property
acquisitions comprising the bulk of
loans granted . Appltcations for
SBA loans to be used for other
busmess expenses, such as working
capital and equtpment, are less
hkely to be approved.
While critics say that there is
just too much concentration on

lending for real estate, lenders say
that they are simply responding to
the demands-the biggest need
lately has been for property on
which to locate a business.
Also, lenders stress that failure
to secure a loan often indtcates that
the applicant simply does not meet
requirements. "When loan can didates do not receive loan
approval, it ts simply becau~c they
do not qualtfy for the loan· -tt has
nothing to do wath how other
borrowers are usang the money,"
stated Joan Earh.trt, ftrst vtce
prestdent/manager ol the SBA loan
divbaon at Orange ~at10nal Bank.
In additton, harhart attributes
the higher rdte of approval of real
estate lo.ms to the soltdaty of the
loan recipient, saying that the
struggling economy has caused
many business OY. ncrs to balk at
putting savmgs and collateral on the
line to start up or expand. "On the
other hand, many solid companies
are taking advantage of the current
real estate market, and making
purchases that wtll benefit their
business," she said.
Please See Page 46

Inland Empire Profile

0

daughter, Denise.
Hobbies: Fund-raising,
aerobics, football, Las Vegas.

step

Affiliations: Kiwanis; Corporate
2000 (San Antonio Hospital);
Ontario Convention & Visitors
Bureau; American Heart Assoc.;
Chaffey College Foundation.

RAIL•CYCLE

appreoates your
onterest and support
Together, we can solve
the env•ronmental
challenges facong

Name: Jeffrey D. Brown

Personal
Accomplishments:
Marrying Louise! Developing 12
junior hotel managers to general
managers.

San Bernardono County.
For more tnformat~on or

Occupation: General Manager,
Ontario Airport Marriott Hotel

to vooce your support,
please call us at

1-800·698 RAIL

Best assets in the Inland Empire:
Its people: progressive, warm!
Central to all Los Angeles.

Short Biography: Born in Buffalo,
N.Y. B.S. degree in food service
administration/business
from
Rochester Institute of Technology.
Began hotel career at the Boston
Sheraton . Went to Dunfey/Omni
Hotels in 1975 and later became
vice president of operations.
Moved with family to Los Angeles
in 1990. Been in Ontario since
April of 1991.

Last Vacation: Hawaii-October
1994

Family: Wife, Louise; son, Stewart;

Resides: Alta Lorna

Our business loans come m all sizes.
Currently, we have over 1400 outstanding
business loans for $200,000 or less. And if
you need it, we can make loans up to

$15,000,000.
In fact, we make more business loans in
the Inland Empire, San Gabriel Valley and
North Orange County than any other bank,
and we're the largest bank headquartered
in the Inland Emp1re.
For 20 years, we've been taking care of
business. Why not yours?

Greatest Concerns in the I.E.:
Airport expansion needed now!
Last Book Read: "Eating the
Competition's Lunch", by Bill
Scatchard

~diai

Over

dlep..c fnr ,.a, AQMD
has chaaaed the WilY we do our jGb.
little

Chino Valley Bank
Member FDIC

Arcadoa • Brea • Chono • Colton • Corona • Covina • Fontana • Fullerton
Ontano • Pomona • Riversode • San Bernardino • South El Monte • Upland

a..prw.sobta

1/fwtWt uwy kl p ., hmrJ/e ()If
th.ntla
Ql1lt

Today

The Bank Business Banks On.
Last Movie Seen: "Pulp Fiction"

"Each RV u e make 1n Southern
Cafi/IJrnta H produced 1111J.r 11/0rc
than a tklzm arr qwlrt) rult.J. To sa
rhe f«ts Jlr.ugiM, '"' -.i G~Nr JllllPk
to tin AQMD. Tbttr romplunrce
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Importance of Training in ISO 9000 Certification
by Ramaoycr (Ram) Saonath, P E.

S

ummary: Insufficient training
has resulted in unnecessary
costs and (in some cases)
abandonment of the ISO 9000
certification effort. Fortunately,
good quality, low-cost software has
made training cost-effective,
focused, and fulfilling as a major
milestone in the quest for ISO 9000
certification.
What is ISO 9000?: It is a
standard developed and promoted
by the International Standards
Organization (ISO). It provides
guidelines for implementation of
good quality practices into all
aspects of business such as
marketing, sales, inspection, and
(surprisingly), packing, forwarding,
invoicing, and after-sales service.
This is not a standard that simply
focuses on final product quality.
Rather, the emphasis is on
company-wide incorporation of
good work practices, procedures,
and documentation. It should be
emphasized that ISO 9000 is not
industry- or product-specific. For

example, a software compan), scr.tp
exporter, or machine-shop jobber
can all seek certification.
Why ISO 9000?: It provides
recognition and visibility in the
emerging global and USA market.
Smalland
medium-sized
businesses can find a bonanza in the
lucrative European Community
(EC) market where many customers
stipulate ISO 9000. Canada and
Mexico are also following suit. The
U.S. Department of Defense has
strongly encouraged its adoption.
The automotive and medical devices
industries have voiced their support.
Simply stated, adoption and
certification to ISO 9000 could
significantly cut costs and improve
quality, sales, productivity. and
profits.

Component Standards of
ISO 9000
There are five parts, all
commonly referred to as ISO 9000
Standards. They are:
I S O 9000 - This presents an

overview of the Standards (ISO
9001, ISO 9002 or ISO 9003) and
explains their use There are no
compliance elements.
ISO 9001
Applicable to
companies whose activities include
all of the compliance elements.
ISO 9002
Applicable to
organizations not involved in
product design or servicing of the
hardware or service product.
ISO 9003
Applicable to
companies involved only in final
inspection or control.
ISO 9004 - This is also (hke ISO
9000) an advisory document which
elaborates in greater detail the intent
of ISO 9000 and its applicabihty to
businesses.
There nrc no
compliance elements here.
ISO Compliance Elements: The
cerhfying auditor w1ll review the
applicant's
organizational
compliance with an established
elements checklist. rhey arc listed
in Section 4 of the ISO 9000
document.
Training as an ISO 9000
compliance element:
The
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requirements for company-wide
traming are spelled out in Sections
4.18 of ISO 9001 and 18.1 of ISO
9004. All training records are
reviewed by the cerllfying registrar
during the compliance audit.
Training 1s an investment in
upgrading employee skills and
knowledge, with resulting gains in
productivity, morale, and profits.
Low-cost computer hardware and
software is available for complymg
with the ISO 9000 training
objectives.

Steps for Developing a
Training Program
1. For each position, clearly
1dentify, with a detailed job
descriptiOn, the knowledge, sk1lls,
and tools needed
2. L1st the employer's (or
prospective employee's) skills for
each position.
3. Identify any gaps in skills.
4. List the tra1ning topics for each
position.
5. For each topic, develop a course
Plea"' See Paxr 55
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AskTheCalifornia
VentureForum
Little-Known Provision
of Federal Tax Code
That Can Help.

M

anaging corporate cash
often presents a real
challenge for the smalland medium-sized company. Shortterm working capital must, of
course, remain in readily accessible,
liquid accounts. The dilemma for
many companies 1s: Ho\1. can we
maximize the yield on funds that
will be held in reserve for longer
than a year and a half!
The first consideration is
usually safety, followed by liquidity
and then yield. Even considering
the higher interest now being paid
on demand (i.e., checking and
money market) accounts, these
yield<; may actually represent a flat
return after taxes and inflation are
factored in.
Here are some alternatives
worth investigating. For s hort-tomedium-term corporate cash,
income securities offer an enticing
mix of pe rformance and tax
advantages. Corporations in the 34
percent marginal tax bracket can
easily double the after-tax yield on
corporate cash by taking advantage
of a little-known provision of the
federal tax code. This provision
stipulates that corporations owning
qualified stocks that pay dividend
income may receive that income 70
percent free of federal tax.
Most U.S. entities qualify for
this dividend exclusion. Here's how
it works, and how it affects your
after-tax yield: If your corporate
fu nds are currently invested in
certificates of deposit, Treasury
bills, banker's acceptances,
commercial paper, or repurchase
agreements-you're paying tax on
100 percent of the income you
receive on these instruments. By

How Does Dividend Received
Deduction Work?
shiftmg a portion of these assets into
various types of dividend-paying
equities, the income you receive on
these investments qualifies for the
70 percent exclusion on dividends
received
By exploiting this
provision of the tax code,
corporations in a 34 percent tax
bracket would pay a maximum tax
levy of just 10.2 percent (34 percent
times 30 percent).
Equities that qualify for the
dividend received deduction (DRD)
mclude:

competitive with new issues coming
to the market. Conversely, when
interest rates decline, prices
generally rise.
Convertible preferreds are
something of a hybrid investmentoften offering the yield of a bond
with the upside potential of a stock.
A check of yields on these
secunties, issued by companies with
an S&P rat111g of 'A' or beller, is
today approximately 8 percent on a
current basis, thus the taxable

equivalent would be about 8.9
percent.
Obviously, one must develop a
well-thought-out strategy when
investing in these securities, as
stability of principal must be
balanced against performance and
tax advantages. Investing in stages
may be the wisest course. •
Rebecca Cervantes is an
account executive with

Crowell, Weedon & Co. in Covina.

• auction-rate preferred stocks,
adjustable-rate preferred stocks,
preferred equity redemption
cumulauve stock, and
• other high-yielding common
stocks.
As with all taxable mailers,
there is a catch. The investor must
be a corporation, and securities must
be held for at least 46 days.
Ob\ 1ously, any investment in an
equity-based security carries with it
a degree of risk. Indeed, many
corporate treasurers are loath to
invest so much as a farthing in
equities of any sort for fear of losing
principal.
Fortunately, there is ample
variety-and hence degrees of
volatility-associated with qualified
dividend securities.
Auction-rate preferreds rank
high on the list for safety and have
been around since 1984. The holder
of an auction-rate preferred issue
has the opportunity to liquidate-at
par (issue price) every 49 days.
Thus, every 49 days the dividend is
reset. Generally, the yield is set
s lightly above the 60-day
commercial paper rate.
Adjustable-rate preferred sleeks
(ARPS) combine some of the
traditional features of preferred
stocks and short-term money market
investments. Yields on these
securities are adjusted each quarter
by a fixed percentage relationship to
the highest of three broad market
indexes: 90-day Treasury bills, 10year Treasury notes, and 20-year
Treasury bonds.
Fixed-rate preferreds and
dividend paying common stocks
normally pay higher yields tha n
ARPS. but are more volatile. That's
because when interest rates rise,
prices on fixed income securities
must fall in order to remain

June 14July 12-
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Antitrust Fundamentals:
What You Need to Know Today
Cvmuwt•d From Page.• JO

2) Functional Discounts. Courts
have allowed discounts in the
distribution cham when they
represent a reasonable reimbursement for actual marketmg or
distribution functions. The rationale
is to encourage wholesalers to
provide functions to sellers.

Promotions
A seller is prohibited from
granting
advertising
and
promotional allowances or services
to its customers unless they are
available to all competing
customers on proportionally equal
terms. To make a promotional
offer "available," a supplier must
take reasonable steps to make the
offer kno\\n to all compet1ng
customers. A promotional program
may fail to meet the availability
requirement if it does not offer all
competing customers a practical
opportunity to participate. Any
method that treats competing
customers on proportionally equal
terms may be used. A seller is
required to make available
proportional benefits both to directbuying retailers and to competing
retailers
buying
through
wholesalers.

of such subjects by competitors
Avo1d any informal or side
meeungs or d1scussions where such
subjects may come up.
If any subjects which do not
seem legitimate to any of the trade
associatiOn's lawful activities or
purposes are brought up for
discussion, complam and ask that
the matter be dropped until it can
be approved by legal counsel. If
that is not done, leave Immediately
and do not participate in the
discussion or even listen to it. You
should then report the meeting to
your legal counsel immediately.

Conclusion
Compliance with the antitrust
laws is not d1ff1cult if } ou
understand the rules and princ1ples
behmd them. This art1cle 1s only a
brief summary of certain
gu1delines, and if you have any
questions or concerns, they should
be directed to your legal counsel
for antitrust matters. Finally, while
this article does not address the
antitrust laws of any state or
foreign country. many of the
concepts d1scussed in these
guidelines also appear in other
jurisdictions' antitrust laws. •
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Sculpture in the Square
Public Art Competition for
So. California Artists
estern Development Co.,
an affiliate of the Le\1. 1s
Homes
group
of
companies. in association with the
Arts Foundation of San Bernardmo
County
and
the
Wignall
Museum/Gallery of Chaffcy College,
1s sponsoring a juried sculpture
compe11110n
to
award
two
commisswns for the design,
construction, and installation of two
original outdoor sculptures Th1s
competition, Sculpture in the Square,
is open to all artisl~ who reside. work.
or rnamtain a studio in the counties of
San Bernardino. R1vers1de. Imperial,
Orange, Los Angeles, San Diego, San
I uis Ob1spo. Santa Barbara, and
Ventura
Selected sculpture-~ will be placed
in the Two (enter Square at the Term
Vista retail project. Currently under
development, Town C.enter Square is a
225,000-square-foot retail shopping
area which IS directly east of the
existing Terra Vista Town Center on
Foothill Boulevard m Rancho
Cucamonga.

W

Two commissions will be
awarded: $40,000 for Sculpture A,
the primary focal element located in a
pedestrian-friendly plaza area, and
$30,(Xl0 for Sculpture B, a secondary
focal element located within a tiled
pool Sculpture B should include
water as an mtegral element. The jury
panel is open to a variety of proposals,
mcluding but not limited to interactive
projects that involve the community.
Both commission awards will
include travel expenses, mileage,
workmg drawings for all aspects of
the proJect, all fabrication of
mdividual sculptures, engineering and
design fees. Artists may apply as
mdividuals or as teams. Finalist.~ will
he sdected for each sculpture. Each
fmahst artist or artist team will be
given a $300 stipend to submit a
comprehensive proposal, including a
sc..•le rnaquette, budget, timehne, and
any special requHements for
mstallation.
Applicants may request an
official entry form and project
description by calling the Wignall
Museum/Gallery at (909) 941-2388.
The deadline for entries is March 10,
1995.•
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Talking Techno on the Information Highway
by Joe Mullich

D

o you want to become
Cyber Road Kill on the
"Information Highway?"
If the answer isn 'I immediately
apparent -or, worse, if you
don't understand the quest JOn you desperately need to read this
column. Because you're missing
out on the gad-millions that will
be made in the new Information
Age. GAD-MILLIONS!
The Information Highway is a
convergence of TVs, phones and
computers.
It will change
EVERYTHING about the way
we communicate. Well, maybe
not everything. If you have
teenagers at home, you •d better
hang onto the call waiting. But it
will change everything else.

Q. How can the average
businessperson become involved
in the Information Highway?
A. The first step is to "Talk
Techno."
Fortunately, this
reqUires no special knowledge or
training. To Talk Techno, just
use the words "interactive,"
"virtual," or "multirned1a" 1n
every other sentence.
And
randomly affix the pref1x
"cyber" to nouns.

NOT BEING ABLE TO AFFORD IT.

Q. Will I make any sense?
A. No. But that doesn't matter. The
only ones who will know you're
faking arc computer dweebs. And
they have no 1nfluence in the
business world. In fact, don't waste
time talking to people who
understand technology. They can't
help advance your career.

Q. Getting onto the Information
H1ghway seems log1cal for
computer companies. What if
you're not in a technological field?
A. That's OK!
This is the
"Information Age." Everybody can
cash in. For instance, a food
company in Minneapolis is making
a tidy sum by producing fortune
cook1es with Techno Talk phrases
!Ike, "You are ready for a Paradigm
Sh1ft."

Q. What's a "Parad1gm Shift?"
A. "Paradigm Shift" is to
computing what "new and
improved" or "ultra" is to
advertising. This handy phrase can
be used to described anything. It
can be good or bad, depending on
your tone of voice. Add it to your
Techno Talk list
Q. I've heard that the Information
Highway, if it ever happens, won't

have any practical applications for
years . Why is there so much
interest in 11 now?
A. Because the Information
Highway is hot. It's trendy It's
positively cyber-splendiferous! No
one wants to be left out. A Denver
publ1sher told the Wall Street
Journal that almost every press
release he gets mentions the
Information Highway. "If they say,
'Information Highway,' they figure
people will read it," the publisher
commented. "It's like saying 'Free

Sex.'"
Q. Jsn 'I that overstating it?
A. Have you been to a single's bar
lately?
In most cases, the
Information Highway IS more
appealing than free sex.
Q. On one hand, the White House
says mdustry should develop the
Information Highway with a profit
motivatiOn. On the other hand, the
White House says the Information
Highway should be accessible to
everyone, even if companies lose
money. Isn't this inconsistent?
A. It's no more inconsistent than a
Nat1onal Health Carr plan that
links the concept of "cutting costs"
to "government control." Inconsistent? Next you 'II say it would

be inconsistent to cast Madonna as
the lead 1n the "Mother Teresa
Story"

Q. In a recent commercial, AT&T
explained the Information Highway
like this: "This is not about data,
digits, technology. It's not even
about highways. It's about you and
me and Uncle Jack
and
everybody" What does this mean?
A. "You and me and Uncle Jack
and everybody"? It means I'd lay
odds that the cable compames are
going to beat out the phone
companies to get control of the
Information Highway.

Q. The "Information Highway" has
been called an inaccurate term.
Trend guru John Naisbitt criticized
the phrase "for suggesting that one
entity and not the marketplace can
advance technology. Why did the
phrase "Information Highway"
become more popular than Ross
Perot's term, "The Electronic Town
Hall?"
A. Perot's idea of cutting-edge
communications is a hand-drawn
flip chart It may seem that Perot
spends most of his time 1n outer
space. But he's hardly a role model
to usher in the Grand New Era of
Technology. •

Michael S1. Peter and Susan S. Halling of

Trade Associations
Although trade association
meetings, communications and
activities are perfectly lawful, great
care should be taken to avoid any
erroneous appearance that the trade
association is being used as a cover
to discuss prices, cost.~. customers,
or similar subjects. Avoid listening
to,
participating
in
or
eavesdropping on any discussions

lhe San Francisco Ia" finn. S1. Peter &

You can afford to protect your rights with a

Cooper, counsel clients on issues rclaling 10

Pre-Paid Legal Membership

anlilrusl and unfair trade prac1ices. Mr. Sl.
Peler has over 25 years of expcrlise in
1rymg anlltrust cases and m ant11rust
counselling to large and small companies.
Ms. Hathng 1s a former mal allorney w1th
!he Anlllrusl Division of Ihe Un1tcd S1a1es
Deparlment of Juslicc, who also aSSISts
cllenls w11h 1ssues arismg under olhcr
countries' anlltrusl laws, mcluding the
European community and Japan.
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"About Town" Focuses on Ontario
new cable television
program especially for
Inland Empire residents 1s
bringing Ontario news and local
residents up close and personal
every Thursday at 5 p.m. "About
Town," which began in December
with a tour through Ontario's
famous Euclid Avenue Christmas
display, is a 30-minute program
aired on Corneas! Cable channel 3.
Two new shows will be aired each
month.
Hosts Lillian Vasquez and Joe
Lyons interview elected officials
and local businessmen and women
to a look at activities and
programs in the city.
Upcoming telecasts will
include an actual paramedic call, a
look at the city's seismic
upgrading program, and discussion of the ONT airport
terminal expansion.
Subjects and personalities on

A

the first few programs included:
• Ontano City Councilman Rudy
Favlla d1scussing the teen center, a
transitiOn house for the homeless.
and development of the 8,000-acre
agncultural preserve.
• City Councilman Gary Ovitt
discussing opportunities for
holding town meetings in different locations throughout
Ontario to give residents a better
chance to attend and participate.
The program, designed to
highlight
events,
people,
programs, and businesses in
Ontario, may eventually be
expanded to include nearby
communities.
For more information or to
offer suggestions for the program,
contact Julie Auge at (909) 3912503, ext. 8207. •

Ontario Mayor Gus Skropos (lefl) on sel of" Aboul Town" with TV hosts
Joe Lyons and Lillian Vasquez.
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Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project Underway
Contmucd From Page 3

reservoir, located in the Domenigoni
and Diamond valleys southwest of
the city of Hemet. The other
contract is for the relocation of a
major road that currently runs
through the valleys.
Metropolitan's board contracted
with Upland-based Advance
Contractors for $45 .6 million to
construct the Eastside Pipeline.
"This pipeline will serve a::. a
vital link to the reservoir, allowing
Metropolitan to fill as well a~ draft
the lake, which will store as much as
269 billion gallons of water,"
Wodra~ka said.
Construction of the mortar-lined
steel pipeline is expected to begin in
March, with completion scheduled
two years later.
E . L. Yeager Construction of
Riverside was awarded the $19.2
million contract to relocate Newport
Road, which runs through the
valleys between Winchester Road
(Highway 79) and State Street.
During the relocation, Newport
Road will be moved just north of the
hills that form the northern
boundary of the lake to make way

for the reservoir's east and west
dams . As part of a multi-party
agreement,
which
includes
Metropolitan, the new road will be
four lanes, instead of the current
two.
The relocation project will
include bridges over Metropolitan's
San Diego Canal and the Salt Creek
Channel at both Warren Road and
Sanderso n Avenue , as well as a
pedestrian/equestrian underpass at
Lyon Avenue. The Salt Creek flood
control channel also will b e
improved under the project.
Road construction is scheduled
to begin in March, with completion
expected in a year.
Both Advanco Constructors and
E. L. Yeager Construction exceed
Metropolitan 's contracting targets
for participation by minority- and
women-owned
businesses
established under th e district 's
busine ss outreach
pro gram .
Advance anticipates subcontracting
participation at 7.4 percent for
minority-owned businesses and
more than 2 percent for womenowned businesses, while E . L.

P BS One-Hour Special
"'LOOKI:\G 1:\ I..A:\D"
\IH>l IIIII 1\IPII{ITII.\l\\<>1{1'-S

A L OOK AT HEALTH CARE I N
THE 1:\LA:\D EMPIRE

Yeager projects subcontracto r
participation of 20 .3 percent
minority-owned businesses and 7
percent
for
women-owned
businesses.
Oth e r re servoir co ns tru c tion
work expected to begin during 1995
mcludes the excavation for the three
dams' foundat ions, the preparation
o f th e fo und a ti o ns , and th e
development of an on-site rock and
materials processing plant for dam
materials.
It will take four years to fill the
lake to capacity even though th e
MWD may draw water from it as it
fills with water fr o m Northern
California and the Colorado River
during winter and spring months.
Fishing and sailing will be

allowed on the la ke, and it will
accommodate water contact sports
such as water s kiing. Several
s maller recreati o na l lakes will be
built on MWD parklands at both
ends of the reservoir.
" Afte r
b eco min g
f ully
o pe rat io nal , th e rese r voi r will
prov ide m ajo r ne w re cre ation
o pportu nities, luring 1.8 million
outdoor enthusiast~ each year to the
Inland Empire. It w ill be a virtual
bonanza fo r Southern California,"
Wodraska said.
"The reservoir also will set aside
vast tracks of open space, providing
a snapshot of the Southland's unique
coastal sagescrub and grasslands and
a varie ty o f uniqu e and sens itive
flora and fauna," he added. •

Basic Information on Domenlgonl Reservoir
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) was created by
founding-area voters in 1928, following passage of an enabling bill by the
California Legislature to provide supplemental water for cities and communities
on the south coastal plain. The district's first project was the construction of a
242-mile aqueduct to the Colorado River. an engineering masterpiece that the
district still owns and operates.
MWD's service area now includes about 225 cities and unincorporated
areas and covers some 5,200 square miles in Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego,
Riverside, San Bernardino, and Ventura counties. The area has a population of
nearly 16 million and is growing by about 230,000 people a year. By the year
2010, Metropolitan's consumer population is projected to be almost 19.5
million.
Metropolitan provides nearly 60 percent of the water used in its service
area. By 2010, regional consumer water demands are projected to increase
from the present 3.4 million acre-feet per year to about 4.5 million during
normal weather conditions. One acre-foot of water is about 326,000 gallons
and provides the needs of two average Southland families in and around their
homes for one year.
The value of the district's physical assets, including the Colorado River
Aqueduct, 15 hydroelectric plants, five filtration plants, and other facilities,
reported at cost, is $3.3 billion.
Water Sources:
Colorado River Aqueduct delivered through San Diego Canal into reservoir
forebay. Water is pumped from forebay into reservoir.

On the evening of March 30, 1995,
the Inland Emptre Bustness journal
will present a one-hour special PBS TV
program on Health Care in
the Inland Empire.

California State Water Project from Lake Silverwood into reservoir by
gravity, through new 12-foot diameter, 45-mile Inland Feeder, connecting with
the new 9-mile Eastside Pipeline.
Storage Capacity:
269 billion galloiiS of water
Environmental Mitigation:
Santa Rosa Plateau Ecological Reserve, addition of 3,700 acres to existing
boldinp of'l'bc Nature Conservatory
9,000-acre Southwes tern Riverside County Multi-Spec ies Reserve,
includini lands around reservoir, Lake Skinner, and the 2,500-acre Dr. Roy E.
Shipley Reserve

Rccreatioaal Opportunities:
Bicycle trails

Sailing

Boating
Picniddog
Separate swimming

EqueslriaD trails

Oolflna

Special evcallerea
Scenic Overloot
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Home Sales Up, Foreclosures Down, According to TRW REDI

L

ast year marks the first year
that home sales in Califom1a,
the country's largest housing
market, have improved since the
state entered a deep economic
recession four years ago. Accordmg
to a new report issued by TRW
RED! Property Data, a natwnwide
real estate informatiOn company, an
estimated 390,000 smgle-family
residences and condominiums have
sold in California--an increase of
11 percent from last year but still a
third lower than the volume of sales
in 1989, at the peak of the state's
real estate boom Sales of new
homes, an Important gauge of
economic performance in general
and real estate markets in particular,
is also poised to increase by 16.5
percent.
The report shows
that
California's home builders have
increasmgly focused their activ1ty
on the more affordable end of the
market which, in turn, has boosted
demand for new homes. Statewide,
57 percent of new homes sold for
less than $175,000 1n 1994
compared to 47 percent three years

ago. California's housing recovery
1s taking place despite the rise in
mterest rates wh1ch, on a 30-year,
fixed-rate mortgage, averaged about
7 3 percent last year and is current! y
at 9 .3 percent .
"The state 's

Within California, the
southern metropolitan
areas continue to fare
worse than the
other regions.

economy is experiencing a modest
recovery and that has outweighed
the negative impact of interest rate
rises on the housing market. The
current recovery, however, will
probably not be sustained if Interest
rates continue to go up 10 1995,"'
sa1d N1ma Nattagh, TRW REDI's
market analyst.
Despite the mcrease 10 demand,

Health Trust Inc. Merging with Columbia/HCA

home prices in California continue
to fall--though at a lower pace than
last year TRW REDI's analysis of
trends in prices, which is adjusted
for the size of home sold, shows
that on average, prices fell by five
percent during 1994--with the Los
Angeles metropolitan area fanng
worse than those to the north In the
San Francisco Bay Area, pnces
have dropped by around 3 percent
Home prices in C.1llfomia arc now
between 10 to 20 percent lower
than the 1990 levels.
In addition, 1994 will he
another record year for foreclosure
acuvity in California with mortgage
lenders repossessing more than
76,000 residential and commerc1al
properties with a combined
mortgage value of $15 billion. That
represents a JUmp of 13 percent
from last year but well below the
rate of mcrease that the state has
experienced since 1990. Between
1990 and 1992. at the height of the
state's economic
recession,
foreclosures increased fivefold .
" Agamst a backdrop of improving
economy and real estate mar ket
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h ino
Valley
Medical
Cen te r 's
pare n t
organization, H ealthTrust,
Inc. (liT !), is th e nallen 's second
larges t h ea l t h care p rovider.
Columb1a/HC A Healthcare Corporation is the nation's largest. HT I
and Columbia/H C A rece ntl y
anno unced the ir intended merger,
which will c re at e the na ti o n 's
largest he alth car e provide r.
Acco rdin g
to
K e nn e th
K.
Westbroo k, CEO of C hino Valley
M e di ca l
Ce nt er,
m erge r
ne go tiations a re progressi ng
smoothly and should be completed
sometime in March or April.
After th e m e rge r, Co lumb1 a
will ha ve 3 13 hospitals with
approximately 60,000 licensed beds
and 125 out-patient surgery centers
in 37 s tates and two foreign
countnes. Columbia will employ
over 175,000 emp! oyees and total
assets and annual revenues of over
$15 bill ion.
HTI's current chairman of the
board , Clayton McWhorter, will
b eco m e Colum bia ' s chairman ,
whil e Col u mbia's c hairman,

Richard Scott, will become t he
compa n y's pres ident a nd ch ief
executive officer.
Chino Valley Medica l Cent er
will become one of 12 Columbia
hospitals in California and the o nly
one i n t h e Inla nd E m pi re.
Co lumbia is pl annin g to have a
m ajo r
p rese nce
in
large
me tropo li tan markets, i ncl uding
Southern Califo rnia.
A ccord1n g to Ke nn e th K .
Westb rook, C hino Va lley Medical
Center's c hi ef c xcc ut1ve o fficer,
"Th1s merger positions CVMC for
future st rength Our immed iate and
long-te rm success is characte rized
by fun c tio nin g as a tea m a n d
pro\ iding the h1ghest qualit y health
ca re in a cost-effective manner''
C hino Valley Medical Center 's
latest expansion is the constru ction
of a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) center. The MRI Center will
feature Ge neral Electric's 1.5 Tes la
MRI-A Imaging System, providing
extremely high imaging resolution
enhancing imaging diagnostic
capabilities. The MRI Center is
scheduled to open Feb. 1, 1995. •
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conditions
1n
Ca l iforn ia,
foreclosures have stabili zed," said
Nattagh.

" The current recovery,
however, will probably not
be sustained if interest
rates continue to go up in
1995," said Nima Nattagh.

Withm California, the southern
metropolitan areas continue to fare
worse than the other regwns. The
Los Ange!t:s metropolitan area now
accounts for 76 percent of all
foreclosures 10 the state compared
to 5-l percent in 1990. In the S,m
Francisco Bay Area, TRW RED!
estimates that foreclosures will
10crease by less than five percent in
1994, while in the rest of the state,
property repossessiOn Will be up by
10 percent. •
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Merger to Create Real Estate Giant

S

ant a M a rgarlla Co mpan y,
based 111 San Juan C'ap1strano,
and Western National Gro up,
an apartment m a nag e ment g 1a nt
based in Orange, have announced
that they v. ill JOin fo rc es to fo rm
one of the state \ b1ggest real estate
c o ncerns .
The merger will
encompass
communit y
and
commerc1al real estate development
and apartment property investment,
management, and development. It
follows by a few months the merger
of the compames ' home building
operations to form San Juan Group,
Inc.
The founding family of Santa
Margarita Company was also the
founding family of much of
Southern Californ1a In 1882,
famtl} patriarch Richard O ' Neill
and his partner, James Flood ,
purchased two huge tract s o f
ranc hland that o n g mall y included
mt. 1 ot south Or nge ( uLI I) a'\c.
north S an D1ego ( o unt y as far
south as Oceanside. One large tract
was purchased by the government
during \Vorld War II to hecome
Camp Pendleton . A grandson,

R ic hard 1. 0' !'-/ei l t, fo un ded
Miss io n VJ CJO o n ano th er parcel.
R1ch ard O' Neil l . nO\\ 71, v. ill
become th e chairman of th e ne\\
com pa n y, as he is wi th S an ta
:\1argan ta Co.

" So far, we can say that
our mistakes are all deals
we passed on, not the
ones we did, "
Michael K. Hayde.

Santa Margarita C o mp a ny's
busine s ses
i ncl ud e
la nd
man geme nt , cattle ranc hmg, and
rca st tc Jc lopm t I h y 1 \
WO employees and O\vn a total of
46,000 aLTes, mcl ud mg the 5,000acr e communit y of Rancho Santa
Marganta o n th e co mpa ny's
40,000-acre Rancho Misswn VieJO

property
Western National Group 1s one
of the fev. deve lopers to come out
ol Catiforma's v.orst recession in
60 yea rs .1head of th e game. The
company stop ped buying la nd in
t 91>7 because they sensed the real
estate downturn was 1mminent and
instead used their sk1lls to develop
for others. They earned more than
$ 10 milli o n in 1992 a nd ! 993,
d unng the wo rst of th e recession.
One of the larger apartment owners
and manage rs, it ranked 2Hth in an
annual survey last year, wi th 27,000
umts under management.
" S o far, we can s ay th a t our
m1stakes are all deals we passed o n,
not the o nes we d id," Michael K.
Hay de, p res ide nt of West ern
National, said in a 1993 interview.
" In times like th e ' 86-'87 boom,
you can took prett y stupi d b.:mg so
c.tut1ous. Ban ks v.erc telling us
) d 10 Js 11 the mo tcy v.
wanted Toda} the b nk' are
tclling us \\C were pretty :.nMrt."
Analys ts predict that Western
N ati o nal's as tut e leadersh ip and
soph is ticat e d fi nan cial pl ann ing
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Planning in Process for Chino Dairy Preserve

will enhance it::- joint operation with
San ta M a rgartta Co. After th e
merger, Haydc will become chief
operating officer. Jerrold A. Glass,
currently Western National's
chairman, will be Santa Marganta's
vice chairman and cha1rman of the
ex ec u tive committee after the
merger.
T he Western National Grou p
employs 940 people naiJonwide. Its
busi nesses include manage me nt,
develo pment and construction of
multi fa m ily h o u sing
M aj o r
ho ldi ngs involve management of
27,000 multifa mil y umts. In the
pas t 30 years, the company has
built more than 15,000 apartments
and 2,500 homes or home sites.
Western National Group owns
apar tm e n ts 111 five Southe rn
Cat ifornia counties and ma nages
othe r s
across
t he
na t 1o n .
Apartments owned include 404
1111
n
p1
140 m R.ver 1de. 1 hey als cwn
250 apartment units 111 MISS IOn
V iejo, 500 in Rancho Santa
M argarita, and 1,258 111 La ke
Forest. Ao.

Conunued From Paxe 5

move the issue toward the
ballotbox . (The residents of El
Prado themselves would be able to
determine their own fu1ure by
vollng.) They themselves would
become the leaders of the newest
city, which they would call El
Prado (The Meadow, 111 Spamsh).
The Et Prado City Counc1l would
develop a general plan within 30
months of incorporation. As well
as taking responsibility for
prov1d1 ng the full range of c i ty
services, the city council would
decide land use 1ssues l ike any
other city council. They were on
their way. It was a roll. 1n t he
meantime, in Ontario and Chino ....
"Fired up" might aptly describe
the Cities of Ontario and Chino
when this Et Prado Cityhood
p h enomenon moved closer to
reality.
The leaders of the
respective Cities began a period of
u d1
i
t •I• r·p1r
!edders and With the Fl Prado
community dt l<~rge They began. m
earnest, to promote a new vision for
El Prado, one involving first a
sphere of influence, then planning
an environmental s tu dies, and

eventually annexatiOn into their
borders. The presentations were
,,ttractive. Change was promised
Economic freedom would result·
and far faster than under the aeg1s
of a fledgling new city.
Expectedly. this lure of
integration into an already
established city overtook and
overwhelmed the El Prado
commun1ty desJre for cityhood .
EPIC, on community direction,
of!iciatty and conditionally chucked
cityhood at a LAFCO hearing and
redirected its efforts to one of
connect1ng with one of its
municipal neighbors. The question
was wh1ch city would it be?
Ontario? Chino? Chino Hills?
A poll of the property owners
showed a strong preference for
connection to Ontario, especially
v.ith the approximately 8,200 acres
of land north of the Chino Airport.
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1t dec1 1011 late las• vear, Ontano
was "awarded th1s large sphere of
mlluence m the northern sector of
the preserve, totally consistent w1th
property owner desires in that area.
The city of Chino received

essentially everything south of
Merrill Avenue, while the city of
Chmo Hilts, which had made a late
entry mto the "turf war,'' got zip .
Overshadowing this entire
process, there was a wild card dealt
onto the political table last year.
St:nate Bitt 272, authored by
Senator Ruben Ayala, was approved
by the California Legislature and
s•gned into law. Th1s new statute
immediately leveled the playing
field between the property owners
and LAFCO The property owners
of the affected lands were given de
facto veto power over any decisions
of LAFCO with which they
strongly objected Specifically, the
new law gave the property owners
the ability to appeal a LAFCO
dec1sion on spheres by initialing a
special election to redraw the
lines-permanently-if they were
not happy with the first results.
'l
3"'F w 'th •r
n• f
thea '.mJs to the Cit} of ( hmo,
purportedly some 80 percent of the
property owners of the portion of
the dairy prtserve west of Euclid
Ave , and South of Kimball Ave.
have been encouraged by the Cll) of
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executi v e pos iti o n s a t Merrill
Lyn c h ,
S ec urit y
Pa c ific
Automation C o mpan y, the RCA
Corporation, and the Fo rd M o tor
Company.
Mr. Shanahan is senior v1ce
president of finan c e at Farmers
Group, Inc., a management and
insurance holding c ompany
operating in 29 states He has
held execullve positions at First
Interstate
Bank,
Crocker
Na t ional Bank , and Bank of
America. He is a member of the
California Club and the Los
Angeles Council on Foreig n
Re lations .
"Community
Bank
is
del ighted to have recruited such
ca pab le board members . Their
combined experience and
expertise will be invaluable to
the bank as we implement ou r
strategic plan," said Kresse. Ao.

Do~ F · poff IS the owner of
Los Alios Fmanctal m Walnul and

" lhc prestdcnt of EPIC

New Chairman
for Board of
First Federal

Community Bank
Appoints New Members to
Board of Directors
oseph C . Kresse, chairman
of the board of Community
Bank, has announced the
appointment of three new
members to the bank 's board of
directors.
Joining the board are Edwin
F. Major, Du Wayne Peterson,
and Francis P. Shanahan All
three were elec ted at the board
meeting held Dec. 15 at
Commun ity Ba n k headquarters
in Pasadena.
Mr. Major, retired, served as
m anagi n g di r ector of W ells
Fargo Bank's Private Ba n king
uni t , held a si m ilar p os1 tio n at
Merri tt Ly nc h 's Private Banki ng
umt, a nd was an executive vice
president at Un ion Bank.
Mr. Peterson is presi dent of
D u Way ne Peterson Associates,
an in for m a t io n consulting firm
with clients throughout the
United States. He has served i n

Chino Hills to "come over" using
"272." Indeed, since the awards
were made to Ontario and Chino,
disaffected property owners in the
southwest area of the preserve have
listened to proposals from Chino
Hills as well as Chino, which has
redoubled Its efforts to retam its
newfound largesse. Each c1ty has
demonstrated 1ts own munic1pal
strengths and Willingness to bnng
planning
and
appropriate
development to that area, and on
balance, this has probably been a
very healthy process.
While the outcome of the
municipal compelltion is ongoing,
it is certainly reassuring th at
something positive is happe ning
here and that market forces are at
wo r k
It wilt g uarantee that
decisions regarding use of the lands
will be lasting and, i n part,
dcterm111ed by that category of
pJ
r h
re\ . l I h
left out of the pr cess- the people
who own 11 .&

lli
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yce A. Stu. tzman, chairman
f Vicenti , Lloyd, and
tutzman 111 La Verne, has
been named chairman of the board of
Firs t Federal Savings and Loan
Association of San Gabriel Valley,
succeeding lrven G. Reynolds, who
c o mpleted h1s two-year term as
chairman and who will remain with
First Federal as a director.
" First Federal is a communitybased mutual fmancial institution that
has been serving the San Gabriel
Valley fo r over 58 years," noted
Barrett Andersen, the thrift's president
and CEO, "and Royce, as a local
business leader with expertise in asset
management and information
systems, is an excellent choice for
chairman of the board"
First Federal currently exceeds all
three capital standards, which
qualifies the a<;sociation as a "wellcapitalized fmancial institution" under
guideline.-; established by the Federal
Deposit ln.'illrallce Corporation.
The savings and loan, which has
assets of $260 million, is based in
West Covina and has branch offices in
Covina, Hacienda Height-;, La Verne.
City of Industry, and Art'adia. Ao.
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San Bernardino Seeks
Post Office Jobs

Commitment to Education

S

o uthe rn Cali fo rn ia Edison
has pledge d $60,000 to
support the establishment of
loca l Dollars for Scholars founda tions in Los Angeles, Orange,
Ri \ erside, and San Bernardino
counties.
According to Tani Welsh, the
utility':, representatiVe, Southern
California Edison was dra\\ n to
Dollars for Scholars because of its
history of providing strong parental
involvement. "Research shows that
success of young people is directly
linkt:d
to
parent/family
involvement. At thts company, we
provide tratning and information to
em ployees, school partnerships, and
o th er coa lit io ns th a t stress the
tremendous Importance of parental
involvement," she added.
··w e sec our grant of $60,000 to
Dollars for Scholars as a btg part of
our pledge to our communities and
to ensuring expanded access to
hig her educatto n fo r deserving
students,., Welsh said.
Support for Dollar!> for Scholars
is in add iti o n to the co m pan y's
$ 44H,OOO scho l a rs h ip prog ram,
explained We ls h .
Sout hern
Ca lifo rn ia E d ison offers sch ola rs hips to chil dren of employees,
a ll of w hi ch a re managed by the
Do ll a rs for Sch olars' paren t
organization, Citizens' Sc hola rship
F o unda t io n of Am e rica, Inc.
(CSFA ). In addition, the company
offers two Independent Colleges of
S outhe rn Califo rni a Scholarships,
20
Communit y
Coll ege
Achi eve m e nt Awa rds, and 100
educational grants.
" Our interest lies in grassroots
efforts and that is exac tl y where
Dollars for Scholars concentrates its
efforts," said Welsh. " Dolla rs fo r
Scholars s uppo rts a communit y's
efforts. It he lps communities help
themselves. We are pleased to be a
partne r in this type o f coalition,"
she added.
Success of th e S o uthe rn
California Edison and Dollars for
Scholars partners hip is alre ady
evident in the results of the
Murrieta Valley High School
Scholarship
Foundation
in
Riverside County. Chartered as a
Dollars for Scholars chapter in
September 1993, the foundation has
already produced tremendous

results.
During its very first year,

Murrieta Valley High School
Scholarship Foundation awarded
over $40,000 in scholarships to 42
graduatmg semors. Approximately
I 15 of the graduatmg class received
a Dollars for Scholars scholarship.
"The whole town pttched tn,"
said Mary Wulfsberg. prestdenl of
the Murneta Valley Htgh School
Scholarship Foundation. "As many
as 45 small bustnesses made
contributions, and all seven PTAs
contributed," she added. The
foundation received a $10,000 grant
from
American
Industrial
Manufacturing Services. Other
major contnbutors included
Murrieta Town Hall, $5,000;
Advanced Cardiovascular Systems,
$2,500; and Rancon Ftnanctal,
$2,000.
"I think we were so successful
in raising scholarship fund~ because
our Dollars for Scholars volunteers
made personal contacts with local
businesses and organiz,tlions. We
had wide community support from
a population area of only 27,000,"
said Wulfsberg. "I believe many
people became involved when they
learned the scholarship would carry
their n ame or thei r company's
name. A sc hola rs h ip of $250
means a lot to o ur g rad uates,
because it will pay for one semester
at a co m muni ty college, w here
m a ny of o ur s tude nt s go," sh e
added.
"The g ra nt from Southern
California Edison will be used to
start our endowment fund. We have
plans to raise $50,000 this year, and
w e need to begi n to de v elo p a
strong base of s upport for futu re
years,'' Wulfsberg said.
" Dollars for Scholars is helping
us invest in our children 's future,
and as awa re ness g row s i n the
commu ni ty abo u t D o ll ars for
Scho la rs, we s ho uld be able to
increase that investment with more
sc ho larships an d additional
educat ional oppo rtun ill es. The
who le commun ity can fee l good
about that," Wulfsbe rg said.
CSFA is a national, nonprofit
educational support and student aid
service organization. Through its
Dollars for Scholars program and
student aid management services,
CSFA
expands
access
to
educational opportunities through
financial assistance and academic
support programs. &
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he City of San Bernardino
Economic Development
Agency, tn conjunction
with the County of San
Bernardino and a private butldtng
owner, has submttted a proposal
to the United States Postal
Service (USPS) to bnng over 800
new jobs to the city, replacing
many of those lost by the Norton
Atr Force Base closure last year.
The proposal is to bring a
USPS Remote Encoding Center
(REC) to San Bernardino. The
proposal
consists of the
renovation of an extsting mixeduse offtce building located at
1470 South Victoria Ave., 369
parking spaces, private security,
and applicant screening a n d
testing assistance. On-the-job
tratning assistance may also be
provided for new employees
whose hourly salaries would
range from $9.72 for part-time
work to $11.75 for full-time
work.

T

If the proposal is accepted by
the USPS, the facility will be
avatlable for operation in July of
this year
An REC is capable of view 10 g
mail over a vtdeo monitor from
post offices all over the United
States. Once the address of the
mail is vtewed, a coder types in
the address barcode that is found
at the bottom of a piece of mail.
The barcode is then printed on the
piece of mail at the post office
San Bernardino has been
selected by the USPS as a
potential REC site because of the
city's proximity to several general
mail facilities.
"Bringing
the
Remote
Encoding Center to the city would
greatly help our efforts to redirect
our workforce from defenseoriented jobs," said Mayor Tom
Minor "Its presence would also
play a big part in the city's
immediate redevelopment and
revitalization efforts." •
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ltrilllNI Nf1:
Bad-Seed Employees Can Sap Your Financial Health
by Bill D. Hager

M

ost employees enter the
service of a company eager
to please and earn their
keep a~ a member of the team. But
what happeiL~ when an employee ha~
other priorities or comes aboard with
a profit-threatening problem in tow?
Consider the drug and alcohol
abusers.
Staltsttcs show that
employee/addicts display a far greater
tendency than the average employee
to be absent or come to work late,
receive sick benefit-;, have on-the-job
acc1dents, and file compensatiOn
claim~.

Employees who abuse the
workers' compensation system are
another drain on company finances.
With the average total cost per losttime claim at about $19,000,
employers take a hard blow to the
bottom line every time an employee
dece1ves them into paying for the
treatment of a nonwork-rclated injury
or illness. Companies who don't test
new employees for existing problem~
or proneness to accident can get hit
often and hard.
Then there are company pilferers.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce
reports that white-collar crime costs
American businesses $40 billion a
year. Harder to put a price tag on is a
more insidious form of pilfering-the
poor wo rk e th ic.
In efficie nt
employees who are unmotivated and

have poor attitudes can rob their
employers blind just as methodically
as those who plunder the supply
cabinet.
So how can employers protect
their financial well-being from the
damaging effects of dysfunctional
and abustve "bad-seed" employees?
The best way, advises one expert, is to
use extensive preemployment
screening to weed them out before
they get in the door.
Writing m a recent issue of Safe
Workplace magaztne, R. Bruce
llaskell, sentor vice prestdent of
Boston-based msurance broker Hogg
Robinson, Inc., stressed that
"idenllfytng a dtfficull employee
before he or she is hired ts just as
crucial as confronting the problem
once the person is on the job."
To help suppon the pre- and posthiring screening proces.~, Haskell and
his company have developed the
following tools employers can usc to
acquire and retain the best employees:
1. T h e Structured In terview.
Thts computerized Q&A lets a
company conduct an in-depth
interview with a job candidate vta a
toll-free number. Posing questions
designed to survey key issues, it can
reveal information usually not
available to an employer in the
prescreening process. For example,
the question, "Is it difficult for you to
work quickly and safely at the same

time?" can give an indication of a
candidate's performance initiative.

2. O bservation a nd Attitudes
S urvey. This highly effective
communication tool has employees
anonymously
provtde
thetr
observations and attitudes about their
jobs to a third party for professional
analysis. Management is provided
with a summary report of the
findings.

3. Alert Line
Also an
anonymous communtcation tool,
Alert Line helps management
understand the issues that prevail at a
particular company and tailor
programs that best address them.
Employees arc provided wllh a 2~
hour toll-free number that they can
call to share thetr feelings or
observations with a trained
profe,sional.
4.
Fitness- for- Wor k Tes t.
Picking up where the pret:mplomcnt
drug screening leaves off, this simple,

0

•

the advantages of having

Veterans' License Plates Available
freedom."
California's 3 million veterans,
as w ell as their fri ends and loved
o nes may purc h ase a set o f the
patriotic plates at any Department of
Motor Vehicles. Annual cost for a
set of plates is $30.
Special sticke rs may also be
selec ted from 100 differe nt
emblems and logos representing
military assoc iations, veterans
organizations, and branches of the
uniformed services. Proceeds from
the sale of vet plates will support
county veterans service offices
(CVSOs) statewide. CVSOs help
veterans and their families apply for
veterans benefits, particularly those
administered by the federal
government. &

Through these and other
screening methods, employers can
keep wcak-ltnk or bad-seed
employees from squandering their
hard-earned financial health.
Companies who make preemployment screening a priority will
wmd up with better people, higher
profits, greater productivity, and
stronger morale among their honest
and motivated workers.
For more Information on the
employee screening products and
services mentioned in this column,
write: Hogg Robinson, Inc., !:!00
Boylston Street, Suite 4500, Boston,
MS 02199, or call (617) 236-8200.

Nobody wants to put
callers 'on-hol d ', but...
... i t happens.
~

bjective achieved. That is
the latest w ord fro m the
Californi a Department of
Veterans Affairs (CDVA) regarding
sales of the new red, white, and blue
veterans' license plates. Making it
official, State Director of Veterans
Affairs Jay Vargas recently
presented a chec k for $150,000 to
Frank Zolin , director of the
Department of Motor Vehicles. The
money paves the way for the first
5,000 vet plates, which should be
ready for purchase in early March.
" It's going to be a beautiful
plate," said Vargas, a Vietnam
Medal of Honor recipient. "To all
the veterans in California, let ' s
show your pride that you served
your country and defended

computerized 30-second test
measures employee impairment
caused by drug, alcohol, stress, or
fatigue. A failure to complete the te.~t
satisfactorily can signal to a manager
that an employee is not fit to perform
hts or her job at the particular time
and save the company accidents and
lapses in product or service quality.

~Aruii6~
~on-hold':
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi
:'IIi

Acquire greater name recognition.
Boost customer referrals.
Create greater awareness of company capabilities.
Decrease incoming call abandonment.
Educate callers about products and services.
Enhance your company image.
Gain a competitive edge.
Improve customer service.
Introduce sales and promotions.
Keep callers' interest centered on your company.
Maximize return of existing marketing investments.

~

INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

~

Calll-800-747-2562 today!
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High End Draw Programs, Are They
Worth the High Price?
hy Carlene Jonc'

need to make minor changes
without bringing In a professiOnal.
This savings alone could possibly
cover the cost of the program.
If your logo is in a TIF, EPS,
or PIC format, you can import 11
into any of these programs.
Illustrator will even allow you to
perform simple editing. If yo u
need to produce quality maps, a
draw program is the perfect place
to do it. With guidelines, scaling,
and geographical symbols, you
can create simple to complex maps
of any area.
When it comes time to send
your art-ready work to the printer,
you can make sure it is done
correctly by us1ng the color
separation feature that comes with
these programs and by using traps
and creating over print areas to
ensure white outlines don't appear
on your final product.

or a small- to medium-sized
business. the initial layout
for a Draw program like
Core!Draw 5.0, Adobe Illustrator
5.5 for the Mac, or Macromedia
Freehand 5 .0 for the Mac may
seem high, especially if you do not
employ a graphic artist. It may
seem easier and less expensive to
hire an outside designer than to
have your already busy staff
burdened with artwork.
What you may not realize is
that graphic art is not quite the
same thing as freehand art. And
while it may take time to become
proficient in one of these
programs, it is not impossible for
even the least artistic person in
your office to start putting out
professional creative work.
It is also important to note that
while you can do fine art in all of
these programs, you can also use
Drawing electronically is
their many special effects features
not as complicated as it
to create stunning type, borders,
may first appear when you
and designs. You may never draw
the sunset over Big Sur, but you
start working in one of
will be able to produce quality
these programs.
newsletters, brochures, flyers, ads,
and maps.
Drawing electronically is not
as complicated as it may first
appear when you start working in
one of these programs. Once you
The new upgraded versions of
understand how each tool works
these draw programs seem
you can start producing designs
limitless. Gradient Fills, Blends,
and logos with the skill of a
3D Extrusion, Calligraphy Pens,
Transparent Fills, and Trimming
professional artist. If you don't
are only a few of the features you
want to take the time to draw
everything yourself, but prefer to
can use to spruce up your work.
use clip art, a draw program will
Each program offers its own
special effects. Illustrator now has
allow you to bring in most clip art
Free Distort, Roughen Paths ,
and "Ungroup" it. Once an object
Twirl, Tweak, Scribble, Punk, and
is ungrouped, you can alter each
Bloat filters that dramatically alter
of its components to suit your own
the shape of an object. Freehand
needs. So, say you have clip art
has introduced a new Fisheye lens,
that shows a group of business
an Eyedropper that can pick up
professionals made up of both men
and women, but you are creating
color from Tiff images as well as
3D Rotation, and a Smudge tooL
something for a women's
CoreiDraw offers over 5,000 click
organization. You can ungroup the
and drag symbols from a roll-up
whole picture, remove the male
dialog box, 50 pre-designed
figures, bring the women figures
templates, and the ability to clone
closer together, and even add a
master objects so that when you
few more to create the look you
change the master, all cloned
want.
objects will change automatically.
If your logo was created in one
If you have looked at high-end
of these programs, you can easily
draw programs before for your
and quickly edit it whenever you

F

desk-top publishing needs and
were less than impressed with
their text capabililles, it is time to
look again. Core!Draw now
allows up to 999 pages per
document. Freehand offers less,
but when doing newsletters or
brochures, three or four is usually
e nough . Core!Draw has added
automatic text flow between
paragraph frames and multiple
pages . Illustrator lets you Find
and Replace by Fonts and lets you
set up graphics as tab stops. All
three allow multiple columns and
have upgraded or added text
editing features such as s pellchecking.
If you already own an earl ier
version of any of these products,
think about upgrading. Corel Draw
ha s added high-end technical
drawing features s uch as
constraining angles, creating live
dimension lines, and callouts.
Freehand now lets you turn scans
into bezier curves and offers an
Automatic Path Simplification
tool that reduces the number of
bezier points in an object to make
editing easier and to speed up
printing and redrawing. Illustrator
comes packaged with Adobe
Acrobat Distiller and Adobe
Acrobat
Exchange.
These
programs allow the user to turn
any printable file into a PDF file
that can be viewed, distributed,
printed, and saved.
Core!Draw 5.0 comes bundled
with Ventura Publisher (one of the
top desktop publishers), PhotoPaint (a high-end paint program
that lets you touch up and alter
scanned-in photos), Core!Chart (a
graph and charting program),
Core!Show (a presentation
package), CorelMove (an animation tool with morphing
capabilities), and-if you have a
CD ROM- 850 fonts and over
22,000 clip-art images. A 3-1/2"
disk version without an upgrade is
around $600. That's not a bad
price for what you are getting.
The CD ROM version is about
$50.00 less. Adobe Illustrator for
the Mac can be purchased
separately for around $389 from
MacWarehouse. Egghead Software
bundles it with Adobe PhotoShop
for around $600. If you have a
CD ROM, you will be able to
install Adobe Illustrator Deluxe,
which includes 180 Type 1 fonts

and 100 pieces of third party art
If you use a Power Mac, you will
be happy to know that Illustrator
5.5 runs in "nallve" mode.
Macromedia Freehand 5.0
goes for around $400. Many
reseiiers may not recognize the
Macromedia name, so be sure to
menti o n that it was previously
called Aldus Freehand, but make
certain you get the Macromedia
upgrade.

If you used to think high-
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ecently updated directory
for busmesses of all sizes
hal sell or want to sell their
products or services to the Federal
government is now on sale from the
Superintendent of Documents.
The popular publication-U.S.
Government Purchasmg and Sales
Directory-was developed by the
Department of Commerce's Small
Business Administration (SBA)
particularly for small firms to help
simplify the complexities of doing
busmess with the government The
ea~y-to-use reference.

k

Thts useful 40 !-page din:ctory
is available by mail, phone, or fax
order or from any of the 24 U.S
Government Bookstores nationwide. (The phone number for the
Los Angeles U.S Government
Bookstore is 2 I 3/239-9844 ) The
$24 price includes regular shipping
and handling. Orders for the U.S.
Government Purchasing and Sales
Directory should reference the 12digit stock number 045-000-002721 and include a $24 payment.

graphically talented artist,
think again.

Both Macromedia and Adobe
mentioned that upgrades for their
Windows versions were due out
the first half of this year. If you
are thinking of getting either of
these products for use in a
Windows environment, wait.
As with most of today 's
software, you should have at least
8MB of ram. Though they will run
on less, speed is an issue when
drawing. To get the extras offered
by Core!Draw and lllustrator on
CD, it is worth your while to
finally get that multimedia kit.
If you used to think high-end
draw programs were tools for only
the graphically talented artist,
think again. These three new
programs have combined highpowered design tools with desktop
publishing capabilities that are
perfect for the small- to mid-sized
business professional to add
pizzazz and professionalism to
every document they produce.
Regardless of which program
you decide to purchase, take the
time to really learn how to use it.
You will be amazed at what you
can accomplish and the money
you can save by doing it all inhouse . .t.
Carlene Jones is the direclor of Word
Comp Associales in Rialto, a software
training, documentation, and dalabase
design service organization.

• Provides a comprehensive list of
near! y 4,000 goods and service~
purchased by each of the
government's maJOr civilian and
milllary acquisition centers across
the country.
• Contains basic Information
businesses need to know to sell to
the U.S. government, such as
descriptions of the government
buys.
• Describes ways the SBA assists
smaii firms over "contracting
roadblocks" and provides listings
with addresses of SBA regional and
district offices.

More than 12,000 books,
periodicals, and electronic
Information products
are available on a wide
range of topics.

• Lists agency Federal Offices of
Small and Disadvantaged Business
Utilization with addresses.
• Lists Federal offices involved in
property sales.
• Provides copies of key
government forms businesses need
to do business with a Federal
agency.

Inland Empire Business Journal
Book of Lists
on Disk
You can prospect for new bustness e'"lhance your extst1ng database
soJpplerrent your JOb c;earcr with Topltst. your prospects for success are
tnterm•nably g·eate·.

end draw programs were
tools for only the

PROSPECT
FOR
SUCCESS

Directory Out on How to
Do Business With the
Federal Government

This useful 401-page
directory is available by
mail, phone, or fax order
or from any of the 24 U.S.
Government Bookstores
nationwide.

Orders may be faxed 24 hours a
day to 202/512-2250. Phone orders
may be placed weekdays from 8
a m. to 4 p.m. eastern time by
calling 202/512-1800. Customers
ordering by fax o r phone must
provide their VISA or MasterCard
account number and expiration date.
Mail orders should be addressed
to Superintendent of Documents,
P.O . Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA
15250-7954, and include a check or
money order for $24 payable to:
Superint e nd e nt o f Documents .
Customers also may charge their
mail orders by sending their VISA
or MasterCard account number and
expiration date.
The
Superintendent
of
Documents is the official source for
the sale of information published by
more than 100 Federal entities.
More than 12,000 books, peri odicals, and electronic information
products are available on a wide
range of topics.
This year marks 100 years of
service to the American public by
the Superintendent of Documents,
the nation's designated depositor,
cataloger, and distributor of U.S.
Government information. .A

That"s because Top lost takes an except tonal product. the Book of L tsts. a'ld
puts 1ts powerful contents to work fo· you tr easy to use softwa·e
NETWORK... WITHOUT THE WORK
Toplis! data from the Book of L1st'S n udcs st category. rant<, company.
address. phone. a f1eld to add fax numbers. contact person wttr ttt:e and data
by whtch firms are ranked (revenue. number of employees e~c I 'These fteld
will be included if they appeared n the Book of Lists

You can vtew and sort the data tn alphabettcal, ztp code or list order, merge •t
with your custom etter. then print the correspondtng mailing labels. With
Toplist you can also export the data to your favorite software package, print a
report and update, change, or delete extsttng records
PLUS
Toplts: •ncludes an unltmtted smgle-user
license and free technical support to
reg1stered users. The data ts also available •n
ACT! formats ready for importtng into your
ACT! software.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
TopList DOS: 2MB of free hard disk space,
DOS 3.1 or htgher, 587K RAM .
TopList Macintosh: 4 MB of free hard disk
space, 2MB of RAM, System 6 .0 or higher
FOR FASTEST SERVICE
Call909-391-1015
or Fax 909-391-3160.
YES,t'd like to gain power from Toplist.

Nar'"

__ - - - - - --- - -

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address _ _ - - - - - - - C:y/State!Zlp - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone_
__Fax------------

.J Visa ::J AMEX
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp _ __

Pay:nPN
Credo! Card#

.J Ct>etk

.J MasterCard

Program Format

::J TopLost DOS

Dosk Soze

::.1 ACT• DOS & Windows)
:J 3 50
::J 5 25

TopLIS!@ $99 00
Addsalestax@B 5%
Sh ppong and handling@ $3 5 0 - - Overnoght delivery add $5 75

CJ TopLost Macontosh
.J ACT 1 Macontosh

Mail to ·

....... I
bllfL.AifD
us1ness 1ouma

Total

305 Sacramento PI. Ontaroo. CA 91764
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Top Commercial/Industrial Contractors
c..L .... IILK.

I ll~ C......

...............,

c..,., a ' varten

.............. u:.

171,000

l
ltMaldo

Local PBS Affiliates Seek Support From
Inland Empire Audience
Conlitwed From Page 5

Xau,
Hyuadli,
NibTowa

496,11110
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Sl. ....... Med. Or, Kall Co,
RMnlde
tlolp., Holiday 1DD,
Taro, Redllndl Fed. Blat, CB c-ia1

o-n.

AllllmrLY........
l'laidcal

(714)643-7t-.o.2938

20 telecourses are being offered
for
credit
through
San
Bernardino Valley College and
Crafton Hills College. Locally
produced programs include
"lmpacto,"
"Dialogues,"
"College Close-up," "On Call,"
"I Remember Television," and
"Table For Two." The February
1994 Nielson ratings showed that
KVCR-TV had 160,000 TV
households tuning in at least
once per week representing over
300,000 individual viewers.
Those are the facts and the
history. As far as subjective data
goes, KVCR's position is clear.
The $285 million that Congress
appropriated for the CPB for
1995 represents $.80 per
American for Public TV and $.29
per American for Public Radio.
Of that amount, $98,826 will go
to KVCR-FM (representing 27
percent of their operating
budget). KVCR-FM combines
the critical CPB appropriation
with San Bernardino Community
College District funds (54
percent of their budget) and
funds raised through outside
income and fund-raising ( 19
percent). KVCR-TV receives
$439,544, which represents 34
percent of their annual budget.
Another 40 percent of their
budget comes from the College
District, and 26 percent is
provided by fund-raising and
outside income.
In both cases, the CPB

them to oppose any rescission of
CPB funding and to speak out in
favor of continued Federal
support to the CPB,"
Names and addresses of local
representatives are listed below.
For those preferring to call, the
United States Capitol switchboard can be reached at 202/2243121.
All Congressional Repre-

The '95
Inland Empire
Ad Club
Porlfolio/ADDY
Competition

sentatives receive their mail at:
United States House of
Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Names and districts are:
Rep. Jerry Lewis (40th)
Rep. Jay Kim (41st)
Rep. George E. Brown (42nd)
Rep. Ken Calvert (43rd)

Rep. David Dreier (28th)
Rep. Sonny Bono (44th}
California Senators are:
Senator Barbara Boxer
Senator Dianne Feinstein
Both receive their mail at:
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510 &
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"Reengineering the Corporation"
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Residential Real Estate Brokers

written by Michael Hammer and James Champy

I 1\tu/ llf>llllh<ll< ttlII

by Ronald W. Eaves, Dean, College of

Bus mess Admomstrauon, Califomoa State
Polytechnic Unovcrsoty, Pomona

any companies across
the country are working
hard
to
remain
competittve, be re~ponstve to
customers, cut costs and, in
general, do whatever it takes to
survive. Hammer and Champy
make the case that .tltempts to finetune costs, to tmpruve efficiency at
the margins, to reorganue and to
..right-size" may be ineffectual and
wasteful. Reeng111eenng the
Corporatzon is about starting
over-completely over! Their
operating
definition
of
reengineering involves the premise
that knowing what you know now,
how would you do things different.
Companies will survive and thrive

M

only by doing something entirely
different. The authors use such
terms as fundamental, radical, and
dramatic to describe the magnitude
of changes that need to occur in
American businesses.
Reengineering the Corporation
provides a how-to approach that is
practical and easy to understand .
Hammer and Champy's focus in
reengineering a company is to look
at critical business processes.
Busin~sscs need to concentrate on
creating simple processes that have
wide tmpact across the company.
In Chapter 3, "Rethinking Business
Processes," the authors present a
series of guidelines about
reengineering business processes.
Major conceph, including a topdown driven process of combining
several jobs into one, workers as
decision-makers, steps needed to
be performed in a natural order,
and performing work where it
makes most sense are among the
critical elements in reengineering.
Reengineering
business
processes does a lot more to a

Planting the Seed and Making It Grow
by Lisa Zamary

ositive attitude and a
mple philosophy has
ade Bernard Howroyd
president of the largest full-service
employment agency in the western
United States:
AppleOne
Employment Services. Howroyd's
"Oient for Life" philosophy, which
involves recognizing the clients'
needs and practicing innovative
change in response to the market,
has helped AppleOne grow from the
one small office Howroyd opened in
1964 to more than 100 offices in
California, Arizona, Colorado,
Nevada, Texas, Georgia, and
Canada.
According to conventional
staudards, Howroyd is a millionaire
that never should have been. He
has no co1lcp education and started
a basiDess lae bew nolhing about.
Bom and raised m Leeds, Fagland,
Howroyd served two yeaa m the
Royal Army Medical Corps.
Following his stint in the service, he
and a buddy set off on a global
esc:ursioa with oaly their wita and
100 pounds (about $200) between

them. They traveled for almost five
years, selling encyclopedias in
Canada, Bibles in Australia, and
ceramics in Hollywood. They saw
the world as few people do.
Howroyd credits much of his
success to the "real-world
education" he acquired while
traveling. "It was the best education
l-or anyone-could have had,"
Howroyd contends.
"As we
traveled, I observed many cultural
differences from place to place, but
realized there was absolutely no
difference between people on an
emotional
level.
That
understanding has been the key to
my success."
Howroyd encourages his
AppleOne employees to understand
this principle when meeting their
clients' needs. "In business, people
want their needs fulfilled, and they
want to feel like they are your only
client-that their particular needs
are your only concern at that
moment," Howroyd says. "That is
why AppleOne is so successful. We
not only recognize this, but we
believe it, and do business

accordingly." •

company than simply improving
efficiency and simplifying how it
operates. Fundamental work
relationships change, definitions of
performance and resulting compensation patterns change, values
are redefined, corporate culture
changes, ~nd the very nature of the
company changes. People's roles
become more multidimensional;
executives take on roles not as
leaders, but as "coaches" and
"scorekeepers," and organizations
become more flat.
A key factor in considering
reengineering a busines s is the
tnfluence of information tech nology. Information technology is
essential for the breaking out uf
established patterns. Information
technology is seen as an enabler of
significant new competitive
strategtes. Information technology
is of critical importance but is not
the only essential element. The
roles of top-down leadership from
management is equally essential.
Perhaps the most critical element in
the reengineering process is that of
selecting and organizing the people
who will do the reengineering. As
most managers know, people are
very often the critical element in
any business endeavor.
Succeeding at reengineering is
much more difficult to accomplish
than most people expect. The
authors cite their estimates that 50

to 70 percent of all reengineering
efforts fail.
In Chapter 14,
Hammer and Champy describe
many of the reasons for failure of
reengineering efforts. If one
accepts the beginning premise that
reengineering is a clean-slate,
starting-over process, then the
reasons for failure referenced in the
chapter read like a list of the very
ills that the process is designed to
cure . These reasons include:
trying to fix a process instead of
changing it, placing prior
constraints on the problem,
permilling old corporate cultures to
continue, and try ing to make
reengineering happen from the
hot!om up. Th1s is not a complete
list of the probl e ms , but is
indicative of how easy it is to fail.
It is clear that there are many
ways to fail in reengineering a
company. Companies that do their
homework
and
approach
reengineering with commitment
and strong leadership can and do
succeed. This book not only
provides practical information on
how to proceed with reengineering,
but it also illustrates those
principles with numerous examples
of
successful
application.
Reengineering the Corporation
provides an interesting and
challenging look at possible
alternatives to assist American
business to thrive . .&

Company
Addrtss
City, State, Zip

1.

A

catastrophic fires, floods
and storms have continued
o sweep the country,
disaster victims face an avalanche
of paperwork concerning property
Joss. However, help is available.
"There's a pretty complicated
series of steps people need to go
through," according to Cap
Porterfield, EA, who chairs the
Public Disaster Service Committee
of the California Society of
Enrolled Agents (CSEA). "Disaster
victims are often not prepared for
this," he said.
Enrolled Agents (EAs) are
professionals licensed by the

federal government to assist in all
matters of taxation. "Following a
major disaster," Porterfield says,
"the tax and insurance paperwork
all has to come together." CSEA
has made two brief disaster guides
available at no charge.

1. A simple list of suggestions for
the reconstruction of needed
personal and business records lost
in a disaster.
2. A step-by-step guide to
safeguarding important records
before a disaster occurs.
To receive these materials,
write to "Disaster Package,"
California Society of Enrolled
Agents, 3200 Ramos Circle,
Sacramento, CA 95827. •

54
108

1,314

Salu Volume
1993
Closed Escrow
(Gross$ Amount)

Year Founded

Speciality

In Inland Emplrt

Headquaners

$2.7 btllion

1972
Ontario

Res., Comm., lnveilment
Real Esllltc

Top Local Executive
Tille
Pboat/Fu

LuTya..

CEO
(909) 987-21001460-0018

2.

Lois Lauer Realty
101 E. Redlands Blvd., Ste 102
Redlands, CA 92373

3.

Lobland Realty
73-350 El Pasco, Ste 106
Palm Desert, CA 92260

4.

Century 21 Fairway Realty, Inc.
18484 #150
Apple Valley, CA 92307

2
2

s.

Century 21 Fairway Realty, In<.
14281 Seventh Sl.
Victorville, CA 92392

6.

Tri City Services
104 E. State S1. #H
Redlands, CA 92373

7.

$192 million

1976
Redlands

$40,211,410

1980
Palm Desert

35

n/3

1964
Victorville

Full-Servoce Real &tate
Sales and Relocanon and
Property Management

Janie Pbllllps
Owner/Broker
(619) 242-3617(242-8482

2
2

35

n/a

1964
Victorville

Full·Servoce Real Eslllte
Salu and Relocation and
Property Management

J-es PWlllpc
Broker
(619) 245·3471(245.()257

2

n/a

n/a

1990
Redlands

Asset Management
Commercial Property

Spen<er Browu
Sr Vice President
(909) 335·2292/335-3693

The l'nldtllllal CaUfornla Realty
980 Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Spring:;, CA 92262

36

S43 million

1986
Palm Spring:;

Full-Service
Residential Rental

LoUe Ha•pCoD
President
(619) 323-5000/323-1793

Becker Chasen Better Homes & Gardens
72-655 Highway Ill , Ste. B-4
Palm Oeser~ CA 92260

115

$68,590,785

1981
Palm Desert

Resodential Sales

8.

Pete Becker
Manager
(619) 346-559313464078

The l'nldtnllal California Realty
876 N. Mountain Ave., Ste. 100
Upland, CA 91786

40

$75,!!97,000

1979
Calabasas

Residential and Income
Real Estate

WIDard E. EllloU

9.

Coldwell Banker Sandpiper Realty
45000 Club Dnve
Indian Wells, CA 92210

$111 million

1992
N/A

Fuli·Service Residental

10.

Mel Waite
President
(619) 345-2527{772-5906

ADlerian Realty
4175 Luther St.
Riverside, CA 9"-506

n/a

1976
Riverside

VAiFHA, Repos

11.

RobestH.....
Prcsidell1
(909) 781·3600'781·3766

Rancon Real Estate
27740 Jefferson Ave. Ste. 100
Temecula, CA 92590

67

$71 ,589,855

12.

1971
Temecula

Commercial/Residential
Land

Robert H. S. Kirlqlllllick
President
(909) 676-57~387

Pnldeatlal CaUfonla Reality
72-757 Fred Waring Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92260

75

$130 million

1991
n/a

Residentiai!Commercial Real &tate

13.

Mel ......
Presideal
(619) 7'73-440M'73-4419

Better Homes & Gardens RE Service
701 S. Parker Stree~ Ste. 1100
Orange, CA 92668

n/a

n/a

n/a

14.

1980
Des Moines, lA

Resodennal, Single-Family
& Condos, Investment Prop.

Sluley T. McNeil, CRB
Regional Manager
(714) 835-6411}972-4661

Coldwell Ba!Wr lla. AJIIL, IDC
27271 las Ramblaa, Ste. 113
Mission VIejo, CA 92li91

n/a

n/a

n/a

1981
n/1

fUll-Service Rcsiclcalial

15.

RE·MAX ofCallfonla
52 Malaga Cove Plaza, Ste. 305
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274

n/a

16.

Tlrtlcl Realton
1403 N.1\astio Avc.l380
Santa ADl, CA 92701

n/a

17.

ColdweU Baoker Real TtaiD
3556 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

n/a

n/a

n/a

18.

Coldwell ..... ~ a.ll7

D/a

n/1

n/1

In The Wake Of Continuing Natural Disasters
Free Record
Reconstruction and
Disaster Preparation
Guides Available

Ontnry 21 Region V, In<
3400 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 205
Onlario, CA 91764-5510

I Offices
I Agents
Inland Emplrt In Inland Empln
Company Wide

19.

4
4

1
121

104

42

2
3

Resodential Real
Es1a1e Sales

R""idential SalC>, Property Management Jt.Loblaad
Commercial Leasing and Sales,
President
Relocation
(619) 340-46411346-2952

Alar.nt6

(714) 367-26Wl67-267S
n/a

n/a

1982
Palos Verdes

Full-Service, Each Office
Is lndependendy
Owned

n/a

n/1
Saata Alii

Pull-ScrYice

2766SJ~Ave.

Cclltnry 21 Desm Rock
16061 Bear Valley Rd., Ste. 1
Hesperia, CA 92345

Vice Praidclll
(909) 981-~10

~tcp~~~~a-, Wa&.llep.

Raicbdll

n/a

n/a

n/a

N/A •NotApplialble WND • WoWJNot DiJc/-11/a • notiiWiiltlble 71te bif~ 111 lltubtlllc li#waobtiiiMJifr-

lobllcntll
Marketing Director
(310) 373-09Sl/378-6922

J-IJ'r.INI
Prelliclla

(714)~7

1906
Riverside

Fuii·Setvice Residmtial

loblllllop
VJCC Pra./llraDdl Manager
(909) 781-62041682-3603

1989

Rllideallal Rlule, Nft>"-e,

Gnldtlalllltlllll
l.p.IDINclar
(909) 676-387111694-09119

An:adia

Maltpp,~

1989
n/a

Full-Service Real &tale
Sales and Relocation and
Property Management

Temecula, CA 92590

20.

Lois Lauer Kennedy
Olairrnan or the Board
(909) 793-0096{793-9310

the,.,.,.,

U...Kupp
Owner/Broker
(619) 244-8S57(244-871l!

llfled. TotltebarofDfiTi-w&etlte ~lllpfiiWauc."*l-•

ofrw-,_ Wlrile every ef/tNt Is 1111111e 10 eAIIIre 1M IIICCIII'tiCy 111111. ~ ofdtc /in, l1lfliuJolu 111111. typogrYiplriallenon ~ occwr. Pleou mul ~or llllditlotu on~ ietletfwal10.
1M /nlmrJ Empire BIUUIUS JOfll'ltlll, 305 S4craMe1uo Place, Ontario, CA 91764 ~by II. F - . CopyriPI 1995 Inltuwl Elrtpire llusUtal JOWIIIIL
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Leonard Introduces Bill to
Lower the Price of Electricity

FEBRUARY 1995
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Chapman University
Economic Forecast Released

WBE/MBE Contracts Available
by Deb1 Halbmaier

S

CPUC must make the commitment
to allow unburdened competition
and remove the requirement that
utiltty companies must buy
expensive alternative energy,"
Leonard said.
In a comparison of the state
averages
for
residential,
commercial, and industrial rates
for tnve:.tor-ln~ned electric
utilittes, California's rate comes 1n
at the top 10.15 cents per
ktlO\\ ,ttt-hour. fhe a\·erage rate tn
the .\1td.,..est is 5.7 cents per
kilowatt-hour and in Oregon and
Washington it is 8.79 cents per
ktlowatt-hour. The rate that comes
the closest to California's is the
extreme
Northeast
where
customers pay 10.02 cents per
kilowatt-hour.
"Without S.B. 25, California's
rates will not begin their decline.
My fear is that so much
government regulation by the state
and CPUC will discourage any
further investment in the utility
industry. By abolishing the BRPU,
California will be one step closer
to
a
deregulated
utility
marketplace and lower prices for
all consumers,"' Leonard said . .&

t ate Senator Bill Leonard
recently introduced Senate
Bill 25, the "Electricity
Price Relief Bill," to lower the cost
of electricity for all utility
customers 1n California by
relieving utility companies from
the current mandate that reqUires
them to bu) expen"ve dcctncit)
from alternative energ) generators.
"The
C'a1Jforni,1
Public
Utilities C'ommtssJOn (CPUC)
created and implemented the
Biennial Resource Plan Update
(BRPU) \\ htch requires utility
companies to purchase power from
alternattve energ) producers even
though man) of the utility
companies do not need new power
generation. In fact, Southern
California Edison reports the next
time they will need to buy
additional energy will not be until
2005. By forcing all utility
companies to buy this additional
energy. residential and commercial
customers suffer the burden of
higher rates.
"With rapidly changing
technologies and the continuing
need for California industries to
sta) competitive. we must ensure
that our regulatory agencies do not
hinder California's standing in the
world market or disadvantage
California
consumers with
inordinately high rates. In order to
allow the market to do its job in
keeping electricity costs low, the

D1stnct Office:

400 North Mountain Ave., Sulle 109,
Upland. Cahforma 91786
Capllol Off1ce:
State Capllol. Room 5087,
Sacramento, California 95814

Cafe CaiWomia
(909) 981

3b0~

FORMERLY

Holiday Inn
1801 East "G" Street

PftSTA BUFFET

$5.99

4 Kinds of Pasta, Minestrone Soup, Garlic Bread
3 Kinds of Sauces, Reg., Meat & Alfredo
2 Salads, Vinegar & Oil and Caesar Salad

~R!,~~~~ P~.~~c!~~--~r.~.~

[

Bake Chicken, Bake Potato and Veg .................. $7.95
Fresh Grill Salmon, Rice Pilaf and Veg .............. $8.95

All Dlnn•rw Included Soup or S•l8d •nd Roll• & Butter

FRIDAY NIGHT PRIME RIB

$7. 99

Bake potato, Veg., Soup or Salad, Rolls and Butter

Coflllflllt"d From Page 27

Five-Year Forecast
• In the absence of any significant
fiscal stimulus, the contractionary
monetary policy of 1994-95 will
negatively impact year-to-year
percentage changes in nominal
GOP well into 1996. The re,tl
GDP growth ts, therefore,
projected to register two consecutive quarterly declines in the
first and second quarters of 1996,
marktng a mild and short-lived
recession
• Slower growth tn real GOP is
expected to ease the inflation rate
and inflationary expectations. This
provides a favorable environment
for the Fed to pursue an
accommodative policy leading to
lower short-term interest rates in
1996. A~ the economic expansion
of the late 90's gains momentum,
the inflation rate and interest rates
will edge up between 1997 and
1999.
• NAFTA, the GATT Agreement,
and the economic expansion of
Europe, Japan, and the Far East
will energize the demand for goods
and services. Over the 1995-99
period, real growth in exports of
goods and services is projected at
an annual average rate of 7.8
percent, exceeding the growth in
imports of 5.4 percent.

Analysis of Impact of
Orange County
Bankruptcy
• A loss in the range of $1 5 to
$2.5 billion in the Orange
County investment poll compares to a loss in the value of
residential housing m the county
from 1991 to 1994 of $22.5
billion
• Assuming a $1.5 billion loss
in county funding, spread over
five years, the Center projects a
decline of 4,000 jobs tn Orange
County in 1995 2,200 1n
government and 1,800 in nongovernment sectors.
• Orange County's bankruptcy
is projected to result in a decline
of $540 million in gross county
product (GCP) in 1995-about
0.6 percent of total GCP.
• Over the 1995-99 period, the
Center projects a loss of 21,000
Orange County jobs resulting
from the assumed loss of $1.5
billion in county fundmg.
• Taxable sales on average are
projected to decrease $100
million each year over the 199599 period. This represents less
than a third of a percent of total
taxable sales in the county . .&

California Recycling
Industries Growing
Continued From Page 22

Conservation, which administers
the
Beverage
Container
Recycling Program, see economic
benefits in these growing recycling enterprises.
Post-consumer
plastics
manufacturing and processing
facilities are a clear example.
Most of these facilities started up
or expanded almost from scratch
in the last several years. A new
company formed for plastics
recycling is Envirothene in
Chino. "We saw the public
demand for recycling plastics
begin to take hold as a result of
the bottle bill program," said

Envirothene CEO Michael
Kopulsky. "Our company found
a niche recycling high density
polyethylene containers, such as
milk and water jugs and detergent
bottles. The state laws provided
the stability we needed, in terms
of markets, to start the business."
Established
in
1990,
Envirothene operates California's
first full-scale recycling facility
for post-consumer plastics.
Operating from a 33,000-squarefoot facility, the company
processed approximately 18
million pounds of recycled plastic
bottles in 1994.4

A

s a local business owner,
I am happy to report that
there are still bustness
opportuniltes coming out of
Sacramento.

As business owners, we
get so caught up in trying
to survive that we're not
looking at the big picture
as a team.

Although California has had
the reputation of driving bustness
away, our local government and
big industry has recognized the
need to support, preserve. and
reinforce the life blood of our
economy: small bustness! State
mandates encourage large

corporatiOns, utility compames,
and city, county, state , and
federal agencies to do (at least)
15 % of their commerce with
small, minority and womenowned
businesses.
It's
encouraging
to
see
that
government
and
industry
recogni?Cs that small, minority,
and women-owned bus1nesses
can offer as much as any of the
large California "Corporate
Giants."
As a woman who owns a
small business, I try to spread the
word to other High Desert
employers about the variety of
government contract opportunities available in all areas of
serv1ce, manufacturing, and
industry.
I recently attended a state
conference in Sacramento with
other women business owners
from the High Desert. One of
these women was Lori Akins,
vice president of Medical and
Corporate Staffing Solutions,
Inc., a temporary agency wh1ch
serves the states of California

and Nevada and 1s owned and
operated in Apple Valley. Ms.
Akins also represented the
women-owned
Mobile
Occupational Services, wh1ch
provides mobile on-site drug
testing to employers throughout
Ca!Jforn1a, with corporate offices
m Apple Valley. Linda Diamond,
a licensed general contractor

As a local business owner,
I am happy to report that
there are still business
opportunities coming out
of Sacramento.

specializing in custom residential
and commercial construcllon,
with offices in Hesperia, also
attended the conference.
Not only did we meet with

hundreds of procurement officers
from the state and private
business sectors, but we came
back to the High Desert with
enough vendor contracts and bids
to keep us busy for months!
Vendors seeking contracts with
small, m1nority, and womenowned
businesses offered
contracts throughout the High
Desert, San Bernardino County,
and the rest of California . Some
national contracts were also
offered. Some of those vendors
include:
Aerojet
American Savmgs Bank
Bank of America
Citizen Utilities
Coca-Cola
Ftrst Interstate Bank
GTE
Hershey Chocolate
Hewlett Packard
Howard Johnson's
Kaiser
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
Please See Page 49

Vocational Improvement Program, Inc.
by Donna Slezak

V

ocational Improvement
Program, Inc. (YIP) is a
non-profit organization
dedicated to securing employment
for the mentally challenged in the
Inland Empire.
The program's purpose is to
obtain
current
assessment
information necessary to determine
the feasibiltty of supported
employment by providing in-house
contract work, trial community
placement,
and
individual
programming in vocational skills
that have a direct impact on
obtaining
and
maintaining
employment.
Started in August 1986, YIP is
supported by the California
Department of Rehabilitation.
Prospective clients are referred to
YIP by the Inland Regional Center
and
the
Department
of
Rehabilitation. At VIP they are
interviewed and tested. If accepted,
they are referred back to the
Department of Rehabilitation, which
then funds their training.

VIP provtdes job-entry training,
procures the job, trains the disabled
client to function in those jobs, and
provides on-going follow-up support
as needed to maintain employment.
When the client is ready to enter
thl! work force, a job developer goes
out and develops a job for him/her.
Once on the job they are paired with
a job coach who provides on-the-Job
support and individualized training
so the worker can maintain
employment.
Although they sometimes meet a
wall of resistance in the business
community, YIP has approximately
225 clients working in the Inland
Empire. Six to eight clients a month
are being placed in jobs. These selfsupporting clients are working in a
wide variety of positions. In private
business, they are employed as
packers, assemblers, child-care
aides, housekeepers, instructional
aides, landscape maintenance
workers,
receptionists,
and
telecommunications operators. In
the retail sector, they are cart
attendants, customer service
workers, stock workers, warehouse

workers, sales assoctates, and
courtesy clerks. Not only does
having a JOb and being self-reliant
boost the workers' self-esteem, but
the business community also
benefits from such a prob'Tam. At no
cost to the employer, except for the
employee's wages, the employer
acquires a worker dedicated to
succeeding and trained to the
employer·s particular needs. With
the on-gotng support system
provided by VIP, the worker is
encouraged to develop positive work
ethics. For the employers, hiring
VIP workers can mean minimal job
turnover and reliable employees.
Hiring a VIP client also supports the
Americans with Disabilities Act for
which there are certain tax
incentives to encourage employer
participation.
In addition to the on-the-job
support, YIP also helps the client
through the maze of job-related
paperwork and other necessities.
For instance, the program provides
assistance in obtaining vocational
rehabilitation special purchases such
as uniforms, if needed, bus passes,

work shoes, and any special
equipment necessary to perform the
job. There is also help with
obtaining the usual documents for
employment: i.e., California State
Identification card or duver's
license, Social Security card, btrth
certificate, and immigration
documents.
Other support services include
training the worker in how to get
back and forth to work,
interdisciplinary team meetings,
development and revtew of
vocational and/or behavioral
objectives, family and/or care
provider counseling.
While some may doubt the
feasibility of the program and
hesitate to take a chance on hiring a
YIP client, the folks at YIP know
they are helping to improve the
quality of life for those who need a
little boost. They are assisting
individuals with disabilities to
achieve their maximum potential.
If you know someone who
might benefit from the Vocational
Improvement Program, you may call
VIP at (909) 483-5924. 4
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Most So. Cal. SBA Loans Go for Real Estate Purchases

Mortgage Lenders
1\uul..t dIll l'c

Colllinued From Pag~ 27

Still. some admit that real estate
loans hold certain benefits for
lenders. According to Katrina
Hamilton, vice president of
opentions in the SBA department at
Foothill Independent Bank,
"Leaders often position themselves
to wort with real estate loans
because they are usually a higher
dollar amount and are processed
IIDOOther" than other types of SBA
loans. Real estate loans also
provide tangible collateraiSQIIIC!fhi"' many business loans for

other purposes do not.
The exact proportion of loans
granted for real estate acquisitions
to those granted for other business
expenses is not known, as the SBA
does not maintain specific
categories for loan use.
It is known, however, that this is
a phenomenon unique to the
Southern California region. Since
the dollar amounts of real estate
loans are most often higher than
those of other loans, the average
amount of SBA loans in this region

has increased more sharply than the
average for the U.S. as a whole.
The high cost of real estate in
Southern California has played a
role in this increase, as well.
In mid-December, the SBA
announced a loan cap of $500,000
to take effect Jan. 1, 1995, in an
effort to spread the available funds
to reach more customers.
Previously, there had been no loan
limit, although no more than
$750,000 was guaranteed. This
announcement caused a rush of

Inland Empire Business Journal

Restaurants
What Is y o ur tavo rite restauran t for conduc t i n g business?
1'be Julmd Empire Business Journal would like to know your favorite place to do business while eating
blatfast, hmch or dinoer. Please cut out or photocopy this form, fill out the categories listed below
(three ae1ec::tioDs per category) and fax the completed form to (909) 391-3160.
1. What JelllaUraDt • your favorite for an early morning business breakfast?

2. What is your favorite Jeltauraot for a busiDess lunch?

SBA loan applicants attempting to
beat the deadline.
Considering that the average
size of SBA loans in Orange County
last year was $453,000, loan
amounts have plunged in the first
month of 1995, making it more
difficult to acquire pricey Southern
California real estate.
Reaction to the loan cap has
been mixed. Some feel that it was a
direct response to the high
concentration of real estate loans
being approved. For example,
Hamilton feels that the SBA is
trying to discourage lenders from
concentrating on real estate loans,
and the cap is eliminating many
good small businesses from getting
SBA loans. "If they want to spread
money further, they need to look
more closely at the lenders, because
there are lenders who do an extreme
amount of SBA lending to keep
their bank afloat, only to be shut
down by regulators." The SBA
should penalize lenders who are
abusing the system, rather than
penalizing customers, she stated.
Generally, though, SBA's goal is
considered worthy, even if the
method is questioned. Richard Jell,
California State Bank's senior vice
president in SBA lending, said, "I
think what SBA is trying to do is
admirable, but I would like to see
them come up with something that
is not so hard on Southern
Californians, since the price of real
estate is so much higher here than in
other parts of the country."
It should be noted, also, that this
cap does not put an end to all loan
amounts over $500,000, as pointed
out by Earhart. Borrowers may
apply for companion loans to
supplement a basic SBA loan. She
deems this option a "double-edged
sword," though because "this is a
viable solution only for real estate
acquisitions....Problems will arise
for the client who needs over
$500,000 for other business
purposes--without the SBA
they will be forced into
term, often more

finMCi"' This seems unfair,
th& JIUIPOIIC of th& ceiliag is to leaW
more money for these types e(

I'*&"
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{

Average
Loan

Top Local Enad!Ye
ntlt

PboDe/Fu

aa,.- L Crelll

Dlncton Monpp a Lou Corp.
1595 Spruce SL
Rivmide, CA 92S07

6.16

North American Mortpge Co.
10370 Commerce Center Or, MilO
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

2.91

IMk olAllericll
303 N. ·o· SL
Sao Bernardino, CA 92401

2.56

5,970

461,063,406

77,'130

3.

c.rt L McDaald
Sr. V.P./Dill. .....
(714) 381-8493/381-8667

Home Savlap ol Ameriu
4900 Rivergradc Rd.
Irwindale, CA 91706

2.12

3.533

382.771.601

108.342

4.

Cllllrta Rilldlart
Cbainnan/CEO

CoulrJwlde Fadia& Corp.

2.01

I.

2.

5.

6.365

$613,II 0,697

$117,509

PtaiclaiJ(]!()

(909) 7114-4830(784.8

4.354

535,708.968

123.038

(909) 682-818011189-3551

(818) 960-631 1/814-5659

2.966

361,905,944

122.018

6713 lndi1111 Ave.
Rivenide, CA 92S06

(909) 788-88771682-8108
L48

Cllbnl Nalloul Mortpp Corp.
8787 Complex Dr.
San Diego. CA 92123

1.44

lAO

••

Mission Hills Mortp&e Corp.
1403 N, Tustin Ave., SIC, 280
Santa Ana, CA 92701

'·

rtnl Callrnnil MOI1p&e Co., lllc.
6700 Indiana Ave., Sle. 175
Rivmade, CA 9'2S06

1.35

P1ua Home Mortp&e Corp.
1820 E. lSI St.
Santa Ana, CA 92705

L26

1,784

227,206,795

127,358

1.20

1,821

215,533,587

118,360

LIB

1,863

212,438,791

114,030

7.

10.

a.ro. Sa1tll
Brmdl Mllllpf

Gr..l Westen Bank
3600 Central Ave.. Ste. 4
Riverside, CA 92506

6.

Rick o·eo.-Branch Manager

2,758

2h6,(Yn.769

96.482

.,......AIInd
M1111ger
(909) 351-2801/351-21!08

c--,r--.

2,597

259,793,515

100,036

Jill JI"IICe

o.ncr

(619) 637-6700(637-6733
2,139

251,546,426

117,600

Jay Ledbetter
QliefOfficer
(714) 972-38371972..()369

2,010

242,870,984

120,831

.......,...

Brmdl.....,
(909) QI4.8121JQIC.S02.9
Jollll T. rr-11
Cbaii'IIIIJI/Piaidc
(714) S64-JOOOIS64.3022

11. 21700 E. Copley Sic. ISS
Diamoad Blr, CA 9176S
Westen Cltla Mortp&e Corp.
Jl. 7344 M.agnoba Ave., Sic. 140
Rtvcmde, CA 92504

(909) 3SJ.8991J3S3.176S

1.10

1,757

198,033,309

1~711

Callforala Mortpae Senlce, IIIC.
14. 400 N. TulliD Ave, Sic. 220
Saall Alii, CA 92705

1.03

1,746

186,003,186

106,531

...

1.02

1,580

t83,SS7,615

0.98

1,334

177,170,JSS

0.94

1,566

168.916,2'76

Wt,.n• tnr Mlrtpp Co.

13. 6320 Clllop Ave.
Woocllal HIUI, CA 91367

llllUIIIell
3100 ClliaiF
Rivcnidl, CA IJ1j(f1
Saldllen l'ldllc nrt1t

a Lou~

H. 6800 ...._Ave. Sic. 110
Rivcnide. CA 92526

s,a..relllludll Grwp, ...
1L 8301 U1ica Ave. S1c. 201
Raadaoc--p, CA 91730

R. G.--/C. SdtiiiU
All?.. Vice l'nlideala
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California Limited Liability
Company Act
by Lute V. Mc:Cartby, Altomey At Law

M

ng last, the California
islature has passed the
ifomia Umited liability
Company Act. A limited liability
company ("LLC') is a hybrid of a
partnership and a corporation. For
federal 8Dd California tax purposes.
a ll.C is DOl taxed but only files an
iaformational return and is treated
as a pass-through or partnership.
For liability purposes, a U..C is akin
to a corporation in that if properly
organized, capitalized, and
operated, the "shareholders" or
"members" will not be held liable
for the liabilities and debts of the
company. Under the Califoniia law,
there must be two or more
slwehok:lers or ~rs.
In order to organize and use a
California LLC, an entrepreneur
must file a form ll.C-1 and an $80
fihag fee with the California
Sec::rdary of Sblte. LLCs formed in

Under California LLC law, LLC
shares or interests are presumed to
be securities unless all of the
members actively participate in the
management of the LLC. Since the
interests are presumed to be
securities, the organizers could be
potentially liable to the other
members for material omissions or
misrepresentations of fact under the
anti-fraud provisions of federal and
state securities laws.

For federal and Clll/fomla
tax purpoiHIII, a LLC Ia not
taxed but only fll•

an

lntormatlonal retum and Ia
treated •

a fJII...through

or fJIIrtnerahlp.

adler lUtes mast file similar forms
aad filang fees to quahfy to do
business ia California • a foreign
hmited liability company. The
Cahfomaa law provades that a
California LLC or a foreip LLC
.._. busnas m Califoraia m11St
a fnmcbile tax ia the amouat of
$800 plus aa additioaal tax ftich
pduates up to a max•mum of

.-Y

S4.SOO based on dae LLC's Jr0SS
'IWildwicl& mcome.

Since the LLC avoids the tax
drawbacks of C and Sub-chapter S
corporations and the unlimited
liability of partnerships, many
busiaess organizers and investors
may wish to consider an LLC. It
should be noted that professionals
and those requued to obtain a
hcense from the California
Department of Consumer Affairs
are not ~rm1tted to operate their
busiDess or professioo using an LLC
legal format Anyone interested in
asanJ an LLC should consult a

The Governor's Council of Economic Advisors

Task Force on California Tax
Reform and Reduction
Continu~d From

• For example, the UCLA
forecast has been raised twice
during the past year.
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• High tax rates harm California's
competitiveness, and hence reduce
economic growth and family
income.

Revenue Growth
Because of the economic
recovery, tax revenues are
expected to increase substantially in California during
the rest of the 1990s, assuming
current tax rates.
• Over the next five years, tax
revenues are expected to grow
by $37.4 billion .
• Indeed, tax revenues last
year (1993-94) were higher
than
previously
forecast
because of the recovery, and
tax revenues are already
coming in stronger this year
(1994-95) according to the
State Department of Finance,
the Legislative Analyst, and the
Controller.
• The growth in revenues has
reversed California's budget
situation: revenues will be
more than $1 billion higher
than expenditures in this year's
General Fund budget.
• Increased revenues are also
providing the cash to retire
California's debt on schedule.
Califoraia's Tax Burden
aad tile Eeoaomy

• Five of the six most rapidly
growing states in the last year are
Western states with lower tax rates
than California.
• Evidence shows than many firms
tend to choose locations that have
lower taxes and which are expected
to have lower taxes in the future.

In order to increase economic
growth, create jobs, and raise
family incomes, the Task Force
recommends a tax cut for
California.
• The recommended tax cut would
allow $9.1 billion of the projected
increase in tax revenues of $37.4
billion over the next five years to
remain with taxpayers rather than
the entire amount going to
increased government spending.
• The tax cut would be an acrossthe-board reduction in p e r s o n a I
and corporate income tax rates of
15 percent phased in over three

years.
• The recommended tax cut
extends the scheduled reduction in
the top margiaal tax rate to all tax
rates: all taxpayers would benefit.
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• In a comparison with other
ata1es, tile Task Force foand
tJaat Califomia 1a a hiah tax rate
_ . Califoraaa •a corporate
••coae tall" are 67 percent
the Ut10nal averap, and
rolattve to the Westera
liMI:lWllY<Wif l Cabforaia
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• The recommendation requires
continued control over state
spending, but spending could grow
at a pace slightly above populatiOD
growth plus inflation. compared to
the last several years when General
Fund spending has been
esaentillly Oat.
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Disaster Relief Provided by
Salvation Army

T

he Salvation Army
dispatched its first
contingent of disaster
relief workers from the United
States to Kobe, Japan on Jan .
24. That team ot medical
personnel from San Diego was
joined by a Sahat1on Army
mobile disaster response un1t
later in the week. The umt was
outfitted as an on-site kitchen to
be used to distribute food,
water, and disaster supplies.
The medical relief team is

Recommendations

- . . . aaorney. ...
The
Task
Force
also
examined how tax affect the
Califom1a economy.
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WBE/MBE
Contracts Available

serving in the most devastated
areas in and around Kobe to
support
Salvation
Army
personnel who had been
v.ork1ng around the clock since
the deadly carthqu.tke struck .
Monetary
contributiOns
should he earmarked "Japan
Earthquake Relief" and can he
mailed to local Salvallon Arm)
centers in the United States.
Credit card donations can be
made by calling (ROO) 725-9005.

...

Astronaut to Speak at
Valley College
uion "Guy" Bluford, the
first African-American to
fly in space, will speak at
San Bernardino Valley College
(SBVC) during a week-long
celebration of Black History Month
on Wednesday, Feb. 15, at 11 a.m.
in the college auditorium. There is
no admis.<;ion charge, and the event
is open to the public.

G

Bluford will speak on
"Making Dreams Come

Physics from the Air Force Inslltutc
of Technology; and an M.A. in
Business Administration from the
University of Houston.
Those wishing to attend should
plan to arrive early for good seating.
Visitors may park in any of the
college's lots without permits.
Violations will not be issued during
this event.
SBVC is located at 701 So. Mt.
Vernon Ave. in San Bernardino.
For further information, call 8886511, ext. 1610. .A.

Contmued From Page 45

MCI
Pacific Gas & Electric
Roseville Telephone Co .
Umsys
US Bank
V1s10n Service Plan
City of Sacramento
State of C'.tli!ornia
California Legislature
California Pnson Industry
Authority
Universit) of California at Davis
University of C.IIifornia at San
Francisco
Internal Revenue Service
California Franchise Tax Board
California
Department
of
Corrections
Bureau of Reclamation
Corps of Engineers
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
U.S. Postal Service
Department of the Army
Department of Defense

procure can add thousand~ of
jobs to the High Desert,
providing
economic
selfsufficiency and an opportunity
for overall economic growth. As
business owners, we get so
caught up in trying to survive
that we're not looking at the big
ptcture as a team. It's important
to stop and look under every rock
when it comes to business
opportunity, especially since the
California economy seems to
have very few rocks left to look
under!
For
information
on
certifications with the State of
California, Department of Small,
Minority, and Women-Owned
Business, contact:

As representatives of our
businesses, Ms. Akins, Ms.
Diamond, and I want Sacramento
to know that the High Desert
offers the best services. finest
employees,
and
superior
manufacturing and industry.
Every government or private
industry vendor contract that our
local business owners can

811 Wilshire Blvd., 18th Floor

Women/Minority
Business Enterprise (WMBE)
WMBE Clearinghouse
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 895-4695 or
(800) 869-7385
(213) 895-4698 (Fax)
Debi Halbmaier is lhe owner of
Corporate Staffmg Solutions m Apple
Valley, (619) 242-2337

True: Dedication, Desire,
and Determination."
qnlond <Em pi,.. Sympnon1 ()m.osiN
b.Sih &_,.. · I994-% Clll.....,r of<Ewnls

Bluford will speak on "Making
Dreams Come True: Dedication,
Desire, and Determination."
Known for his motivational
presentations throughout the
country, Bluford flew aboard the
Space Shuttle on four separate
missions. He now serves as a
Senior Aerospace Engineering
Executive and manager with over
28 years experience as a National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration (NASA) astronaut.
He also served as a computational
fluid dynamist and an Air Force
instructor pilot and tactical fighter
pilot.
Bluford earned a B.S. degree in
Aerospace Engineering from
Pennsylvania State University; an
M.S. degree in Aerospace
Engineering and a Ph.D in
Aerospace Engineering/Laser
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When the Inland Empire Tv News is there,
then so are You!

Inland Emp ire
susiness
Plus

Looking Inland, Weath e r, an d a Weekly Resta ura nt Review.

The Inland Empire Tv News can be seen on
Comcast Cable and KZKI-TV.
KZKI -TV* weekdays at 5:30p.m.
Comcast Cable* weekdays at 6:30 p.m.
*Please check your loc al cable Ilsttngs for the time, day and c honne lln your orea,
or tum to KZKI Channel 30 on UHF!

Inland Empire Communities Served by cable

u land • Monlclatr • OntariO • Fontana • Bloommglon • San Bernardtno • H1ghland • Lorna Lmda • Grand Terrace • Arhnglon • Corona • Home Gardens • Jurupa Hills
p La s1erra • Mna Lorna • Norco • Pedley • Riverside • Roub1doux • Sunnyslope • Ph1lhps Ranch • Pomona • Moreno Valley • Chtno • Chmo flllls • Claremont
PerriS • Lake Mathews • Lakev1ew • Nuevo • Sun Cny • Wood Crest

Other Communities Served by cable
La Habra HIS . • Wh 1u 1er • Brea • La Habra • Diamond Bar • La Puenle • Rowland His • Walnul • Walnul Valley • Inglewood • Orange • Santa Ana • Baldwm Hills
Hawthorne • Ladera HIJ • Lennox • Los Angeles • Playa Del Rey • Vemce • V1ew Park • Weslchester • Windsor Hills • Yorba Lmda • Pasadena • San Manno • Cypress
South Pasadena • Garden Grove • Los Alarmtos • Rossmore • Fullerton • PlacentJa • Bell • Culver C11y • Gardena • Hollywood • Mar VISta • Manna Del Rey • Palms
West Hollywood • East Los Angeles • Athens • Campion • Florence • Hawauan Gardens • Wtllowbrook • Bell Gardens • Bellflo,.cr • Downey • La M1rada • Lynwood
Maywood • Paramount • South Gale • South El Monte • San1a Fe Spnngs • Lakewood • Hunllngton Park • Walnul Park • Harbor C1ty • Lomna • San Pedro • Torrance
Wilm ngton • BaldWin Park • Bassett • C1ty of Industry • Hactenda HIS • P1co R1vera • Vahnda • West Covma • West Whlt11er • Duarte • Costa Mesa • M1ss10n H1lls
Arleta • North Hills • North Hollywood • Pacotma • Panorama City • San Fernando • Sepulveda • Sherman Oaks • S1ud1o Ctty • Sun Valley • Sylmar • Toluca lake .
Van Nuys • Carbon Canyon • Artesta • Cudahy • Buena Park • La Palma • El Monte • Palos Verdes • Rolling H1lls • Arcad1a • Sterra Madre • Agean H1l ls • AliSOVIeJO
Ca ssuano ~ • Coto De Coza Canyon • Dana Pomt • El Taro • Emerald Bay • Foothill Ranch • Laguna N1guel • Laguna Beach • laguna H1lls • Lake Foresl • Tustm
M~lon VteJO , Modjeska Canyon • Rancho Santa Marganta • San Oemente • San Juan CapiStrano • San Onofre • Stlverado • S1tverado Canyon • Soulh Laguna ' lrvtne
Trabuco Canyon • Corona Del Mar • Newport Beach • Brentwood • Brentwood Park • Century Cny • Pac1fic PaliSades • Santa Momca • West Los Angeles • Westwood
Alhambra • Olapman Woods • Commerce • La Canada • Monrovia • Montibello • Monterey Park • Norwalk • San Gabriel • South Monrovia • San Gabnel • Altadena
So tb San Gabrael • Temple C1ty • Arcadia • Carson • Dommguez • Long Beach • Beverly H1lls • Brentwood Hts. • Canoga Park • Encmo • Sherman Oaks • Tarzana
u
Woodland H1lls • Eagle Rock • El Sereno • H1ghland Park • Los Feliz • Anaheim • Anaheim H1lls

For advertising opportunities, call (909) 391-1015
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Copenhagen by Camlilc Bounds

0

nee upon a time, not so very
long ago, m a land not so
very far away, I became
enchanted. In this place of warmth,
charm, and gentle sensitivity,
animals at the zoo are sent to the
country for a holiday from being on
display. In more peaceful limes (not
long ago). telephone numbers of the
Royal Pal.lce, the queen, the
pnncesses, and the Royal Court
were listed in the local telephone
d1rectory During the cold winter
months, the lakes of this land freeze,
so 11 was decreed that an underwater
heating system m a pan of each lake
was to be built so that the ducks and
swans could swim about and
continue to grace the area with the1r
beauty. Here, a teller of fairy tales
is a well -deserved natiOnal hero
with a grand boulevard named for
him
Wonderful open-faced
sandwiches are a work-of-art, and
storks fly to the area from North
Africa each spnng to build their
nests on chimneys. Here, a little
mermaid
s1ts
wistfully,
immortalized in bronze, as a symbol
of the lovely city of Copenhagen in
the land of Denmark.

A Mix of Humor and Beauty
There is nothing "melancholy"
about the Danes; in fact, their great
sense of humor and desire to please
is depicted in a true story about the
town of Elsinore. So many visitors
asked to see Hamlet's tomb that an
innkeeper fi nally set up a small
stone with the words, "Here lies
H amlet ," over t he grave of his
poodle, who had borne that name.
Denmark is a n ench an ti ng
country of lakes, fjords. and sandy
beaches, beyond which are hills
containing the buria l mounds of
ancient Vikings; a country of dense
woods and field upon field of ~oft
heather, of neatly laid out farms and
clean villages where the s mell o f
salt water is always in the ai r.

A Little History
Between the 11th and 15th
centuries, Denmark ruled over an
area twice as large as that of any
other kingdom in Europe . The
Danish and Norwegian Vikings
conquered England, controlled the
North Sea, created small kingdoms
in Ireland, established colonies in

Normandy, and sailed the coasts of
western Europe, defeating power
after power
Denmark is one of the oldest
nations in the world today. Nobody
knows exactly how long ago the
kingdom was formed, but Gorm the
Old is the first s o verc1gn about
whom there arc any hist0ric facts. It
1s not known "hew or when he was
born, or when he as~,;ended to the
throm:, but there are rewrds of his
death arounJ 950 . A sto ne
monument w1th a carved picture of
the cruclflxwn and cla1ms that
Gorm made Denmark and Norway
Chnst1an countries was erected in
hb memory. The present sovere1gn.
Queen Margrcthe II, is a descendent
of Christian IX in the f1fth
generatiOn-and a descendant of
Gorm the Old in the 32nd
generation.
Today, Danes are the most
cosmopolitan of all Scandmavians,
with about one-fourth of their
people living in Copenhagen,
sometimes called the "Paris of
Scandinavia " She is the capital
the business and government center
of Denmark.
According to Norse legend, the
island
of
Zeland,
where
Copenhagen stands, was plowed out
of Swedish land in a day and a night
by the goddess Gefion and her four
sons, whom she changed into oxen
for the job. An impressive fountainstatue on Copenhagen's waterfront
promenade commemorates this
event.

A City of Adventure
The world famous Tivoli
Gardens is a 40-acre summer garden
play-land in the center of the city of
Copenhagen. Tivoli was opened in
1843 and has never been closed in
season since then.
There is
something for everybody: small
ba nds and large orchestras,
pa ntomime thea ter, variety s hows,
rides, games, at least 25 restaurants,
fo unta ins, fi reworks, fl ow ers a nd
m o re fl owers a rra n ged in a
delightful palate of colors that make
vi s ito rs feel they a re inside a
painting. Evenings sparkle with
noncommercial ,
multilighted
effervescence and happiness.
Rosenberg Castle was built in
the early 1600s (in what was then
the suburbs of Copenhagen) as a
summer palace for King Christian
IV, Denmark ' s greatest builder.

Paris of Scandinavia

Rosen borg Castle 10 Copenhagen,, beaullfully situated in the King's Garden.

foday, Rosenberg i~ a museum of
royal treasures, including the
dazzling crown Jewels. The Jewels
are impressive, but more 1mpressive
is the security system that surrounds
them. If anyone moves too close to
the displayed gems, an electric eye
beam ~riggers a switch that instant!}
drops h1m through a trap door in the
floor'
The Round Tower is a 17th
century observatory built by
Christian IV. It is a worthwhile
expenditure of energy to climb the
(stairless) spiral ramp for a great
view of Copenhagen Legend says
that in 1716. while Peter the Great
was on a state visit, he galloped up
the ramp on horseback, while h1s
czarina was transported up the
tower by horse and carriage.
Little fun bars and v.ondertul
eatmg places jammed 111 nooks and
crannies are in abundance. In these
places, odd combmations of
instruments, like a guitar, saxophone
and bass, play tunes from the '40s
and '50s. As the warmth and
goodwill overflow, it takes onl) a
few momen ts for foreigners o r
strangers to cease to exist.
There is rea ll y no end to the
adve nture s and s ig hts in this
wonderful city. Just stan walking or
get o n a city bus and a delightful
adventure w ill be guaranteed.

How to Get to Copenhagen
Scandinavian Airlines System
(SAS) has one of the finest airlines
flying today. They have some of the
best on-time, ground, and on-board
service and food you can
experience. They are extremely

detail-conscious. A complete
doctor's (sealed) med1cal bag is
aboard every plane and can be
released to a doctor who might be
aboard if an emergency presents
itself. For reservations, call 1-X00221-2350.

Where to Stay
The Scandinavia Hotel 1s
known internationally as t he
business travelers hotel i n
Copenhagen. The hotel is equ ipped
with everyth1ng needed for an
effic1ent product1ve business trip.
including
meeting
rooms,
secretaries, copier, fax copie rs,
telex. and so forth.
The Royal Hotel is located in
the center of Cope nhagen just
opposite Tivoli Gardens and near all
the city's attractions. Royal Club
Lounge atop this hotel offe rs the
best view of this lovely city.
Upon departure, all SAS hotels
(including those mentioned above)
offer fl ight check-in at a counter in
the hotel lobby. When checking out
o f t he hotel, you can check your
baggage, get a seat assignment, and
arrange transportation to the airport
all at the same time . This is a
marvelous convenience.
For more info.rmatio n about
Denmark or Scandinavia, please
write the Scandinavian Tourist
Board at 655 Third Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017, or call 1-800272-2626. ...
Camille Bounds is the travel editor for the
Inland Empire Business Journal and the
Western Division of Sunrise Publications.
Questions? Fax (408) 179-3963.
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by Ingrid Anlhony

The Sounds of Mariachis
in the Inland Empire

L

ive entertainment and
great cuisme have always
been a good mix for an
enjoyable evening out on the
town . The two most popular
local restaurants offering lively
mariachi music and sensational
food are located right here in
Pomona and Fontana
In
Fontana, it's Pancho Villa 's
Restaurant-and in Pomona, it's
the Flamingo Hills Restaurant.
Each establishment is not to be
missed by those eager for a good
quality meal, reasonable prices
with great decor, and a
memorable time.

Rancho Villa's
Restaurant
When you arrive and enter
Pancho Villa's Restaurant in
Fontana, you feel you've
traveled to Mexico. In just a few
minutes you will be away from it
all. The ingredients to this
authentic Mexican atmosphere:
Mariachi Internacional de
Mexico (mariachi group of 12),
colorful murals which depict
scenes from the Mexican
Revolution, quick service,
delicious Mexican cuisine, and
low prices. About the only thing
missing is paying in pesos.
Every soul in this restaurant is
Mexican, from the chef and the

sen ers to the musicians
themselves.
Start with the appetizers
which, If you're not careful, can
spoil your appel!te. We tried the
Ch1michangas and were glad we
did-the best ever tasted!!!
They were light, delicate, and so
tasty. The specials included
machaca (shredded meat with
eggs), carmtas (deep fried pork
served with guacamole and fresh
salsa), and Milanesa (breaded
steak served with guacamole and
fresh salsa) Pancho Villa's
described this next d1sh as
"Exquisitos," and it certainly
was-the camarones al mojo de
ajo (shrimps sauteed in garlic
butter). A great combination is
Pancho's steak (top sirloin steak
prepared with chile ortega,
cheese, and ham). The best dish,
1n our opin1on, was the mole
poblano (ch1cken cooked with a
very spec1al mix of different
spices and chocolate sauce). It
couldn't compare to any other
mole dish served in the Inland
Empire.
Pancho Villa's, of course,
offers the usual Margaritas-but
do try the Sangria-it's extra
special. The desserts include
flan, bunuelos , and fried ice
cream-muy buena!
Mariachi Internacional de
Mexico entertains the audience

This 12 member mariachi band, "Manachi lnternacional De Mexico,"
can only be seen at Pancho Villa's in Fontana.

from
Wednesday
through
Sunday. Call for show t1mes.
Pancho VIlla's Restaurant IS
located at 9660 S1erra Avenue in
Fontana. It IS open for Sunday
Brunch, and you can call for
reservations at (909) 356-0906.

Flamingo Hills
Restaurant
The
Flamingo
Hills
Restaurant
unquestionably
affords the best view of the hills
of Pomona. As an extra bonus, 11
serves above-average food and
wonderful manachi music. The
warm and elegant atmosphere is
a compellmg reason to visit this
restaurant which sits above the
10 Freeway in Pomona.
The tables near the windows
should be your first choice for
reservations. But not to worrythe tables are tiered and well
spaced so every guest may
capture the spectacular night
v1ews of the city below.
Service is attentive and
canng and the owners' presence
guarantees that everything goes
smoothly. In fact, the owners,
Martha and Francisco Jaurigues,
are well known for their success
in Pomona. Their story has been
told over and over in the
community. They arrived from
Mexico, undocumented, in the
1970s with hardly any money.
They started their first busmess
as taco vendors and then
progressed to opening their first
restaurant on West Mission
Boulevard-on savings which
took a long time to collect. That
restaurant is Tacos Jalisco and is
still open to this day. Success
continued and, finally, they took
the big step in rescuing the
Flamingo Hills restaurant two
years ago, and they haven't
looked back. Both became legal
U.S. residents after a 1986
federal law offered amnesty to
immigrants. They are now part
of the business community and
contributing in every way
possible.
The
Flamingo
Hills
restaurant offers continental food
and the selection is great. A
recommended dish is the paella,

a Spanish rice sauteed with spicy
pork sausage, chicken breast,
shrimp. scallos, crab legs and
clams. To give you an example
of the prices, this dish is offered
for only $14.95, including a trip
to the salad bar or soup of the
day.
Lobster thermidor is
offered at $18.95-it's delicious
and quite a steal at that price!
Other menu items are: Ciopino
frutti di mare (lobster, shrimp,
scallops, crab legs, and clams
sauteed in a fresh marinara sauce
served over noodles); stuffed
langustine (stuffed prawns with a
secret filling of seafood and
fresh herbs); fettuccine "Popeye,
the Sailor Man" (spinach
fettuccine noodles w1th sauteed
garlic, spinach, p1ne nuts, sundried tomatoes, and parmesan
cheese sauce); and beef 1tems
such as. T-hone steak (a JUicy
one-pound USDA choice T-bone
steak); prime rib; and blackened
rib eye steak. The menu goes on
and on, and from what we tasted,
they were all superb . Desserts
included New York cheese cake,
tiramisu, and carrot cake.
Flamingo
Hills
offers
exquisite banquet facilities
W1th a view, good value pricing,
and excellent service, it's perfect
for a special occasion. Several
rooms are available-from a
small intimate group to a larger
banquet hall for weddings, etc.
Dinner wouldn't be complete, though , without watching
the mariachi show When we
watched this Latin extravaganza,
it was lively and enthusiastic.
The mariachis play from
Thursday to Sunday nightsdon't miss them if you really
want an entertaining night out.
Flamingo Hills restaurant is
located at 1600 Fairplex Drive in
Pomona . Call for reservations
and show times at (909) 4692444. It is also open for Sunday
Brunch from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Both these restaurants are so
popular that reservations are
essential, especially when the
mariachis are playing. Whether
you dine at Pancho Villa's or the
Flamingo Hills restaurant (or
better yet both) be prepared for a
great night out. •

The Wine Cellar

Mead on Wine

devoted to champagne and sparkling
wines. J Schram took it all, this time
competing against such big guns as
Dom Perignon, Krug from France,
and just about any other top bubbly
you can name.
This fantasllc VIntage will be
available for another month or two,
after which the 1989 will be releot,ed.
If you're in the habit of drinking !his
quality champagne, go out of your
way to track down the 1988.

byJrrryD. Mead

bout The Bubbles - If
you're a senous consumer of
sparkling wmes, the advice
I'm about to give you may save you a
lot of money. If you're planning a
big party or wedding any time in the
coming year, you 'II want to pay
attention.
Buy all the bubbles you plan to
use in the coming year in the next
week or two. The price will never be
lower.
More champagne and
sparkling wine is sold from the last
two weeks of December to
Valentine's Day than 1s sold the entire
rest of the year .. by far. The wine
trade (wholesale and retail) buys
huge inventorie.~ at this time of year,
and to make sure it will all sell,
lowers the prices to the absolute rock
bottom.
How much can you save? It's
easy to save 20 to 30, even 50
percent, even on the fancy-schmancy
stuff that sells for $100 a bottle and
more.

Champagne of the Year
Forgive me for being a gloater.
Last January I touted you on
Schramsberg's elegant new top-ofthe-line bubbly, J. Schram 1988
(about $50). I gave the wine 95
points for quality and didn't complain
about the price. My raving review
went on for five paragraphs.
Only 30 days later, it became
perhaps the first California
champagne in history to win an
overall "Best of Show/Sweepstakes"
award at a major wine competition,
the New World International.
Throughout the year the wine
continued to rack up awards and
accolades as it was discovered by
other critics, won another
sweepstakes at the L.A County Fair
Wines of the Americas judging, and
went on to take two top awards in
Europe.
Only weeks ago, wine scribe
Robert Lawrence Balzer organized
his annual year-end ta~ting, this year

Is It Worth It?
Suggested California retail price
for Dom Perignon 1985 and nonvintage Krug Grand Cuvee, two of
the most highly regarded champagnes
in the world, is about $115 for a
standard size bottle. Are they worth
it? Depends.
If you're made out of money... no
problem. If it's for a once a year
special toast, to romance your
sweetie, to celebrate the coming
millennium, or just to be able to say
you've tried 11, probably so. But most
folks won't find the experience worth
the dollars.

Think California
It's getting more and more
difficult to tell the difference between
California sparklers and their French
counterparts. Only a few years ago, it
was a snap. California was tasty, but
generally fruity and simple by
comparison to the toastier, more
complex French wines.
Many of the best new California
wines are owned by the French, who
have sent French winemakers to the
"New World." No wonder they are
taking on the French style.
An especially fine example is the
Brut and Blanc de Noirs of Maison
Deutz from San Luis Obispo County,
near Atascadero. (A great visit if
you're traversing Highway 101
between San Francisco and Los
Angeles.) Winemaker Christian
Roquemont 's wines have grown in
complexity during the past decade at
about the same pace his English
improved ... and he's a plenty smooth
talker.
At the other end of the state,
another French firm, Roederer, has
set up shop in the very cool (not
unlike La Champagne) Anderson
Valley, where the high acids of the
first wines have been tamed with
vineyard practices that yield riper
fruit and reserve base wines that
round off those sharp edges.

In between, Domaine Cameros,
Domaine Chandan and Mumm Napa
Valley practice their art
The
Spamsh-owned Glona Ferrer and
Codorniu are both in the Cameros
reg10n, one on the Sonoma side, the
other in Napa.
If you're looking for something
unu~ual, try the "Cuvee Rouge" ($16)
under the Culbertson label, from the
Thornton Winery, the only serious
"methode champenoise" producer in
Southern California. It's 100% Pinot
N01r and has enough body and flavor
to hold up turkey, duck, ham and
even beef dishes.

Looking for a Bargain?
Korbel Brut is usually on sale
this time of year, and for way under
$10.
The Spanish brands have a little
d1fferent taste (they're usually made
from different grape varieties than the
French or Californian), but are very
popular Check out Freixenet (say
fresh-a-net) or Codorniu (co-darnyou).
If you're really on a budget, both
Andre and Cook's are palatable.
However, it's way too sweet for the
serious champagne drinker. _..

Researchers Affirm French Paradox Theory
Despite Debate on Data
cientist at the recent Xllth
World
Congress
of
ardiology Conference in
Berlin challenged the popular
"French Paradox" theory on the
grounds that France's recording of
mortality causes is flawed.
"The truth is not that heart
disease is less prevalent among the
French, but that many deaths in
France from heart attacks simply
aren't reported in that way,"
Professor Hugh Tunstall-Pedoe, one
of the authors of the report, stated at
the conference. Tunstall-Pedoe and
his colleagues claim that thousands of
fatal heart attacks in France are
officially listed each year only as
"sudden death," not as coronary heart
disease mortality.
The paper he presented
questioning the accuracy of data from
the World Health Organization
(WHO) from various countries,
including France, was published last
July in the journal Circulation.
Several reporters covering September
conference seized the issue and
stories appeared in several
newspapers, primarily in northern
California. "Red Wine Benefits
Dubious, Study Says" read a San
Francisco Examiner headline.
"There must not have been much
news at that conference, because he
(Tunstall-Pedoe) has presented that
same paper at other conferences and
no one has taken it seriously,"
commented Curtis Ellison, M.D., one
of the principal investigators for the
"French Paradox."
Dr. Ellison's co-investigator, Dr.
Serge Renaud, director of the unit of
research
on
nutrition
and

cardiOvascular pathology for France's
INSERM, dismissed the challenge in
a letter to the Wine Institute, stating,
"Every few months there is a
challenge to the 'French Paradox'
and its relationship to winedrinking."
Drs. Renaud and Ellison were the
anginal researchers reporting that
de.~pite high heart disease risk factors,
such as a diet rich in fatty foods,
France has one of the world's lowest
levels of heart disease. The French
custom of consuming wine with
meals was one of several diet and
lifestyle factors thought to account
for this.
Dr. Renaud defended the socalled paradox, stating that even after
correction, the authors questioning
France's recording of heart disease
death rates state in their article that
French CHD mortality remains low.
He adds that the data show that the
non-fatal heart attack rate for France
is also among the lowest in the world.
These rates gene rail y parallel heart
disease mortality rates in every
country.
Dr. Renaud added that
preliminary data from a new study he
is working on, involving nearly
40,000 men in eastern France, show
that moderate wine consumption
appears to be associated with a 30
percent lower mortality risk from all
causes. At the same time, Michael
Criqui, M.D., an epidemiologist at
the University of California, San
Diego, in a new analysis of the
disputed WHO data, reports that wine
is the dietary factor most associated
with low heart disease rates in 21
countries, not just France. •
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he First Annual Steve
Chase
Humanitarian
Awards Gala to be held
on Feb. 13 will feature one
exciting event after another, and
those lucky enough to attend will
be assured that most of the
proceeds from the various events
will
be
tax-deductible
coatributions to the Desert AIDS
Project.
Ticket prices will range from
$15 for the Gala Awards and
fl¥ry Belafonte Concert up to
$600 for special ticket that
iaclude a coup de' cuisine and
special seating at the Gala. The
Gala will honor research sctenttst
Professor Luc Montagnier and
Academy-Awud-wiBDUlg actress

T

*9 Steea~Musen.
A oae-of-a-kind dtning
experience for major donors will
be served at Wally's Desert
Turtle in Rancho Mirage
beJiDDiq at 5:30 p.m. Worldreaown 1'11scaa chef Giuliano
Baaialh,
the
foremost
spobspersoa for Italian food,
wdl create one of h1s
...aerpiece Taacan diuers. The
Award recipieDia wiD also attend

"" diber. The $600 coat per

peraoa

will iaclade select
.•.·MJ!-:JC)II.... Awaids Gala and
10 be ••J4~ tJae

aa P..ale
-~~~~ig "•t &Jae

a respected recording artist;
concert singer; producer; and
Broadway, film, and television
star. His first album, "Calypso,"
sparked the international calypso
craze and was the first album in
history to sell over one million
copies.
All funds raised from the
concert and the Awards Gala will
benefit the clients of the Desert
AIDS Project, the primary
provider of direct medical and
support services to over 1,100
HIV-infected men, women, and
children living in the Coachella
Valley and beyond. The project
operates a comprehensive range
of programs designed to meet the
needs of persons who are HIVinfected, their friends and
families, and the desert
community.
For
reservations
and
information, call 619/323-2118.

Ninth Annual CAl
Legislative Update
Scheduled
he Coachella Valley
Chapter
of
the
Community Associations
Institute (CAl) will hold its
Niath Annual CAl Legislative
Update at noon Friday, Feb.17.
Meetiag topics will include:
Analysis of 1994 Legislation,
Peadaag
and
Proposed
Le&J•latioa, and Recent Case
Homeowner
_.tilll will
Missioa Hills

T

~looat3,

Tile charge

......... S40fot
illd.ade
bOOlilet

Republic, is scheduled to play
for "Sunday Afternoon Concerts"
on Sunday, Feb. 26, at 2:30 p.m.
in the Annenberg Theater at the
Palm Springs Desert Museum.
The program will include
selections
from
Mozart,
Schubert, and Dvorak.
In 1987, the quartet won the
Beethoven Prize at the Hradec
Competition, and it was honored
at both the 1988 International
Prague Spring Competition and
the 1990 Evian Competition in
France. The ensemble has
performed abroad in Austria,
France, Switzerland, and
Germany, and made its North
American debut in 1993 with a
25 concert tour of the eastern
United States.
Tickets for the concert are $8
for museum members, $10 for
non-members, and $5 for
children and students. Tickets
are available at the Annenberg
Theater box office. Telephone
orders are accepted with credit
cards. Call619/325-4490.
The Annenberg Theater is on
the lower level of the museum at
101 Museum Drive just west of
the Desert Fashion Plaza.
Parking is free. A handicap
ramp is located at the south
theater entrance.

Surgeon• Group Puta
CVB to the Teat
by Mtc:baol E. Fife

T

he Society of Thoracic
Suraeou bogaa arriving
in the Palm Springs
Deaert Resorts Jan. 26 for a fiveday meet-lag. Attendees came
from arolllld the world and filled

1,800 llotel rooms.
Maldeg reservations for the
3-,200 atteadees at 11 different
the job of the
aad
Visators
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Importance of Training in ISO 9000 Certification

Desert Business Journal
Gala Evening for Steve
Chaee Humanitarian
A warda

FEBRUARY 1995

Surgeons is the largest housing
request we've ever had ," said
Hurst. "As with any group, if
they don't get great service, they
won't come back. That's why we
always pay attention to details
and try to give each convention
attendee personalized service."
Another CVB service that the
Society of Thoracic Surgeons
made use of were staffed booths
for hospitality and restaurant
information, and for providing
directions and suggestions for
activities and dining options.
In a further effort to
"matchmake" local businesses
with the convention attendees,
who had several free evenings
during their stay, the CVB sent a
memo announcing the coming
convention to CVB members
who might have something to
offer.
These businesses included
restaurants, attractions, and
transportation companies such as
Gadabout Tours, Gray Line,
Harris Tours, VIP Coastal
Transportation, Palm Springs
International Transportation &
Tours, Sahara Limousine, West
Coast Transportation, Cardiff &
Associates, Supershuttle, and
others, all of which offer
distinctly different services to
the traveler.
The CVB and the Palm
Springs Convention Center have
actually been working with the
Society of Thoracic Surgeons for
over two and a half years. CVB
Vice President of Sales and
Marketing Ted Toay and Senior
Sales Manager Kenn Fischang of
the Convention Center made the
original presentation to Smith
Bucklin, a professional meetings
company that represents the
surgeons and many other
prestigious convention and
incentive groups.
"Thoracic Surgeons is the
type of group that we love to
work with. They put our entire
Convention Sales aad Services
(as well as the community in
general) to the test, pel we really
enjoJ riJiag to the challengtl'

Teay said. ...

Continued From Page 28

outline, lesson plan, and course
materials.
6. Select a qualified trainer.
7. Obtain feedback from all the
course participants (trainees).
Incorporate this into the course
material for a future training
session.
8. Review all training materials for
possible revisions due to
tooling,
technology,
job
description, automation, and
process
changes. It does not
take long for skills to become
outdated due to technological
innovations and upgrades.
9. Maintain records of all training.
Who
needs
training?:
Guidelines are given in Section
18.1 of ISO 9004 .
Each
organization has different training
needs which should be clearly
defined . The ISO guidelines
recommend training programs for
the following broad category of
personnel:
Executive and management
personnel.
Technical personnel.
(This
includes personnel in areas such as
quality control, engineering,
marketing, and procurement.)
Supervisory production personnel
and workers.
The generic nature of the ISO
9000 program allows considerable
flexibility for innovation and use of
state-of-the-art tools and training
software.
ISO 9000 Software and
Training: There are good quality,
reasonably priced ISO 9000
software packages available in the
following categories:
ISO 9000 Assessment Software:
To assess the organization's
readiness for an audit, to track
progress using graphs and charts,
and to make aware of
accomplishments
and
shortcomings.
Quahty Manual Software. To
generate a quahty assurance
procedure specifically focused to
the needs of ISO 9000.
Supplier Quabty Bvaluation: To
evaluate supplter performance over
time, Identify weak l1lea&, aH take
correctiVe actiOa.
.Doouateat ud Data CoatrOI To

facilitate document cataloging and
indexing, approval routing,
revision control, access control,
version control and indexing.
Procedure Control: To facilitate
enforcement, certification, and
validation of record-keeping and
processes.
Statistical Process Control : To
facilitate management and
monitoring of process behavior
through automatic or manual data
collection and storage.

Hardware: 486 based PC , 4 MB of
Ram, 3.5" or 5.25" floppy disk
drive and 245MB of hard disk.
Software: DOS6.x/Windows 3.x.,
software for Word processing,
spreadsheet,
and
database
management.

profits. A carefully documented
and implemented training program
can fulfill the objectives of
Sections 4.18 of ISO 9001 and 18.1
of 9004 and facilitate a smooth
road to certification. &
Ramaiyer Sainath, owner of Kamaltek

Training is an important quality
tool
which,
if
properly
implemented with the appropriate
software, can result in significant
gains in productivity, sales, and

Services. Ontario, has consulted and
trained in areas of product testing,
instrumentation, data acquisition,

automation, and process control. For
questions. call 909/984-6031.
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Architectural/Engineering Firms

Architectural/Engineering Firms
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n exhibition of 40
photographic prints from
the original negatives
made by photographers Frank A.
Rinehart and his assistant Adolph
Muhr is on exhibit at the Museum
of HIStory and Art, Ontario from
Feb. !-March 12, 1995. Faces of
DestJIIY · Photographs from the
1898 JntlJall Congress is an
uhibit of Indian Portra1ts that is
accompanted
by
a
free
publicatton written by art
historian Devorah Knaff which
discusses the htstory of the 19th
century
world's
fairs,
pltotography, attttudes toward
ladiaaa, aad the vantshtng
Amencaa frontier tn kreater
detail 11te muaeam of History
aad Art, Oatario ts open
Weclaesct.y tluoqla Suaday from
aooa ••tal 4 DO p m aad is
located at 225 South Euclid
......_ m o.&ario Admission is

fne.

St. Bernardlne's
Announces
Appointments

compliance officer for the
Southern Pacific Thrift and Loan,
Ingles will utilize his strong
background in internal auditing
and compliance procedures along
with his 14 years in the banking
industry as vice president and
compliance manager of Chino
Valley Banlt.

Chrlatlan Women'•
Seminara Scheduled

he Complete Christian
Women's Ministry is
sponsoring a series of
seminars titled the Dream Activist
Training & Development Institute
(DATDI) designed to help you,
"Discover Yonr Purpose," "Focus
on Priorities," "Be More
Productive, • and "Fulfill Your
Dream."
The Level 1 seminar will be
held Feb. 11th from 10 a.m. to 12
p.ID. at the Couatry Ina, 2359 S.
Ave., Oatario.
Re::A.-~-~~ $10, and reservations
made by c:alliq 9091947lf apace permits, re~;,~M-IIlll t1ae door will begin at

T
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Inland Empire Business Chronicle
lifetime director of the NAHB in
1990 and was two years later the
recipient of the coveted Max C.
Tipton Memorial Award for
marketing expertise.

Indian Art Exhibit
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t. Bernardine Medical
Center has announced the
appointment of Steven
Beutler, M.D. as 1995 Chief of
Medical Staff. A member of the
St. Bernardine medical staff since
1983, Dr. Beutler earned his
medical degree from the
University of Chicago and is
certified by the American Board
of Internal Medicine with a
subspecialty of infectious
diseases and is a member of the
American
Society
for
Microbiology.
Greg Simia, also of St.
Bernardine Medical Center, has
been appointed as its chief
financial officer. Having been
serving as interim CFO for the
previous three months, Simia will
use his experience as controller
for the St. Bernardine Medical
Center to fill the permanent
position of CFO. "We are
extremely pleased with our
selection of Mr. Simia as CFO,"
states Administrator and Chief
Executive Officer Gregory
Adams. "His years of experience
in healthcare fiaanc:e will ensure
continued success not only in the
day-to-day operatioas of the
Medical Center, but as we further
.develop
oar
integrated
community health network.•

S

.... llanagttr for So.
Ontario Firat 1nteretate

"I'm looking forward to
demonstrating that commitment
in South Ontario."

TVEDC Names Frank
Executive Director
ennis Frank has been
appointed
executive
director of the Temecula
Valley Economic Development
Corporation. Frank, who had
been serving as acting executive
director for several months, won
out over 62 applicants gained
through a nation-wide search.
Frank
has
extensive
management and economic
development experience serving
in CEO, senior management, and
director positions for both private
and non-profit organizations,
including multi-national companies and regional financial
institutions.

D

M

T:

ontex Custom China
Creations and Construction
Laborers Pension Trust for
Southern California were also
represented by Lee & Associates in
the approximately $2-million
purchase of a 48,334-square-foot
industrial building in Chino. Trontex
plans to move to the new location at
14050 Laurelwood from 13726
Seminole Drive in Chino.

H

ytech Spas Inc., a Salem,
Oregon-based spa man·
ufacturer will lease a
38,628-square-foot building at 143
Business Drive in Corona.
Represented by Lee & Associates,

Hytech Spas plans to occupy the
facility this winter and plans to
employ 70 workers in the five-year,
$600,000 transaction. Re/Max
represented the landlord, Gordon
and Pam Mullens.
n one of the largest transactions
in the Inland Empire in 1994,
Sunbelt Management, Inc.California Operations has executed a
five-year lease for 20,419 square
feet for the relocation of its
corporate offices.
Sunbelt
Management, the U.S. parent
corporation for Sunwest Materials
and Pacific Coast Cement
Corporation, will be consolidating
corporate offices to occupy the top
floor of the five-story Ontario
Corporate Center located at 1-10
Freeway and Vineyard Avenue Exit.
Assisting the landlord, Matsubara
U.S.A., Inc. in negotiating the lease
transaction were Gayle L. McGuire
and Peter A. Schubert of Schubert
Investments. Mr. Lou Mauro, of
Century 21-Beachside in Upland
introduced Sunbelt Management,
Inc. to the Ontario Corporate Center
project.

I

THE INLAND
A 10-year Temecula Valley
resident, Frank has been
extremely
active in the
community. He was the 1994
Rotarian of the Year and has
twice been chairman and CEO of
the Temecula Valley Balloon &
Wine .Festival. He is also active
with several other organizations
and committees.

LopnNew
KFAG-FM/KOOJ-FM

---••••• laterstate Bank bas
appointed Mohammed
""•••~•• a~ytar of the

ichael D. Gordon has
purchased a 12,540square-foot industrial
building at the Chino Commerce
Center in Chino.
Gordon,
represented by Ken Anderson of
Collins Fuller, purchased the
building from GATX Realty Corp.
for approximately $500,000. GATX
Realty Corp. was represented by
Paul and Doug Earnhart, principals
in Lee & As..'iOCiates' Ontario office.

Opendlona Manager

EMPIRE'S ONLY

NEWS/TALK RADIO

tandard
Management
Company of Los Angeles has
been appointed as property
manager and leasing agent of
Cathedral Village, an 88,000-squarefoot retail center in Cathedral City.
The four-year-old center located near
Palm Springs is just one of three
Southern California shopping
centers appointed to Standard
Management Company by Kearny
Street Real Estate Company.
Currently 83 percent occupied with a
tenant mix of upscale regional
retailers and local businesses,
Cathedral Village is anchored by
Albertson's and Payless Drugs.

location of Mercury Insurance
Group, but the firm will be
expanding into the additional space
in February 1995.

B Commercial Real Estate

ith scheduled occupancy
for February 1995, the
William Austin Company
has leased a 9,644-square-foot office
building to the County of San
Bernardino Department of Aging.
The lease term is seven years with a
transaction value of one million
dollars. William Austin Company
purchased the freestanding building
at 455 North D Street in Downtown
San Bernardino from Stocltwill &
Binney Realty. .&

S

C

Group, Inc. has represented a
number of real estate
transactions. Mercury Insurance
Group has signed a 64-month lease
for approximately 16,119 square feet
of office space at 10370 Hemet
Street in Riverside. Owned by
Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York who was represented by
CB Commercial Real &tate Group,
Inc., the three-story, 47,000-squarefoot office building is the present

orthern
Automotive,
otherwise known as Kragen
Auto Parts, has signed a
three-year lease for approximately
21,052 square feet of distribution
space. Located at 2571 Riverside
Avenue in Rialto, the project is
planning to break ground in 1995
and offering buildings 20,000 to
40,000 square feet. The project is
owned by Rialto Riverside
Corporation.

N

W

CftiNEWSAM 1350
LCKC

KCKCAMibldlo
1310
Inland Empire's CNrt

••:E>;

CNN INTERNATIONAL AND

In the Collche. . Yalfjj :

NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR

K..-1178a

LoCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LocAL TRAFFIC EVERY

FIFIEEN MINUTES
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FOR MORE
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OR

28.

Soutfiem Ca[ifomia
'Biniery & ?lai!ing Inc.

FAX (909) 829-1959

g

LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Need A: Business Plan?
Marke ti ng Progra m ?
Startin g A B usiness ?
SCO RE counseling is available at the
Corona C h amber of C ommerce
Call (9 09) 73 7- 3350 for an appointment

(909)

''"':can SoL"T\-c )'OU-

(909) 829-1949

.,

-I

E!

Invites you to take advantage of many
ben efits o f cha mber m e mbership such as:
• New Bublness Contacts through networkmg nl weekly
Breakfast Club, monthly m1xers. and quarterly semmars
• Referrals
• Affordable advertising opportunities Cor members a nd
non-members tn our new quarterly newslellcr that IS mailed
to every Lorna LondJ restdence and business (8,000 circulauon).
fur further wlormatoon, <Oall the cbomber o

!tee at

(909) 799-2828

ON ADVERTISING

We will hdJ• .,.,..,rt thnn.~h
the m.1z~ o(poslu) n:hrulaUoru., to
Sl\\C )U\1 thl.." IIHlSl ffi01H.")' pt16Sihk .
We s.:t'\~ lmsincs~s thut nuUI
nl·wslcttt:rs. muguzm ...·ro, pmm(~,
S47lfmat)...·.J'S, cat.ulog~ or unv oth'-"T
tn..: o( nuul. Our nlstomcn.l~..-m:Ot

10661 Bustness Dr., Fontana. 92337

p

INFORMATI ON

\VISEABOUT~IAIL

mnk... an cff..."Clhc

p

FOR MARCH IS

THE COST-EFFECTIVE EDGE
FOR TODAY'S lEAN TIMES

u~Uons to

a.

AD DEADLIN E

20TH!

up mall, and to cut tltn:ntioth 11108Ull
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Fl\'e )"-~ago our n~gte \\1ls
born lnt.o a slm~.- but simple po5tal
eyst.cm lie lcan1~d 'A"ll'f'& to 51..-J;d
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Crest Lodge

~~~nLain Qc~orL

Tuesday, March 21, 1995
Whispering Lakes Golf Course
Foursome · $300 • Individuals - $85
For information call (909) 624-4569
GRAND PRIZE · "McDougal Golf Extravaganza"
3 Days· 5 Rounds of Golf- Golf with the "best of the best!"

•

lUoreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
"Good Busmess Bwlds a Better Commumcy"
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Mtssion is to
Promote, Support, and Educate our Business Community.

Reach 3,500 Moreno Valley Business Readers
through the Moreno Valley Outlook.

For More Information Contact:
Phil Roscntrater
(Publisher)

Chamber Ortice:
22620 Golden Crest Dr., Suit 110
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 697-4404 Fax (909) 697-0995

Quaint, cozy cab ins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

,.----CLASSIFIED-ORDER-FliifM____ l
FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL
DISPLAY RATES' $70/ inch; 1• min. LINE RATES : $11 .65/line;
6 lines min. Avg . 30 characters/line . Frequenc y disc ounts
available tor BOTH display & line.
CONFIDENTIAL BOX
CHARGE: $25/ insertion.
Box If will be assigned by the
publisher. Fill out form below tn full. Use additional sheet of
paper tor ad copy. Type or write c learly. All ads must be prepaid • no exceptions. Send check, M .O ., Visa, M / C , AmEx.
Deadlines: 20th of the preceeding month for the followong
month.
Category: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool

Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce

Redlands Chamber of Cormnerce

MEMBERSHIP BREAKFAST

Invites you to step back in time
Visit Historic Redlands

"Tips, Tricks & Tr aps of 1995 Tax Laws"
February 14, 1995

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates
Call fo r Reservat io ns an d In formation ...

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418

Embassy Suites
74-700 Hwy. 111, Palm Desert
7:30 · 9:00 a.m.
$12 includes Program & Buffet Breakfast

Call tbe C ha mber at (619) 346-611 1

Stop by the Chamber Office and pick up a

Historic Driving Tour
$13.00
an Audio Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess
The chamber office is located at
I East Redlands Blvd.
~!.;~~~;4;!~i-J1tlll\~ the comer of Redlanc.ls Blvd. & Orange St.

(909) 793-2546

t o reserve sp ace.

Ad Copy: - - - - - - -

23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • C restline, CA 92325

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business

Date(s) of Insertion ' - - - - - - - - Amount Enclosed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce os dcdocatcd to sen ong, promotong and
supportong lhc local busoncss cnviurmcnt wuh S (five) slandong commmecs:

Name: - - - - - - - - - - Company; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Govcmmcnlal Af[atrs, Educallon, Loc-al Businc~s Promotoons, Mcmbcn.hop Scrvoccs,
and Ways and Means.

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

City, State: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Credit Card II: - - - - Phone: - - - - - - - - - - -

Exp.

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Save Your CASH
• Put Your Excess Goods & Services to Work for You
"The Fastest Growing Barter Club In U.S. Business History!"
2,000 + STRONG IN YOUR LOCAL AREA!

(800) 214-0399

Get involved with the Largest Business
Networking Temecula Valley!

Iron Eyes Cody Day • Parade and Pow-Wow
Meet the famou~ Keep Amenca Beauttful" star
plus other Nattve Arnencan and Western film
celebnt1es mthis free event that your entire farn11y
will enjoy! Call our Chamber of Commerce for
complete infotrnatton on this and our other
acttvtltes and accommodattons: 1 800 346 3347.

Sunday, February 5, 1995

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce

Desert Hot Springs, CA

27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 ·Temecula, CA 92591

(The fnend ly town Wllh tho;e re)UVenatong hedlth 'P"I

(714) 676-5090

Take Palm Drive North from the 1·10 Fwy
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Ruth I. Cadman, dba Town
Center Glass, 31796 Casino Drive,
A, Lake Elsmore; debts $62,121,
assets. $7,140; Chapter 7.

William Raymond Austin,
Brenda Joanne Rovney Austin,
tdba Mailbox !\failing Plus,
Austin's Secretarial Sen ices.
55-l90 Verbenia. Whitewater, debts:
S I 72,466. asset:,: $91,665, Chapter
7.

Mickey Lee Clapp, Nancy Dee
Clapp, dba Clapp Construction.
22755 Robm Way, Grand Terrace;
debts, assets schedules not
available; Chapter 7.

Robert Donald Biron, Suzanne
Biron, aka Suzanne Jensen,
Suzanne Jensen Biron, fdba
Biron Enterprises, 131!15 Haven
Rock Court, Corona, debts.
$355,!65, assets: $317,155;
Chapter 7.
Dixie
Lee
Blair,
Blair
Distributing, 2311 Fairfield Way,
Upland; debts: $247, 269, assets:
$231,078; Chapter 7.
Thomas E. Beckley, Pamela L.
Beckley, aw Family Sport & Ski,
Inc., dba Temeku Sports, -l5980
Classic Way, Temecula, debts.
$354,057, assets: $211,613;
Chapter 7.

Doll) Cunard, aka Edith Schlaet
Cunard, Cunard's Restaurant,
Dolly Cunard's Restaurant, -l2700 Bob Hope Drive, Rancho
Mirage, debts. $1,0R-l,549, asseb:
$3,130; Chapter 7.
Gary Lynn Burbank, aka Gary
L. Burbank, Gary Burbank,
Catheryne Eileen Burbank, aka
Catheryne E. Burbank, dba
Gary's Pizza , fka Straw Hat
Pizza, 83!H Orchard, Alta Lorna;
debts, assets schedules not
available; Chapter 13
Donald L. Barnfield, Roberta L.
Barnfield, dba Don'a Art, 16935
Ulmer St., Lake Elsinore; debts:
$136,686, assets: $127,865;
Chapter 7

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
COMU'L

$1,322,336
8

NEW
$994,130
55

NEW
$555,675
77
'NEW
COIIII'L

AGRICULTURAL· MILK HOUSE. COW SHADES, MILK
BARN, MILK TANKS
Owner Fiber! & Susan Van Dam, 26599 Commumt} Blvd.,
Barsto", CA 92311 (619) 253-3390. Project 26599 Commumty
Blvd
6 APT. BLDGS. 35+ UNITS
Owner: Coachella Housing, 82495 Miles Ave .• Indio, CA 92201
(619) 347-4541 Project. 82495 Miles A\e
6 SFR 'S FROM $68.2M TO $1037M
Owner: O>borne De\., 22892 Mill Creek Dr., Laguna Beach, CA
92653 (714) 770-4054 Project 28723-28742 Bridge Water Ln
AQUA AMMONIA CHEMICAL PLANT & TRUCK WASH
RACK SLAB
Owner Molycorp., Inc., 67750 Bailey Rd., Mountain Pass. CA
92366 (619) 856-2201 Joanne Lyle. ProJect. 67750 Bailey Rd.
13 SFR'S FROM $/!15M TO $101.9M
Owner: Watt-Homes Southern C~lif., 2716 Ocean Park Blvd.,
Santa Monica, CA 90405 (909) 694-0870. Project: Sunflower
Wy., Tnllium Dr., Twinflower Ave.

S SFR'S FROM Sl36.8M TO $187.6M
Owner: Warmington Homes, 3090 Pullman St., Costa Mesa, CA
92626 (619) 931-1461. Project: 45355-45388 Callesito Burgos.

Source: One Step Ahead
e: <'"' 429-2220 or <7141 725-0711
Fax: <7141 642-7610
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Ariel Management, Inc., 9R20
Sterra Ave , Suite H ., Fontana;
debts, assets schedules not
available; Chapter 11.

FEBRUARY 1995

Frederick A. Bilodeau, aka Fred
Bilodeau fdba Launderland,
7582 Pasco Azulejo, Palm
Spnngs; debts: $192,265, assets:
$25,020; Chapter 7.
Donald L. Daulton Sr., Joyce H.
Daulton, fdba Grooming By
Joyce, 36505 West Florida, #78,
Hemet; debts: $145,206, assets:
$118,145, Chapter 7.
James 0. Doshier, Sharon P.
Doshier, fdba JML Enterprises,
Big 0 Tires, 3537 Myers St,
Riverside; debts, assets schedules
not available; Chapter 7.
Clair E. Folsome, Karen M.
Folsome, fdba Folsome Painting,
44483 Cayenne Trail, Temecula;
debts. $!32,757, assets. $132,810;
Chapter 7
Paul Leslie Goodwin, Cynthia
Starr Goodwin, dba Law Offices
of Paul Goodwin, 26288 Cardigan
Place, Redlands; debts: $159,615,
assets: $138,946; Chapter 7.
Airway Scale & MFG. Co., Inc.,
Tredwel Ind., 1284 East Lincoln,
Banning, debts, assets schedules
not available; Chapter 11.
Jimmie Louis Birmingham,
Sarah Elizabeth Birmingham,
aka Sarah Birmingham, N.D.,
H.D., Birmingham's Sharpening
Service, Body Dynamics, 521
East Menlo Ave., Hemet; debts:
$120,370, assets: $1011,779;
Chapter 7.
Ronald C. Clayton, Mary D.
Clayton, fdba Clayton &
Associates, 30103 Santa Roselia
Ave, Menifee; debts: $196,951,
assets: $90,211; Chapter 7.
Donald E. Dawes, aka Don
Dawes, Dolores Dawes, dba
Valley Vista Printing, 38710
Howard Road, Anza; debts:
$82,287, assets: $120,000;
Chapter 13.
Dupre Foods Internationale,
Inc., 1679 Vista Santa Place,
Chino Hills ; debts, assets
schedules not available; Chapter

Floyd Richard Hardy, aka Rick
Hardy, Ruth Jane Hardy, Hardy
Family
Christmas
Trees,
Sprinkling/Trenching Service,
12220 Nuevo Court, Victorville;
debts : $199,174, assets: $8,800;
Chapter 7.

"La Palapa" #2 600 North 'H' St.,
San Bernardino, CA 92410 Albert
Campo-Lopez

B & D Enterprises 1499 N. State
St., San Jacmto, CA 92583 Davtd
Dudman

Cervantes Custom Graphics 374
Verdugo Way, Upland, CA 91786
Davtd Cervantes

Diversified Component Sources
12120 Madera Way, Riverside, CA
92503 Don & Carol Myers

Price Advantage, Inc. 10-10 Truck
Stop 195 E. Valley Blvd., Rialto CA
92376 Larry Whittaker

B & E Enterprises 312 W 6th St,
Corona, CA 9!720 Gerald 0 'Bnen
III

Cheques Etc. 4020 Chicago Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92507 Marcella
Valdez

DMD Concrete Construction 4411
Rosewood Pl., Riverside, CA 92506
David Mendez

Randolph Patrick Hampton,
Lucille E. Hampton, fdba
Hampton Associates, faw HLM
Cuisine Corp., 4886 Golden Ridge
Drive, Corona; debts : $332,161,
assets: $251,261; Chapter 13

29 Palms Liquor 73777 29 Palms
Hwy., 29 Palms, CA 92277 Ktm
Young

Baby Guess 2837 Lenwood Road,
Bldg 2 #C, Barstow, CA 92311 Pour
Le Bebe, Inc.

Cheyenne Investment Company
1025 W Ramsey St., Banning CA
92220 David B1rd

Don Vincents Men's Wear 123 N
Palm Canyon Road, #525, Palm
Springs, CA 92263 Don Vincent, Inc.

4 Sure Car Rental 18856 Van
Buren Blvd., Riverside, CA 92508
Kenneth Cook

Banning Metal Products 435 E.
Lmcoln Ave., Banning, CA 92220
Renco Systems, Inc.

Classic V.W. Repair 9000
Arlington Av., Ste #111, Riverside,
CA 92503 Davtd Bowen

Donalson Power Ventilator Co.
435 E. Lincoln Ave., Banning, CA
92220 Renco Systems Inc.

A & E Auto Repair 1105 E. 6th
St., Corona, CA 91719 Aless1o
Dalterio

Bear Creek Pharmacy 36243
Inland Valley Dr., Wildomar, CA
92595 Robert Ochocki

Cloud Nine Consulting 750 S.
Lincoln Ave., #104-347, Corona,
CA 91720 Robert Bagley

Donut House 22021 Hwy. 18, #D,
Apple Valley, CA 92308 Nora
Martinez

A & E Foreign & Domestic 1105
E. 6th St., Corona, CA 91791
Alessio Dalteno

Big Bear Texaco 40553 Btg Bear
Blvd., Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
David Bonnar

Coffer Motors 9680 E. Hobson
Way, Blythe, CA 92225 Richard
Coffer

Doorway Mfg. Co. 421 N. Cota St.,
Corona, CA 91720 Builders Trim &
Door

A & E Group 57672 29 Palms
Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Ellrie Adamson

Bills Tropical Imports 43-500
Monterey, Palm Desert, CA 92260
William Yurik

Comic World 1411 S. Rimpau,
Corona, CA 91719 William
Latimer

Double Scensation 1640 Ruby
Drive, #108, Perris, CA 92571
Angelica Frye

A & E Sales 6766 Dwight Way, San
Bernardino, CA 92404 Arthur
Benitz

Blazing Industrial Steel 9020
Jurupa Road, Riverside, CA 92509
Fernando Herrera

Community Music School ofTemecula
41125 Wmchester, #B1, Temecula, CA
92.591 Sequoia Music Society, Inc.

E G Homes 333 E. Stuart, #B1,
Redlands, CA 92373 Elon
Holmes

A 1 Automotive 795 W. 40th St.,
San Bernardino, CA 92407 Mark
Simons

Boardwalk Cafe 172 N. Palm
Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, CA
92262 Jimmie Neace

Computing For Business 47800
Madison St., #145, Indio, CA 92201
Linda Edwards

E T Software 333 N. Palm Canyon
Drive, #118, Palm Springs, CA
92262 Maurice Engleman

A F A Enterprises 12941
Saddleback Place, Chino, CA 91710
Austin Okoegwale

Brass Etc. 22500 Town Circle,
#1078, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Pravinkant Lavingia

Concepts Multimedia Presentations
4129 Main St., Ste. #B2&B3,
Riverside, CA 92.501 Esther Rodeghero

Eagle Enterprises 24542 San
Marcos Ave., Lorna Linda, CA
92354 Glenn Williams

A Little Romance 21550 Box
Springs Road, #2079, Moreno
Valley CA 92557 Candace Cross

Bright Idea Stage Lighting 4786
Dewey Ave., Riverside, CA 92506
Christopher Brown

D & D Wholesale 25337 Sugarhill
Road, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Parmjit Smgh

Easy Legal Pkgs. 4195 San Onofre
Court, Ontario, CA 91710 Linda
Williamson

A M U Productions 4040 E.
Piedmont St., #121, Highland, CA
92346 Charles Noble

Bright Side, The 5955 E. Ramon
Road, Palm Springs, CA 92264
Samuel Kauffmann

D & E Plastering Equipment
1668 Industrial Ave., Norco, CA
91760 David Bachman

El Cbapo Auto Repair 81-854
Industrial Place, #15, Indio, CA
092201 Jesus Cazarez

A S T Tire & Auto 5536-A
Philadelphia St., Chino, CA 91710
Automotive Services and TR

C & A Custom Auto Accessories
8661 Wheeler Ave., Fontana, CA
92335 Alfredo Alvarez

Dalias Pizza Market 10078 Arrow
Rt., #198, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 Abdul Kafala

Elsinore Financial Services 19098
Grand Ave., Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 Armando Calderon

A Temecula Valley Brake Service
Z7498 E'nlelJri<;es 0:. West, #3, Temecula,
CA 925!Xl Aldo Pia Fnlerprises

C & J Cylinder Heads 2553
Hamner Ave., Norco, CA 91760
Dulce Moses

Darbys Computer Services 21427
Elmwood St., Perris, CA 92570
Darby Duff

Emergency Response Systems
14207 Cholla Drive, Moreno Valley,
CA 92553 Patrick Hall

A To Z Handyman 140 E. Stetson
Ave., Ste. #165, Hemet CA 92543
Thomas Suovanen

C & J's Lawn & Gardening 541
N. Main St., Ste. #126, Corona, CA
91720 Mike Figueroa

Davis
Publications
5202
Philadelphia Ave., #R77, Chino, CA
91710 John Davis

Empire Advertising 5225 Canyon
Crest Drive, #71-405, Riverside,
CA 92507 David Rodriguez

B & B Cellular 2409 S. Vineyard
Ave., #1, Ontario, CA 91761 Daniel
Burrus

C & S Sales 15388 Willow St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345 Charles
Thompson

Delamos Dolls & Things 54715 El
Prado Trail, Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Benjamin Barraza

Entertainment Center, The 4380
Holt Blvd., #E, Montclair, CA
91763 John Hervey

B & B Painting Company 8715
Magnolia Ave., #103, Riverside, CA
92503 Gregory Brogdon

California Carpet Wholesalers
30166 Corte Plata, Temecula, CA
92591 William Linsalato

Delta-Biometrics West 3900
Rosebay St., Chino Hills, CA 91709
Oscar Boyajian

Environmental Clean-Up Services
12520 Magnolia Ave., #B, Riverside,
CA 92503 Murphy Frederick

Norton F. Henninger II, Zo
Marie Henninger, aka Zo Marie
Wagner, fdba NFH & Company,
32255
Lindenberger Road,
Menifee; debts: $132,170, assets:
$94,915; Chapter 7.
Yazedjian Yeghia Kevork,
Hyvacks, Inc., Rancho Meadows,
8501
Edwtn St.,
Rancho
Cucamonga;
debts,
assets
schedules not available; Chapter 7.
Charles Sherman Kleinbach,
Barbara Lynne Kleinbach, dba
Barbara Kleinbach Business
Service, 9037 Canyon Shadows
Place, Corona; debts: $334,710,
assets: $206,650; Chapter 7
Leon J. Kopitzke, Geoq~ia F.
Kopitzke. fdba Bakery 'N More,
Chez Nous, Blue Chip Cookies,
Blue Chip Enterprises, Inc., 5951
Klusman, Alta Lorna, debh:
$384,030, assets: $268,900;
Chapter 7.
Dino Leone, aka Dean Leone,
Abby Leone, aka Sylvia Szabo,
dba So. Cal. Credit Reporting, a
sole prop., 52011 Avenida Madero,
La Quinta; debts: $234,059, assets:
$220,020; Chapter 7.
Wayne K. Griffin, dba A-1
Painting, 18178 Ballard Ave.,
Lake Elsinore; debts, assets
schedules not available; Chapter
13.
Raymond Martin Herrera, fdba
The Cleaning Company, 945 Le
Conte Drive, Riverside; debts:
$148,749, assets: $133,650;
Chapter 7.

7.
Penny Lynn Haines, fdba BD
Distributing, 13818 Galaxy Lane,
Victorville; debts: $128,778,
assets: $112,965; Chapter 7.

Richard H. Hubbard, M. D., Inc.,
1729 East Palm Canyon Drive,
Suite 227, Palm Springs, debts:
$37,563, assets: $169, 240; Chapter
11..
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H & J Lawn Service 1550 Rimpa,
Sp. #76, Corona, CA 91719 Henry
Hoeker

I E P S, Inc. 3564 Little Mountain
Drive, San Bernardino, CA 92-l06
Inland Empire Programmmg

Jbt Enterprises 29605 Solona Wy.,
Apt. # M-1, Temecula, C A 92591
Brian Timmons

Joe's A.C. Propane 4R5 Mich1gan,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Joseph
Fatigato

Jones Bros . Brakes 316 E.
Pennsylvania, Escondido, CA
92025 Scott Pastor

H & L Publishing 10084 Cabemet
Crt., R1verside, CA 92509 Thomas
Haslett

Illu strio u s Ente rprises 2222
Kansas Ave., Ste. #D, Riverside.
CA 92507 Teresa Godmez

J e nnife r H a ir & Nails 10R7
K1mberly Ave , Colton, CA 9:?.324
David Vo

J ohn's Thrift Store 71-l7 Amethyst
St, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
John lllbmsk1

J oye ria O p tima 6R225 Ramon
Road, #B, Cathedral C11y, CA
9:?.234 Avertano Munoz

Hair Designs By Esther 73925 El
Paseo, #F, Palm Desert, CA 92260
Eslher Hewitson

Image Decora ting Design 16064
Medlar Lane, Ch1no Hills, CA
91709 Yolla Terezan

J essis Woodwork 357 N. Shendan,
# 123, Corona, C A 91720 Jesus
Mac1el

Jo h anna Interiors 31706 Corte
Ro«ano, femccula, CA 9:?.592
Joanna Doyle

K & :\1 Cust om Design s l6"H\7
Sun Summit Drive, Riverside, CA
92503 Michael Powers

Halle tt Plumbing 2520 Corona
Ave. , No rco, CA 91 760 Robert
Hallett

lm a ni Pro du c tio n s -l662 Park
Ave., Riverside, CA 9:?.507 Jean
Denney

Jimy Au to Sales 9375 Feron St.,
#I~ Rancho Cuc,Imonga, C A 91730
Ja1me Melendez

John's "T h ats Amo r e" Pizza,
Pasta 15010 Circle Dr~ve,
VIctomlle, CA 92392 Gary Mead

K & S Modular Specialtic.'> 21946
Jean St, Pcrns, CA92'i70 Kurti'i
Avery A

Ger ald A. P owell & Associates
111'49 RoJa St., Moreno Valley, CA
92557 Gerald Powell

H eave n Scent Flowers 27869
Encanto Drive, Sun City, CA 92586
Marvin G1llem

Indio Auto Wrecking !>4-800 Ave.
4!\, Indio, CA 92:?.01 Genard
Rodriguez

Fitzpatri c k Pallet C o . 1500
Eastridge Ave , Riverside, CA
9250-l Thomas Fitzpatnck

Glamour Salon 555 S Ml Vernon,
San Bernardmo, CA 92410 Celia

Hi Desert S h oes and A p p arel
14672-B East 7th St , Victorville,
CA 92392 Faige AJ-Haddad

Info Caps ul es 5926 Copperfield
Ave , Riverside, CA 92S06 Shailesh
Bhatia

F and J Thrift Store 175 N. Grove
Ave., #B, Upland. CA 91786 Flor
Villar

Food 4 Less of C alifornia 3900
Chicago Ave., Riverside, CA 92507
Food 4 Less of Calif., Inc

G lob al Polymers Technologies
11156 Saddleridge Road, Moreno
Valley, CA 92557 Thomas Sepik

Hi g h P erform a n ce Mach in ing
Group 13445 Elm St., Hesperia, CA
92345 Michael Englebrecht

I nland Count ies Courier &
Litigatio 23532 Wooden Horse 1 ra1l,
Mumeta, CA 92562 Le Roy !lash

Fangs & Feathers 74 -059 Hwy.
111, Palm De.-;ert, CA 92260 Lance
Walker

Forever & Always 295 Carousel
Mall Drive, #151, San Bernardino,
CA 92401 Erik Burn

Golf Cars of Coachella Valley 41801 Corpo ra te Way, #4, Pa lm
Desert, CA 92260 Jack Wise

Historical Resea rch G roup 35382
Bi rchwood, Yucaipa , CA 91399
Claire Teeters

International Biometric Society
4920 Trail St., Norco, CA 91760
Donald Unc

Good Samaritan Social Service
2900 Adams St., Ste #B-15,
Riverside, CA 92506 Dr. Raise Jakpor

Hobo Express 8796 19th St., Alta
Lorna, CA 91701 Paulette
Brampton

International Tile & Supply 1101
W. 9th St , Upland, CA 9171'6 Intile
Designs of Los Angeles

..

Goods From The Woods 42456
Avalon, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
Alta Thompson

Hole In O n e D o nu ts 15397
Palmdale Road, #B, Victorville, CA
92392 Eav Chhour

Grand Video Plus 3233 Grand
Ave., #E, Chino Hills, CA 91709
Gail Wong

Hood 's Up A uto 50100 Romona
St., Cabazon, CA 92230 T res a

w

Grandpa & Grandma's Workshop
41 85 Nessel St., Riverside CA 92503
Donald Goodwin

Hubbard Computer Sales 421 E.
State St., Redlands, CA 92373 H D
H Computer Sales

Gray's Services 54030 Strawberry
Valley Dr, Idyllw ild, CA 925 49
Joseph Gray

Runny's Restaurant 203 W. 6th
S t., Co ro n a, C A 91720 Lino

Green Meadows Arabians 39301
Green Meadow Rd., Temecula, CA
92592 Zoltan Molnar

Runny's Restaurant 31253
Riverside Drive, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 Lino Lourenco

Griffin Technologies 36 72
Linwood Pl., Riverside, CA 92506
Carl Nelson

Hwy. 74 Tire & Brake 28751 Hwy.
74, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 David

Guiudos Pizza & Pasta 3950
Pierce St., Riverside, CA 92505
Haissam Yahya

Hy-Jinx Designs 11338 Kenyon
Way, #Bl99, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 9 1737 Marisa Terashima

H & H Ent. & Zap Audio 1902 W.
Valley Blvd ., Colton, CA 92324
Hector Velazquez

I & S Janiton 481 Wroth St .,
S a n J ac int o, C A 925 83 Jose

F ulle r Appliance :?.01 S. Lmdsay
St., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 James

Esse Beaut} L a b oratories 9239
Utica, #100, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 George Britt

Fa n tasy Fishin g of Californ ia
32115 Via Cordoba, Temecula. CA
9:?.592 Doran Lewis

European Auto Parts and Accessories
33295 R:mcho VL'ila. #B. Cathedral Cil).
CA 9:?..,15 Cruz Bracamontes

Fashi on Sh ow, T h e 1444 Rodeo
Road, Palm Springs C A 92:?.62
Nad1ra Lee

G & J Lawn Service 15375 Pasco
Carmel, Moreno Valley. CA 92551

Europea n Motorsport 1764 Lind
Terrace, Corona. CA 91720
Christopher Andrews

Fats Billia rd Club 10226 Indiana
Ave ., Riverside, CA 92503 Fats
Entertainment Group

G & L Catering 310 E. Industrial
Road. San Bernardino, CA 92408
Gina Brockmueller

Excel Rental Center 1005 S. State
St., San Jacinto, CA 925R3 Lynn
l..adenes

F i n a l S h a d e 27574 Commerce
Center Dr, Temecula. CA 92591
Rene Covarrubias

Galleria A dver t ising Specialties
2152 Ranchwood PI , Riverside, CA
92506 Timothy Carney

Exclushe European Arts 22808
Mesa Springs Way, ~oreno Valley,
CA 92557 Thomas Schwaiger

First 'llatio nwide Ba nk, F S B
1770 Iowa Ave ., Riverside, CA
92507 First Mad1son Bank

F T A , Inc . 53798 Aveni da
Alvarado, La Q uinta, CA 92253
Troy Lawrence
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Fuller III

James 1\vina

Guzman
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Inventory Disposition Se rvices
23080 Fisher, Perris, CA 92570
John Adams Jr.
It '~ About Time 72840 Hwy. 111,
Palm Des ert, CA 92260 Ronald
Schwartz

J & B Associates 51037 Mecca
Road, Morongo Valley, CA 92256
Beth Showalter
J & D Realty 45276 Silverado
Ln. , Temecula , CA 92592 Jim
Arnst

Lourenco
J & M Auto Sale 16648 Valley
Blvd ., Fontana, CA 92335 Jose
Manzanares
J & M Designs 44994 Corte Zonta,
Temecul a, CA 92592 Joseph
Buzzelli

Errington

Ga rci a

Jaffa Screw Products 2045
California Ave., #109, Corona, CA
91719 Mark Sayegh
Jalisco Bake r y 1344 E. 6 th
St. , Coro n a, CA 91719 Pedro
Pe rez

How to Get More Office For Less Money?
What you really need 1s a great place to
conduct your busmess. To meet and entcrtam your
clienb. Have your phone answered and messages
taken by
1, a real person. Rece1ve your mail and make
your te cphone calls Send and re.ceive your faxes,
deli venes, and have someone re liable locate you
when you're needed.
. In other words, a home base when you
or a place that takes care. .of you when
need
ou'reII,awa
Y
Y on busm~ss A prestige address to
reflect your company s 1magc.
h What you don't need is a big. fixed.
over cad . You pay for only what you need.
,
W~ reahze that your needs can change.
Were flexible. We offer several plans ran~ing from
bas1c telephone and mailing service. to completely
staffed pnvatc office.
Safan Executive Offices were created to
offer busy executives and professionals an environment conducive to business. It 1s an ideal setting
for someone who need plush. professional environment, available 24 -hours. seven days a week.
Located next to Ontario International Airport.
across the street from Hilton Hotel.
Services provided by Safari Executive
Offices mclude;
• 46 Furnished ground floor offices, with views.
Attractive lounge and court yard
• 2 Conference rooms w1th bars, large screen TV's,
overhead projectors and audio visual equipment
• Complete secretarial sen·ices, telephone. voice

mail. fax. and copier
• Word proccssmg and pnntmg
• Free parking
• Delivery serv1
·ce·' • UPS. Federa1 Exprcss, etc.
·
• Concierge for travel and entertai nment arrangements
· · and sen ices.
T o 1earn more about our fac1htes
please come over and discuss your business needs
We'll be glad to sho w you around . and explam
.
the-·
various sen·ices and options available at Safan
Executive Offices.
When you see what we ha\c to offer, you'll understand why it makes good busmess sense to have
your office here.

SAFARI EXECUTIVE OFFICES

3535 Inland Empire Bhd ..
Ontario, California 91764
Telephone (909) 941-03'\~
FAX t909) 941 2547
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In and
After a
series
of
meetings
with Orange County
investment
representatives, Claremont city
officials have received
back $1.7 million of then
$5.4 million investment
into the Orange County
investment pool. Officials
say they hope to get back
100 percent of their
investment, but they have
been told to expect a 27
percent loss, which
translates
into $1.5
million.
KMET
(AM) Rad10,
in Banning,
has been purchased by JR
Broadcasting Partner~ Jeff
Sinclair and Ron Heinlein,
from Ray Stanfield,
receiver, for $140,000.
KMET has a music/news/
information format on
1490 on the dial.

1

-

Kasler
Corporation,
a subsidiary
of Kasler Holding Co. in
Highland, submitted the
apparent low bid of $31.6
million to w1den Route 60.

9

20

Tradewinds
developers
may cancel theH casino
plans in Pomona because
of problems reaching an
agreement with Fairplex
over leasing of a 14-acre

u

sChro

site at West McKinley
Avenue and Fairplex
Drive, according to their
attorney, Roger Howard.

Assembly
Democrats
ousted
Assemblyman
Richard Mountjoy (R 59th District) on a 40-39
vote, obtained because he
couldn't vote on legislation concerning himself; then just a few hours
later, by the same narrov.
margin, voted to reelect
Willie Brown Speaker of
the House. MountJOY later
assumed h1s Senate seat
Republicans are outraged
about what they term a
severe breach of eth1cs as
well as questionable legal
maneuverings.
Paul Horcher recall
backers turned in 12,000
of the necessary 19,000
signatures to get recall on
the ballot. They have until
June 6 to get the other
7,000 signatures.

2

Gri:.wold's
Restaurant
closed its doors for the last
time tonight after 40 years
of ;.erving Smorgasbord
meals to Inland Valley
residents and visitors. The
bakery will remain open,
and
after
extensive
renovation, management
plans to establish a
delicatessen in conjunctiOn with its bakery.

The deli will serve
sandwiches, salads, and
soups.
-HughesAvicom, a
subsidiary
of Hughes Aircraft Co, is
meeting w1th Pomona City
officials to discuss an
arrangement to occupy the
15-acre s1te on West
Miss1on Boulevard once
occupied by General
Dynamics and smce sold
to Hughes Aircraft If the
maker of in-flight entertainment systems for
commercial airlines moves
into the building this
spnng, up to 1,000 jobs
could be created.
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Cit):~~~;s~

Inland Empire
Quarterly Industrial Gross Activity Summary

AND SUPPLIES ARE
ALL INCLUDED.

2

Inland Empire
December 1994 - Major Industrial Brokerage Houses
Market share listed by percentage of square footage control

li!IL&A
BG&E

D!llc&w

all Collins Fuller
a:l3 Seeley Co.

1!3 Majestic
Bishop Hawk
The number of square feel hsted
by the majO< blol<erage houses 1n
the Inland Emp11e 1S 13.306,718 square teet

ltAtll Daum
~ CB Commercial

Inland Empire
Quarterly Industrial Gross Activity Summary

Continued From Page 3

400 Taiwanese companies
willing to pay $1 million
each
for
office,
exhibition, and warehouse space. The site is
part of a 400-acre parcel
t hat has been proposed
for a foreign trade zone,
whe r e
manufacturers
could
import
and
assemble goods without
paying customs du ties.

n an effort to as~ist
local
companies
that want to trade
products or services to
international
companies,
the
U.S.
Commerce Department
has opened the Inland
Empire District Export

I

ABM also has:
•Copiers at Wholesale Prices/
Sales &Leasing
• Re-Manufactured Copiers
•Copier Rental Programs
• Low Cost Service &Supply Programs
• Discount Copier and Fax Supplies ,--1--------.~---------_j
• Plain Paper Fax Machines
Before you buy or lease another
copier Call ABM, "The Can't be
Copied Copier Company."

At Deadline
faci l ity to house 300 to

Small table tops
~ Mid-size units
~ Large duplicators

PJ]

including
the lihrar), are open once
again on Fridays. Though
the employee union
opposed the 5-day work
week, city administrators
maintained
that
the
opening on Fndays is
needed for the convemence to residents.
Jim
Brulte tells
Republicans
to Bite the Bullet and
don't expect tears and
sympathy from h1m. He
claims that Republicans
are in much better shape to
help run the process than
they were during the
Democratic majority. •

EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,

Assistance Center in
Ontario. On-line access
to other Commerce
Department locations
around the world will
be prov1ded at the
Center.
For more
information, call the
Inland Empire Economic
Partnership
office at 909/390-8080.

ADVANCED
BUSINESS Serving all of Orange County,
The Inland Empire and San Diego County
MACHINES
-- A factory authorized distributor
----Call Today 800/576-FREE
----

--- ----
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Gtaph 11la<mation pr<>v>ded to us by CB Commerc•al of Rovers•de
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MINC LTA

milil

Panasonic

ICI.1~:,t1~.~

sa111n

SHARP

TOSHIBA

XEROX

Generati n
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When it comes to choosin~ a health plan.
mahe sure your plan includes Loma Linda University ,\ledical Center.

We've been

heepin~

you healthy for generations.
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